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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this research is to develop computerized identification
models that have the ability to classify objects by only using patterns
contained in their shape. Additionally, overlapping conditions are the
main consideration of the problem at hand. This work presents two
recognition systems (in 2 and 3 dimensions) that are able to perform
recognition under such difficult overlapping situations. The applied
methodology uses Active Shape Models as the main identification tech-
nique to accomplish the goal. Moreover, the complexity of the original
shapes is reduced by approximating them to elliptical forms (ellipse in
2-dimensions and ellipsoid in 3-dimensions). This simplification has the
benefit of allowing the use of simpler methods to find the points that
best represent a form.
In the 2-dimensional space the problematic is the identification of
small overlapping plantlets. Whereas, in the 3-dimensional space the
problematic is to find the shape patterns that best characterize the
overlapping pore structures of soil and rock samples.
The results indicate that it is possible to perform identification of objects
under overlapping situations, by first decreasing the complexity of their
form and then using these simplified characteristics in a statistical
shape model. In the 2-dimensional space it is possible to automatize
the identification of plantlets with 2, 3 and 4 leaves in a variety of
overlapping situations by first executing an ellipse detection technique,
which simplified the form of the leaves. The next step grouped these
ellipses into individual plantlets by using a heuristic method based on
deformation energy. A similar technique was used to identify complex
overlapping structures in solid objects. The shape of the structures was
first reduced to an ellipsoid which allowed the use of deformable models
to search and identify specific shape characteristics within the complete
structure set.
Keywords: Active shape models, image processing, pattern recognition,
landmarking, ellipse fitting, plant identification, overlapping, 3D shape
recognition, soil pores, ellipsoid fitting.
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Ziel dieser Arbeit ist die Entwicklung rechnergestu¨tzter Identifikations-
Modelle zur Klassifizierung von Objekten einzig durch das Erkennen von
Mustern in der Objektform. Eine besondere Herausforderung ist hier-
bei die Erkennung sich u¨berlappender Objekte. Die vorliegende Arbeit
stellt zwei Erkennungssysteme vor, die sich u¨berlappende Objekte im
zwei- bzw. im dreidimensionalen Raum identifizieren. Hierfu¨r werden
als zentrale Identifikationsmethode sog. Active Shape Models verwendet.
Zudem wird die Komplexita¨t der originalen Formen durch Approxima-
tion an elliptische Formen reduziert (Ellipsen fu¨r zwei, Ellipsoide fu¨r drei
Dimensionen). Durch diese Vereinfachung wird der Einsatz einfacherer
Methoden zur Ermittlung der die Objektform repra¨sentierenden Punkte
ermo¨glicht.
Im 2-dimensionalen Raum wird sich diser Problematik gena¨hert, in-
dem kleine sich u¨berlappende Jungpflanzen identifiziert werden. Hinge-
gen besteht die Problematik im 3-dimensionalen Raum darin diejenigen
Muster zu erkennen, die sich u¨berlappende Poren in Stein-Boden-Proben
am besten darstellen.
Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass die Erkennung sich u¨berlappender Objekte
durch die Reduzierung der Komplexita¨t ihrer Form und durch die
anschließende Verwendung dieser vereinfachten Merkmale in statistis-
chen Shape Models mo¨glich ist. Im 2-dimensionalen Raum konnten
Jungpflanzen im 2, 3 und 4-Blattstadium mit u¨berlappenden Bla¨ttern
mithilfe der Erkennung der entsprechenden Ellipsen automatisch iden-
tifiziert werden. Hierzu konnten die Ellipsen durch eine heuristische
Methode, basierend auf der Deformationsenergie, den entsprechenden
Pflanzen zugeordnet werden. Ein vergleichbarer Ansatz wurde zur
Identifizierung komplexer, sich u¨berlappender Strukturen in festen
Objekten verwendet. Die Form der Strukturen wurde zuna¨chst auf ein
Ellipsoid reduziert, wodurch die Verwendung deformierbarer Modelle zur
Suche und Identifikation spezifischer Formeigenschaften innerhalb der
gesamten Menge an Strukturen ermo¨glicht wurde.
Schlagwo¨rter: Active shape models, Bildverarbeitung, Mustererken-
nung, Landmarking, Ellipse fitting, Pflanzendetektion, U¨berlappung, 3D
Formerkennung, Bodenporen, Ellipsoid fitting.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
During the course of only a few decades, computers have influenced every aspect
of our lives, including many steps of every production process. Agriculture and
Horticulture are no exception to this: since the “Green Revolution” (Borlaug,
1996) new technologies have constantly been incorporated into the productive
models.
“Computers and their applications are now pervasive throughout the
agricultural community - from the land grant system to the farm trac-
tor.” “The role that computers play in agriculture has evolved over
time from simplistic record keeping and spreadsheets, to incorporat-
ing expert systems to solve complex problems and manage complete
farm systems.” (Wakefield & King, 1994, p. 1-2)
The need to incorporate new technologies and automatization in the area of
food production has grown enormously. This is not only due to the increasing
costs of manual labor and fuel, but also due to so-called Agricultural Megatrends
(Havlicek, 1986; von Witzke et al., 2009), such as increase in population, biofuel
demand and climate change, which put additional stresses on the existing food
supply and increase the demand for more production output.
Scientists have dedicated much time and energy to the development of technolo-
gies focused on the automatization of monotonous and repetitive tasks, as well
as those that are dangerous or may detrimentally effect the health of the agricul-
tural laborers. Some of this work can be executed using preprogrammed routes
where no visual information is required, such as irrigation, and the bulk appli-
cation of herbicides, pesticides and fertilizers. Other operations, however, need
1
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intimate knowledge of the environment and location of specific plants in order to
be successfully carried out. This includes trimming, weeding, classification of the
produce, harvesting, and plant specific fertilization and precision application of
herbicides and pesticides, etc.
Machine vision plays a very important role when developing robots that will au-
tonomously perform farming or horticultural tasks. The capacity of a robotic
system to cope with the production demands very much depends on how accu-
rately and efficiently it recognizes the objects while performing its task. This
visual information is obtained from sensory devices, such as cameras, which pro-
vide the system with information about the surrounding environment.
Currently, there are many image processing techniques that only take into ac-
count the color information provided by the captured images to perform object
detection. For example, the recognition of ripe tomatoes by identifying their red
color, or identifying rows of crops by only using the green color of the plant versus
the black or brown color of the soil. This, of course, is a valid approach, but is
very limited because only part of the available information is used and can readily
be confused by other objects with the same color. Alternatively, there are many
other techniques that also consider additional information contained within the
image, such as the shape of the object to be identified (see Chapter 3). Certainly,
taking into account the color and shape information will lead to the development
of more accurate pattern recognition techniques. Nevertheless, when performing
shape identification, there are many problems that one can encounter that will
hinder the recognition of the objects, for example, variability in the object shape,
overlapping, and total occlusions. This problem has motivated the search for
alternative vision systems that are not susceptible to such conditions.
The current work presents new methods in the fields of image processing and
pattern recognition, which have the ability to deal with difficult environments
where the shapes that one wants to identify are overlapped by other objects.
To be more specific, the techniques presented here are based on the reduction
of the original shape to a simplified form and the application of Active Shape
Models (ASMs), which are deformable templates that are employed to recognize
and match similar forms.
2
CHAPTER 2
General Objectives
In the field of precision horticulture/agriculture, the recognition of objects is
essential for further development of fully automated identification systems. One
has to take into account that in real life circumstances, objects are usually not
fully in view, and that part of its shape is almost always hidden, therefore, making
it necessary to develop identification systems that are able to cope with such an
environment.
Several attempts have been made to address such situations, but have been met
with varying degrees of success. These take advantage of different qualities of
the objects that are to be recognized, such as form/outline, color, texture, etc.
The physical qualities are then processed with different computational techniques,
such as , geometric descriptors, distance transformation, skeletons, chain codes,
Fourier descriptors, etc. (these methods will be discussed in further detail in the
following chapters). Although some of these methods have a high rate of success
in artificial conditions, their usability rapidly decreases in overlapping and open
field situations.
The general objective of this work is to solve the overlapping problem for plants
by using a special ASM (Active Shape Model) algorithm and to transport this
algorithm into a higher space using a complex real situation.
The fundamental idea behind ASMs is the use of statistical analysis of a training
set, which is formed by certain number of similar objects, with the purpose of
extracting all possible object variations. These variations are then placed into
a mold, which can be deformed into similar shapes to the ones contained in the
training set. Certainly, the shapes within the training set establish the boundaries
of the deformations. However, this does not hinder the ability of the method to
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create new forms within these same boundaries. This allows the system to be
able to cope with the variance which is found in groups of biological organisms
and other naturally occurring structures.
However, the ability of ASMs to create and match similar shapes can be detrimen-
tally affected when part of the information needed to perform the identification
is hidden. In order to solve this problem, an additional step had to be executed,
where the form of the object to be identified was first modeled as a simple ge-
ometric shape, such as an ellipse, thereby reducing the amount of information
the pattern recognition system has to deal with. Because of the regularity of the
simplified form, it is possible to reconstruct the whole form when only a fraction
of the visual data is available. In this manner, the system uses the original infor-
mation to locate geometrical shapes that will uncover the position of the partially
occluded object one is looking for.
This method was then adapted to the 3-dimensional space in order to identify
overlapping structures. This was carried out using the shape of amorphous pore
systems, whose original irregular shape was reduced to an ellipsoid form. Thus, it
was possible to apply the ASMs to generate deformable models that led to their
correct identification.
4
CHAPTER 3
State of the art of pattern recog-
nition in plant sciences
3.1 General shape representation
Object identification is the primary goal of computer vision. In order to perform
this task, the relevant information contained in the images has to be extracted
and coded in a way that it is meaningful to a computer.
Before attempting any object identification, the image has to be separated into
different regions or sections (this is referred as the segmentation process), where
each region contains information that can be dismissed or used in further analysis.
Thus, it is possible to say that the segmentation process divides an image I into
n different regions R1, R2, . . . , Rn
I =
n⋃
i=1
Ri, Ri ∩ Rj = ∅, i #= j (3.1)
where each Ri might contain information about a particular object or can be
ignored because it does not provide any valuable data.
Segmentation processes are task specific because there is no general answer to
the question of how to subdivide an image into specific regions . There are
several approaches to carry out segmentation, i.e., threshold-based, cluster-based,
template-based, boundary-based (Comaniciu & Meer, 2002; Fu & Mui, 1981;
Gonzales-Barron & Butler, 2006). These techniques have to be adapted to work
under the particular conditions of the environment or the problem domain.
5
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Object representation has always been a topic of discussion in pattern recognition.
Currently, there is no real consensus about how to represent nor how to select
the distinct features of objects when developing a vision system. The intrinsic
properties of an object or its invariant features are shape, texture, color, size,
etc. Of all these properties, shape is the one that stands out most, because it
provides a large amount of information that is unique to a given object (Bouet
et al., 1999; Ullman, Shimon, 1996). Even in the complete absence of sight,
shapes can be identified by humans using the sense of touch. In robotic systems,
laser and ultrasonic range sensors, etc. can be used to extract the shape of an
object (Burgard et al., 1999; Ha¨hnel et al., 2003; Masaphy et al., 2009; Oppelt &
Grandke, 1993; Triebel et al., 2005; Wells, 2006).
In regard to the problem of representing shapes, Ballard & Brown (1982, p. 229)
mention that “One of the major challenges to computer vision is to represent
shapes, or the important aspects of shapes, so that they may be learned, matched
against, recollected, and used”.
Researchers have already devoted much time and effort in developing different
shape representation schemes, which can be classified into two main groups:
Contour-based and Region-based (Bouet et al., 1999; Gonzalez & Woods, 2001;
Zhang & Lu, 2004). Contour-based representation techniques only use the con-
tour of a shape to extract information, whereas Region-based techniques use the
whole object region to obtain information.
Regardless of the selected representation technique, it has to provide a way to
describe each object in a unique way. It also has be sensitive enough to find the
differences between similar objects (Pitas, 2000, Ch. 7). Additionally, it has to
be able to tolerate transformations for invariant features, such as scaling, rotation
and translation. This way the object can be analyzed and identified regardless of
its position and size. Figure 3.1 shows some invariant transformations applied to
a leaf.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.1: This figure shows some invariant transformations of an object. (a)
original leaf. (b) rotation. (c) scale. (d) translation and scale.
In the following subsections, some basic methods for representing and matching
shapes are briefly described. The main idea of presenting these popular techniques
is to familiarize the reader with the pattern recognition subject before the primary
method used in this work is introduced.
6
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The use of blocks to represent shapes is one of the simplest methods in computer
vision. A template is built by extracting a rectangular section of an image where
the object or region of interest is contained, see Figure 3.2.
Image
W
H
Figure 3.2: Shape block representation. The object is contained within a rectan-
gular section of W× H pixels.
The comparison between two different blocks is executed in a pixel-wise manner;
in ideal situations, two blocks are said to be a match when all of their pixels
are equal, however, in reality such cases where there is an exact match are rare.
There are different criteria to correlate two blocks, for example: mean absolute
distance, mean squared distance, normalized cross-correlation, etc. (Gyaourova
et al., 2003). The following equation computes the similarity of two blocks (A
and B) using the mean absolute distance (mad):
mad =
1
WH
W∑
i=1
H∑
j=1
|A(i, j)−B(i, j)|
where i and j are pixel positions within each block
(3.2)
This description scheme is very sensitive to noise, it also has problems when
objects are scaled or oriented differently than the block template; this means
that different templates are required for different situations.
Velduis & Brodland (1999) used an adapted version of the block matching tech-
nique to find the differences in pigmentation of Axolotl epithelial cells. Garcia &
Gomez (2008) also use this method to track the motion of a tractor that is on an
open filed carrying out agricultural tasks.
3.1.2 Geometric descriptors
Shapes can also be represented using its geometric attributes, such as, area, width,
length, perimeter, roundness, aspect, etc., see Figure 3.3.
Area is the space or site on which the shape stands. In image processing, it is
the number of pixels that compose the shape.
7
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Width is the length of the shortest side of the minimum bounding rectangle
where the shape is contained.
Length is the length of the longest side of the minimum bounding rectangle
where the shape is contained.
Perimeter is the length of the outline of the shape.
Roundness is the circularity of the shape. This descriptor is calculated using
the following formula: Perimeter2/4piArea.
Aspect is the ratio between Length/Width.
Rectangularity is the ratio between the area occupied by the shape and the
area occupied by the minimum bounding rectangle.
Convexity is a ratio similar to rectangularity, however, in this case the ratio is
computed using the area occupied by the shape and the area occupied by
its convex-hull.
Length
W
id
th
Area
Perimeter
Minimum bounding rectangle
Figure 3.3: Example of geometric descriptors to represent the shape of a leaf.
A geometric descriptor by itself does not provide enough information to perform
shape identification. However, if several descriptors are put together in the form
of feature vectors, they can be used create different templates that can later be
used to perform shape matching. A simple identification procedure is to compare
an unknown feature vector to different feature vector templates, which represent
specific shapes, and calculate how much it deviates from them. If the deviation
is not greater than certain threshold, a match can be established.
For example, Hemming (2000); Rath (1997) used geometric descriptors as means
to identify weeds on a field. Antonio, Dell’Aquila (2006) also used similar schemes
to evaluate the quality of different plant seeds.
3.1.3 Distance transform
The distance transform is a type of representation that describes a shape using a
map of distances. The generated map contains the distance of each point inside
the shape to the closest point on the boundary, see Figure 3.4.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.4: Example of a distance transform: (a) Leaf shape. (b) Map of dis-
tances, this gray scale map depicts shades of gray where the distances to the
boundary are small, and black for those distances that are the furthest to the
boundary.
There are different types of distance metrics that can be used to compute the
distance map (Fabbri et al., 2008; Pedro & Daniel, 2004), for example:
Chessboard distance max(|x2 − x1|, |y2 − y1|)
Manhattan distance |x2 − x1|+ |y2 − y1|
Euclidean distance
√
(x2 − x1)2 + (y2 − y1)2
(3.3)
In order to perform shape identification, templates are created from the distance
maps. Then unknown shape maps can be correlated with these templates in order
to find the best match (Holzer et al., 2009). Normally, the correlation between two
templates is calculated using the Chamfer system (Barrow et al., 1977). Gavrila
(2007) also mentions that the use of distance transformation maps allows more
variability between templates and the objects of interest.
As application examples, Norell (2011) employed this method to count the annual
rings on wood sections of Pine tree samples. Duan et al. (2011) used distance
maps to discriminate and count rice spikelets. Carroll & Holden (2005) used this
technique to quantify weed distribution on open fields.
3.1.4 Skeletons
Skeletonization is an operation that iteratively reduces the regions in an image to
a single-pixel-wide representation. Figure 3.5 depicts an example of two shapes
and their skeletons.
There are three main approaches to extract the skeleton of a region (Klette, 2002;
Lakshmi & Punithavalli, 2009):
1. thinning or skeletonizing, which iteratively use erosion to reduce the region.
2. distance transform techniques, which detect the highest elevations in the
distance map to generate the skeleton.
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Figure 3.5: Shape of leaves and their skeletons.
3. Voronoi diagrams, which are generated using the outline of the region.
The skeleton of a shape contains important geometrical and topological features.
However, in order to perform object recognition, the skeleton has to be repre-
sented in the form of graph-structures or interconnected nodes that are later
used in the matching step (Bai & Latecki, 2008; Golland et al., 2000; Gonzalez
& Woods, 2001). The nodes that model an skeleton are of 3 types “leaves nodes,
junction nodes and internal nodes” (Golland et al., 2000).
Skeleton identification schemes are very sensitive to shape variations and to par-
tial occlusions; small irregularities generate different skeletons that might influ-
ence the identification result. In order to overcome some of these problems,
pruning techniques are used to avoid extra parts in the skeleton.
Pla & Juste (1995) proposed a technique based on skeletonization “to detect,
locate and estimate the length of fruit stems from binary profile images. The
algorithm uses the shape information provided by the pattern skeletons to char-
acterize and identify the stems or any protrusion from the fruit body.” Huang &
Lee (2010) used skeletonization to identify the grasping points of culture plantlets;
after the identification process, these points are sent to a robotic gripper for fur-
ther manipulation of the plantlets.
3.1.5 Moments
Flusser et al. (2009, p. 6) describe moments as “scalar quantities used to char-
acterize a function and to capture its significant features.” Moments were first
studied by David Hilbert in the 19th century and introduced into the world of
pattern recognition by Hu Ming-Kuei in 1962 (Flusser, 2006; Hilbert, 1994; Hu,
1962).
In a two dimensional space, the moments Mij of an image function f(x, y) are
defined in terms of Riemann integrals as:
Mij =
∫ +∞
−∞
∫ +∞
−∞
xiyj f(x, y)dxdy i, j ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, . . .} (3.4)
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The above integral can be replaced by summations in the case of digital images
of size W× H
Mij =
W∑
x=1
H∑
y=1
xiyj f(x, y) i, j ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, . . .} (3.5)
where (i + j) represents the order of the moment; (x, y) are the coordinates of
pixels and f(x, y) denotes the intensity of the pixel. In the case of binary images,
there are only two possible values: 1 to express a point on the object and 0 for
every other point.
The lowest ordered moment, M00, denotes the mass or the area of the object in
the image. Furthermore, the two first order moments M10,M01 define the centroid
or center of gravity of the object (x¯, y¯)
x¯ =
M10
M00
, y¯ =
M01
M00
(3.6)
The second order moments, (m20, m11, m02), can be employed to ascertain some
useful characteristics, such as the principal axes, the image ellipse and the radii of
gyration (Prokop & Reeves, 1992). Moments can also be invariant to geometric
transformations such as translation, scale and rotation; equation 3.7 shows how
to eliminate the translational variability after computing the centroid (x¯, y¯):
Mij =
W∑
x=1
H∑
y=1
(x− x¯)i(y − y¯)jf(x, y) i, j ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, . . .} (3.7)
Translation invariance is achieved by subtracting the centroid (x¯, y¯) from every
point that belongs to the shape, as shown in the above equation. Size or scale
invariant moments are a result of a simple size normalization using the zeroth
moment M00; by calculating the principal axes of the object, it is possible to
achieve the rotation invariance.
Hu (1962) proposed a set of seven invariant moments to describe and identify
shapes, these so-called hu-moments are invariant to translation, rotation and
scale:
HM1 = (M20 +M02)
HM2 = (M20 −M02)2 + 4M211
HM3 = (M30 − 3M12)2 + (3M21 −M30)2
HM4 = (M30 +M12)
2 + (M21 +M03)
2
HM5 = (M30 − 3M12)(M30 +M12)((M30 +M12)2 − 3(M21 +M03)2)
+ (3M21 −M03)(M21 +M03)(3(M30 +M12)2 − (M21 +M03)2)
HM6 = (M20 −M02)((M30 +M12)2 − (M21 +M03)2)
+ 4M11(M30 + 3M12)(M21 +M03)
HM7 = (3M21 −M03)(M30 +M12)((M30 +M12)2 − 3(M21 +M03)2)
+ (M30 − 3M12)(M21 +M03)(3(M30 +M12)2 − (M21 +M03)2)
(3.8)
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An invariant moment does not supply enough information to execute shape iden-
tification. However, if they are grouped in the form of feature vectors, they can
be used to perform object classification and matching. It is worth noting that
invariant moments have been proven to be effective with simple shapes. Nev-
ertheless, in the presence of noise and partial occlusions, they do not produce
adequate results (Premaratne et al., 2006).
Some example applications where moments were used are: Zion et al. (1999) used
moments to sort different varieties of fish. Panigrahi et al. (1998) employed them
to classify germplasms (ear of corn). Unay et al. (2011) also used this approach to
grade apple fruits. Other example is the research carried out by Du et al. (2007),
which used moments to identify different plant species based on their leaf shape.
3.1.6 (r, θ) Signature
The (r, θ) signature is an other possible representation of shapes that uses the
information contained in the outline of the object and the polar coordinate system
(see appendix A.1) to generate a plot that allows the visualization of the radial
distance of each outline point and their angle with a reference axis.
Usually, the center of mass or centroid of the shape is used as a reference point
to compute the radial distance r. Moreover, the angle θ (bounded between 0 and
2pi) is calculated using the positive Cartesian x-axis as reference. As an example,
Figure 3.6 shows a circle and its corresponding (r, θ) signature. It is clear that
the signature plot is a line, since the distance from every point to the center of
the circle is constant.
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Figure 3.6: (r, θ) Signature of a circle.
Another example is depicted in Figure 3.7, where the (r, θ) signature of a leaf is
shown. In this image, it is possible to see that there are more variations in the
radial distance from the center as the angle varies from 0 to 2pi. Furthermore, the
possible values of the radial distance r are within the interval [0,max r], where
max r is the maximum radial distance found in the shape.
Computation of the (r, θ) Signature is to some degree very simple. Having an
n number of (x, y) points on the shape boundary, one starts by calculating the
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Figure 3.7: (r, θ) Signature of a leaf.
centroid (x¯, y¯)
x¯ =
1
n
n∑
i=1
xi, y¯ =
1
n
n∑
i=1
yi (3.9)
the radial distance ri from each point to the centroid is
ri =
√
(xi − x¯)2 + (yi − y¯)2 (3.10)
and the corresponding radial angle is
θi = arctan
yi − y¯
xi − x¯ (3.11)
The (r, θ) signature is not the only type of its kind, there are similar techniques
that use “tangent angle, cumulative angle, curvature, area and chord-length”
(Zhang & Lu, 2004, p. 4). The idea behind these types of signatures is to reduce
the dimensionality of 2D shapes into 1D functions. In addition, signatures can
be size and translation invariant by normalizing and shifting the shape centroid
to the origin. In order to achieve rotation invariance, the signatures have to
be shifted until the error is minimized when comparing them to a prototype
signature, making the method computationally expensive. Other disadvantages
of signatures are their sensitivity to noise and to small changes in the outline of
the shape (Zhang & Lu, 2004).
Example applications of this technique are: Zion et al. (2007) use shape signa-
tures to sort underwater edible fish species. Blasco et al. (2009a) implemented a
system that sorts mandarin oranges (Citrus unshiu). Additionally, Blasco et al.
(2009b) created a system that identifies surface defects on the skin of citrus fruits.
Mebatsion et al. (2011) also used this technique to model the shape of different
fruits.
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3.1.7 Chain codes
First proposed by Freeman (1961), chain codes are a simple way to represent
shapes contained in binary images. This technique uses the boundary pixel list
of a shape to generate a sequence of values that indicates the direction that one
has to follow in order to move from one pixel to the next neighboring pixel in
the boundary. Usually, a 4-pixel or 8-pixel coding system is used to generate the
sequence (see Figure 3.8).
0
1
2
3
0
123
4
5 6 7
4-direction code 8-direction code
Figure 3.8: Chain code system.
The algorithm starts by arbitrarily choosing a starting point in the boundary
sequence. Then, using any one of the above described coding systems (see Figure
3.8), it selects the next pixel in the boundary. Normally the algorithm uses a
counterclockwise direction scheme to decide which neighboring pixel follows in
the chain code.
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(a) Leaf boundary (b) Pixilated boundary (c) Chain code
Chain code: {0,0,7,2,2,2,1,7,6,6,6,1,0,0,5,5,7,4,4,3,5,4,4,1,3,3}
Figure 3.9: Example of a leaf chain code. For convenience, the original leaf
boundary (a) was pixelated into larger sized pixels (b). This way it is easier to
follow the direction that the algorithm takes on every step (c).
Figure 3.9 exemplifies how to extract from a leaf boundary its corresponding
chain code. Despite the simplicity of this scheme to represent shapes, it has some
disadvantages when using it to identify objects. Just to mention a few: It is
very sensitive to changes in the boundary, where small changes generate different
chain codes; It is dependant on the scale of the image, so different grid sizes also
lead to different chain codes; The extracted chain code depends on the selected
starting point.
As application examples, Rath (1997) and Nam et al. (2008) used chain codes to
analyze different shapes of leaves.
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3.1.8 Polygon approximation
A Polygonal approximation is a way to represent the contour of a shape “using
a subset of the original vertices” (Kolesnikov & Fra¨nti, 2007, p. 1282). It is
necessary to keep in mind that one can consider the outline of a shape as a set of
points (vertex) that are connected by small line segments (edges), which in turn
create a polygon. Therefore, polygon approximation finds a polygon with a lower
number of edges that represents the original outline polygon.
The reduction in the number of edges is carried out by locating the dominant
points or break points that best represent the original boundary shape. There
are two main techniques to find the break points: a Merging technique and a
Splitting technique (Daeho & Seung-Gwan, 2010; Loncaric, 1998).
The following steps describe the merging technique:
Algorithm 3.1 Polygon approximation merging technique (s)
Input: The outline points of a shape s.
1: Combine neighbor points along the boundary until the least square error of the line
that fits these points is greater than a fixed threshold.
2: The two end points of the approximated line are saved as the vertices that join an
edge of the polygon.
3: The above steps (1 and 2) are repeated until there are no more points to process in
the analyzed boundary.
Output: n number of edges that best approximate the shape s.
As an example, Figure 3.10 depicts how the merging technique works when ap-
proximating the shape of a leaf with a polygon. Images 1 to 3 show how the
algorithm computes the first 3 edges of the polygon. Finally, the image marked
as k represents the kth step of the algorithm to compute the last edge.
. . .
1 2 3 k
Figure 3.10: Polygon approximation using the merging technique. The series of
images represent the n edges the algorithm computed to approximate the polygon.
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If the threshold that controls the allowed maximum error is too large, there is
the risk that approximated edges are incorrect, see Figure 3.11.
1 2 3
Figure 3.11: Erroneous polygon approximation: merging technique.
The second technique -splitting technique- works by iteratively subdividing the
shape boundary into several parts until there are no more break points to extract
because a specified criterion was not satisfied. The following steps describe how
to use the splitting technique:
Algorithm 3.2 Polygon approximation splitting technique (s)
Input: The outline points of a shape s.
1: locate the two points that are farthest away within the boundary.
2: draw a line segment that connects the two points and subdivide the boundary into
two segments.
3: for each segment find the point that maximizes the perpendicular distance to the
previously calculated line segment.
4: draw the lines joining the maximum perpendicular distance points and the two end
points.
5: subdivide the boundary segment into two subsegments.
6: repeat steps 3 to 5 until the perpendicular distance is greater than the specified
threshold.
Output: n number of points that best approximate the shape s.
Figure 3.12 illustrates the splitting technique for polynomial approximation using
the boundary of a leaf. (1) shows the farthest points within the boundary and
the line that connects them. (2) shows the points that maximize the perpendic-
ular distance to the line connecting the first two points. Note that each point
belongs to one of the two segments created when the the original boundary was
subdivided. (3) new lines are drawn between the located points. Additionally,
two more boundary segments are created. (4) shows the new maximum perpen-
dicular distance points to each line. (5,. . . ,k) show how the procedure is repeated
until no more points are located.
In this approach, errors might occur if the threshold that controls the perpen-
dicular distance to the line connecting two dominant points is too small or too
16
1 2 3 4
. . .
5 6 k
Figure 3.12: Polygon approximation using the splitting technique. The sequence
of images 1, 2, . . . , k depict the steps that the method follows to find the break
points in the leaf boundary.
large. In the first case, all the points of the shape might appear as dominant
points. In the second case, only a few points of the shape might be identified, see
Figure 3.13.
1 2 3
Figure 3.13: Erroneous polygon approximation: splitting technique
After executing one of the above methods to simplify two polygons, it is possible
to compare them using the Hausdorff distance, which can be used to calculate
the similarity of two sets of points (Atallah, 1983; Helmut et al., 1995). In the
case of shape matching, one set of points represents a model X, while a second
set Y contains the information about the object to be recognized. The Hausdorff
distance Hd between these polygons is defined as
Hd(X,Y) = max (hd(X,Y), hd(Y,X)) (3.12)
the function hd represents the one-sided Hausdorff distance from X to Y or from
Y to X, which is
hd(X,Y) = max
x∈X
(
min
y∈Y
d(x, y)
)
hd(Y,X) = max
y∈Y
(
min
x∈X
d(y, x)
) (3.13)
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where d denotes a certain type of metric between points, such as the Euclidean
distance. In simple terms, Treiber (2010, p. 51) mentions that “the forward
distance hd(X,Y) can be determined by calculating the distance to the nearest
point of Y for each point of X and taking the maximum of these distances.
The reverse distance hd(Y,X) is calculated by evaluating the distance to the
nearest point of X for each point of Y and taking the maximum. Finally, Hd
is calculated by taking the maximum of these two values”. It is also interesting
to note that the Hausdorff distance has the property that the total number of
points in the compared polygons can be different, which is a desirable property
for real world applications.
For instance, Ray & Ray (1995) and In˜esta et al. (1998) used these techniques
to detect dominant points of shapes. In both cases, several shapes are analyzed
including the shape of leaves.
3.1.9 Fourier descriptors
It has been well-established by the Fourier theory that a continuous function
f(t) can be represented as a summation of a set of sine and cosines of different
frequencies by using a transformation process called the Fourier Transform. The
Fourier Transform takes as input a function f(t) in the time domain and changes
it into a function F (u) in the frequency domain (Yoo, 2001), see Appendix A.9.
In the case of digital images, where the data is not continuous nor infinite, the
Fourier Transform has to be modified in order to be able to work with this type
of data. This transformation is called the Discrete Fourier Transform
F (u) =
1
n
n−1∑
t=0
e(−i2piut)/nf(t), for u = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n− 1 (3.14)
the corresponding Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform
f(t) =
n−1∑
u=0
e(i2piut)/nF (u), for t = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n− 1 (3.15)
Fourier descriptors (FDs) are another method to describe, match and recognize
the outline of a shape. This technique was first introduced by Granlund in 1972
when he used them to recognize “hand printed characters”. FDs take the ad-
vantages of all the Fourier methods for deriving invariant values from the shape
boundary that are not affected by common transformations, such as changes in
size, position and angular position (Bellmann et al., 2005; Granlund, 1972; Sarfraz
et al., 2009).
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For example, consider a boundary B composed of n Cartesian points p = (xk, yk)
B =


x1 y1
x2 y2
...
...
xn yn


In order to extract the Fourier descriptors, a parametrization of these coordinates
has to be carried out. This parametrization step consists of replacing the labels of
each axis: where the x values are the real part of the complex number and the y
values are the imaginary part (see Appendix A.7). “Although the interpretation
of the sequence has been recast, the nature of the boundary itself has not been
changed. The advantage of this representation is that it reduces a 2D problem
into a 1D problem, i.e. you now have n complex numbers instead of 2n real
numbers” (Yoo, 2001, p. 12).
uk = xk + iyk, for each k = 1, 2, . . . , n (3.16)
generated vector of complex numbers
u =


x1 + iy1
x0 + iy2
...
xn + iyn


After the generation of the complex vector, the Discrete Fourier Transform is
applied to the vector u, see equation 3.14. The resulting F (u) values are the
Fourier descriptors or Fourier coefficients of the boundary. Of course, it is possi-
ble to recover the original boundary by applying the inverse transformation, see
equation 3.15.
One of the important characteristics of this method is that it permits the re-
duction of the number of descriptors, allowing the possibility of working with
approximate shapes (Gonza´lez et al., 2008). Usually, the descriptors at higher
frequencies are the ones that are removed, because their contribution to the orig-
inal shape is negligible.
The identification of objects is carried out by comparing the FDs of two given
shapes. If a database of Fourier coefficients is created to represent the objects,
then when performing the recognition step, only the one with the most similar
FDs has to be found. Naturally, there are certan thresholds that limit the distance
between the objects in question (Keyes & Winstanley, 1999).
The following example illustrates how Fourier descriptors are used to represent
the boundary of a leaf composed of over 2000 points, see Figure 3.14 (a). Figures
3.14 (b, . . . , f) show how the original shape would look like if just a certain
number of descriptors are used.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 3.14: Example of shape reconstructions using Fourier descriptors (FDs). (a)
The original shape boundary is a leaf composed of over 2000 points. Additionally,
shape reconstruction is shown using the most important descriptors (b) 5 FDs, (c) 10
FDs, (d) 25 FDs, (e) 50 FDs and (f) 100 FDs.
The aforementioned images clearly show how FDs are able to reduce the amount
of information provided by the original boundary and still recover most of the
original form. It is worth noting that the performance of FDs to match shapes
is very efficient when there are no irregularities (such as noise and occlusions)
that distort the shape boundary; if undesired irregularities are present, the per-
formance of FDs is affected.
Fourier descriptors are a widely used technique to identify shapes, for example,
Mebatsion & Paliwal (2011) implemented a system that separates touching ker-
nels, Lootens et al. (2007) porposed a system that recognizes roots of Chicorium
intybus, Neto et al. (2006) uses this technique to identify the leaves of differ-
ent plant species, Rocha et al. (2010) proposed a method to classify fruits and
vegetables.
3.2 Elliptical representation of shapes
This section briefly describes the 2D ellipse and the 3D ellipsoid. The idea behind
presenting these geometric shapes is to review basic geometry concepts that will
help in understanding the procedures that are introduced in further chapters.
Ellipses and ellipsoids are used to represent the original shape of leaves and
complex amorphous structures. For example, in the 2D space, approximations
were carried out because the shape of many leaves can be approximated using
ellipses, i.e., elongated leaves or almost circular leaves.
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In relation to this subject, Courtney & dePaor (2004, p. 1) mentioned an inter-
esting remark: “Many biological and astronomical forms can be best represented
by ellipses. While some more complex curves might represent the shape more
accurately, ellipses have the advantage that they are easily parameterised and
define the location, orientation and dimensions of the data more clearly.”
3.2.1 The ellipse
The ellipse is a closed curve whose points have the property that the sum of the
distances to two fixed points, or foci, is constant. An ellipse can be generated by
intersecting a right circular cone with a plane that is not parallel to the axis, base,
or generatrix of the intersected cone, see Figure 3.15, and thus, it is considered
to be a conic section.
(a) right circular cone (b) right circular cylinder
Figure 3.15: This figure shows a plane intersecting a right circular cone to create
a conic section or ellipse. It also depicts an ellipse generated by the intersection
of a right circular cylinder and a plane.
An ellipse has two radii: one called the semimajor axis a and the other called
the semiminor axis b, with the major axis being 2a and the minor axis 2b. A
characteristic of all ellipses is that they contain fixed points f˜1 and f˜2 (called
foci), which are located on the major axis and whose sum of the distances d1+d2
to a point p on the perimeter remains a constant value (2a). The distance between
the center and either one of the foci is the value c˜, with the focal length being
the distance between the two foci 2c˜ (Weisstein, 2010a), see Figure 3.16.
Another interesting concept is the eccentricity, which measures how much an
ellipse deviates from being perfectly round, i.e. a circle. The eccentricity is
denoted as eˆ = c˜a with a range of [0, 1), with 0 being perfectly circular and 1 a
highly elongated ellipse. A circle, in fact, can be considered an ellipse, where the
two radii a and b are equal.
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a
b
c˜
d1
d2
f˜2
f˜1
p
Figure 3.16: Labelled diagram of an ellipse.
3.2.1.1 General equations
In general, conic sections are described by the second degree polynomial shown
in equation 3.17. Nevertheless, ellipses have a restriction that constrains the
possible values of the constant terms (Spiegel et al., 2010).
Ax2 +By2 + Cxy +Dx+ Ey + F = 0 (3.17)
where A,B,C,D,E and F are constant terms with restriction: C2 − 4AB < 0
In its canonical form1, ellipses have the following Cartesian equation:
x2
a2
+
y2
b2
= 1 where: a > 0 and b > 0 (3.18)
If the center of an ellipse is shifted to the position (xc, yc), the equation 3.18
changes to:
(x− xc)2
a2
+
(y − yc)2
b2
= 1 (3.19)
An ellipse that is not aligned with the axes can be generated by rotating all its
points (x, y) by an angle θ in order to obtain corresponding rotated points (x′, y′).
This is achieved by using the following linear algebra operation:[
x′
y′
]
=
[
cos(θ) − sin(θ)
sin(θ) cos(θ)
] [
x
y
]
(3.20)
or the equivalent:
x′ = x cos(θ)− y sin(θ)
y′ = x sin(θ) + y cos(θ)
(3.21)
1The canonical form or normal form of an ellipse refers to the set of ellipses with center at
the Cartesian origin (0, 0) and aligned with the coordinate axes (Weisstein, 2010a).
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If these rotated values are substituted into equation 3.19, the following equation
is obtained:
(x cos(θ)− y sin(θ) + xc)2
a2
+
(x sin(θ) + y cos(θ) + yc)2
b2
= 1
(3.22)
Expanding equation 3.22, it is possible to arrive at the equivalent system:
(b2 cos2(θ) + a2 sin2(θ))x2 +
(b2 sin2(θ) + a2 cos2(θ))y2 +
2cos(θ) sin(θ)(a2 − b2)xy +
2(b2 cos(θ)xc + a2 sin(θ)yc)x +
2(a2 cos(θ)xc − b2 sin(θ)yc)y +
(b2x2c+a
2y2c−a2b2) = 0
(3.23)
After arranging the coefficients of the above equation and looking at the coef-
ficients of the general equation of an ellipse (see equation 3.17), the following
associations can be made:
A = b2 cos2(θ) + a2 sin2(θ)
B = b2 sin2(θ) + a2 cos2(θ)
C = 2 cos(θ) sin(θ)(a2 − b2)
D = 2(b2 cos(θ)xc + a2 sin(θ)yc)
E = 2(a2 cos(θ)xc − b2 sin(θ)yc)
F = b2x2c + a
2y2c − a2b2
(3.24)
It is clear that when a ellipse has its center at the origin xc = 0 and yc = 0 the
values of D and E are zero, thus simplifying the general equation to:
Ax2 +By2 + Cxy + F = 0 (3.25)
One can further simplify the above equation by dividing each term in the equation
by the constant term F :
A
F x
2 + BF y
2 + CF xy + 1 = 0 (3.26)
It is worth noting that the constant terms of the general quadratic equation
(equation 3.17) help to identify the type of the conic section. In this case, it
is essential to find out if these terms produce an ellipse or other type of conic
section, i.e., parabola or hyperbola. The identification is carried out with the
help of the following matrices (Seufer & Spa¨th, 1999; Weisstein, 2010a):
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M =

 A
1
2
C 1
2
D
1
2
C B 1
2
E
1
2
D 1
2
E F

 N =
[
A 1
2
C
1
2
C B
]
O =
[
A+B
]
where A,B,C,D,E, F are the constant terms in equation 3.17.
It is an ellipse if and only if the determinants of the matrices fulfill the following
conditions (Weisstein, 2010a):
det(M) #= 0 det(N) > 0 det(M)
O
< 0
After making sure that the polynomial is in fact an ellipse, one can also use the
same constant terms A,B,C,D,E, F in the equation to calculate the parameters
of the standard equation of an ellipse: semimajor axis a, semiminor axis b, the
center (xc,yc) and the rotation angle θ (Weisstein, 2010a).
rotation angle θ =


0 if C = 0 and A < B
pi
2 if C = 0 and A > B
1
2 arctan
(
C
A−B
)
if C #= 0 and A < B
pi
2 +
1
2 arctan
(
C
A−B
)
if C #= 0 and A > B
The center (xc, yc):
xc =
2BD − CE
C2 − 4AB yc =
2AE − CD
C2 − 4AB
The semimajor axis a, semiminor axis b:
a =
√
2(AE2 +BD2 + FC2 − 4CDE − 4ABF )
(C2 − 4AB)[√(A− B)2 + C2 − (A+B)]
b =
√
2(AE2 +BD2 + FC2 − 4CDE − 4ABF )
(C2 − 4AB)[−√(A− B)2 + C2 − (A +B)]
Having calculated the values of the semimajor axis a and the semiminor axis b,
one can proceed to compute the value of the focal distance c˜.
c˜ =
√
a2 − b2 (3.27)
Also note that “the chord through a focus parallel to the conic section directrix
of a conic section is called the latus rectum, and half this length is called the
semilatus rectum” (Coxeter, 1989, p. 116). Figure 3.17 shows how to locate the
latus rectum #L and the similatus rectum #l.
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!L
c˜
!l
p
Figure 3.17: Latus rectum #L and semilatus rectum #l of an ellipse. The distance
between the center and either one of the foci is the value c˜. The point p is where
the semilatus rectum touches the ellipse.
In order to calculate the value of the semilatus rectum one needs to use equation
3.28, where #l is the semilatus rectum, a semimajor axis, and eˆ is the ellipse’s
eccentricity.
#l = a(1− eˆ2) (3.28)
3.2.1.2 Parametric equations
The general parametric equation of an ellipse with center at (xc, yc) is (Weisstein,
2010a)
x = xc + a cos(ω)
y = yc + b sin(ω)
(3.29)
In order to rotate an ellipse, one can use the rotation operation shown in equation
3.20. In addition, it is worth noting that a and b are interchangeable within the
equations. Although, by convention, a is the always the largest value.
3.2.1.3 Ellipse fitting
This subsection attempts to clarify the general idea of fitting an ellipse to a set
of points, as is depicted in Figure 3.18.
Assuming that a set of points P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn} belongs to an ellipse, where
pi = (xi, yi) and n is the number of elements in the set, it is possible to find the
ellipse that best fits this set of points by using the general quadratic equation of
an ellipse and the least squares method (Fitzgibbon et al., 2002).
Basically, all that has to be done is to find the solution to a system of equations
of the type:
Ax = b (3.30)
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Figure 3.18: Fitting an ellipse to a given set of points.
where A is the coefficient matrix, x is the solution vector, and b is the constant
vector. This system may or may not have a solution, nevertheless, using the least
squares approximation (Meyer, 2000, p. 223). one can find a solution vector xˆ
that minimizes the distance to the vector b:
min |b−A xˆ| (3.31)
In order to create the matrices A, xˆ and b, it is necessary to recall equation 3.17,
where the general polynomial of ellipses is given:


x21, y
2
1 x1y1 x1 y1 1
x22, y
2
2 x2y2 x2 y2 1
...
...
...
...
...
...
x2n, y
2
n xnyn xn yn 1


︸ ︷︷ ︸
A


A
B
C
D
E
F


︸ ︷︷ ︸
xˆ
=


0
0
0
0
0
0


︸ ︷︷ ︸
b
Fitzgibbon et al. (1998, p. 3) mentions that “in order to avoid the trivial solution
xˆ=0, and recognizing that any multiple of a solution xˆ represents the same conic,
the parameter vector xˆ is constrained in some way.”
Finally, the set of least squares solutions of Ax=b is given by the set of all
solutions of the normal equation (Meyer, 2000, p. 233)
ATA xˆ = ATb (3.32)
the unknown variables in the xˆ solution vector can be computed with
xˆ = (ATA)−1ATb (3.33)
The matrix ATA is invertible if and only if the columns of A are linearly inde-
pendent. If the matrix ATA is invertible, then the singular value decomposition
(SVD) method can be used to compute the solution (see Appendix A.6).
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3.2.2 The ellipsoid
A three-dimensional ellipse or an ellipsoid is part of the family of quadratic sur-
faces. This surface is very similar to the two dimensional ellipse. Nevertheless,
the ellipsoid has 3 radii (a, b, c), one for every dimension.
(a) Full Ellipsoid (b) Half ellipsoid
Figure 3.19: This figure depicts a full ellipsoid and the same ellipsoid cut in half
in order to show the radii a, b and c.
3.2.2.1 General equations
The following polynomial represents all quadratic surfaces including ellipsoids
(Weisstein, 2010b).
Ax2 +By2 + Cz2 +Dxy + Exz + Fyz +Gx+Hy + Iz + J = 0
where A,B,C,D, . . . , J are constant terms of the equation.
(3.34)
Identifying ellipsoids from the previous general equation is possible by analyzing
some properties of the following matrices (Weisstein, 2010b)
M =

 A
1
2
D 1
2
E
1
2
D B 1
2
F
1
2
E 1
2
F C

 N =


A 1
2
D 1
2
E 1
2
G
1
2
D B 1
2
F 1
2
H
1
2
E 1
2
F C 1
2
I
1
2
G 1
2
H 1
2
I J


where the terms A,B,C,D, . . . , J are the constant terms in equation 3.34.
A given quadratic polynomial forms an ellipsoid if and only if the ranks of the
matrices M and N are: rank(M) = 3, rank(N) = 4; the determinant of the
matrix N is negative det(N) < 0; and all the calculated eigenvalues {λ1,λ2,λ3}
of the matrix M have the same sign.
The general Cartesian equation of an ellipsoid with the center shifted to a (xc, yc, zc)
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position is (Weisstein, 2010b)
x2 + xc
a2
+
y2 + yc
b2
+
z2 + zc
c2
= 1 (3.35)
3.2.2.2 Parametric equation
The parametric equation of ellipsoids with their center at the point (xc, yc, zc) is
x = xc + a sin(β) cos(ω)
y = yc + b sin(β) sin(ω)
z = zc + c cos(β)
(3.36)
where the parametric angle ω varies from 0 to 2pi and β varies from 0 to pi
(Weisstein, 2010b).
3.2.2.3 Ellipsoid fitting
Fitting an ellipsoid to a set of (x, y, z) points is done in the same way as in the
two dimensional fitting. However, in this case, it is necessary to find the solution
using equation 3.34.
3.3 Active Shape Models
The goal of this section is to present Active Shape Models (ASMs), which is
the primary identification model used within this work. The basic concepts and
mathematical background are introduced, as well as some basic examples that
aim to help the reader gain a better understanding of these particular types of
models.
ASMs are part of the commonly named Statistical Shape Models because they in-
corporate the statistical information obtained from a learning set into the model
templates. Furthermore, these templates have the capability of being altered to
create new shapes which are similar to the ones included in the original learning
set. Being able to generate new shapes is a very powerful and desirable char-
acteristic because the deformable templates are not limited to the forms in the
learning set, thus allowing the models to be applied in unknown and different
circumstances.
Before going any further into the details of ASMs, it is worthwhile to define
the terms statistics and statistical inference. In the dictionary (Farlex, 2010),
statistics is defined as “a numerical value, such as standard deviation or mean,
that characterizes the sample or population from which it was derived”, while
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statistical inference is defined as “the theory, methods, and practice of forming
judgments about the parameters of a population”.
The aforementioned terms form the basis of a general understanding of how ASMs
work. The first requirement is a representative set of similar objects, or popula-
tion sample, that one wants to identify. This sample will be statistically analyzed
in order to identify certain characteristics, which in turn are going to define the
model or template that defines the population set. The template can be used to
ascertain if other objects can be grouped within the same object set. Cootes et al.
(1995), mention that in order for these templates to work, they have to be able to
“deform in ways which are characteristic of the objects they represent”, and that
the only way to achieve this is by “learning the specific patterns of variability of
the structures to be modeled”.
Thus far, it has been mentioned that ASMs need a set of similar objects to
generate a model. However, it has not been established the way that these objects
need to be represented in order to use this method. The reader should note
that ASMs use shape boundaries to perform object matching. Of course, this
statistical approach is not limited to shapes, it can also be applied to the texture
of objects and other characteristics. In the same way, it is possible to combine
different characteristics to create a model - such as combining shape and texture -
to produce a type of statistical model called Active Appearance Models or AAMs
(Cootes & Taylor, 2004, p. 55).
3.3.1 Shape representation and landmarks
Shape boundaries can be represented as a set of k points p; where p = (x, y) in
the 2D space, and p = (x, y, z) in the 3D space. When all points that belong to
a specific shape s are assembled as a vector, it is expressed as
s = {p1, p2, p3, . . . , pk} (3.37)
where each point p is a n-tuple ∈ Rn. Note, however, that the attributes of
an object are not limited to its shape and many other characteristics can be
combined. Furthermore, a given set of shapes S that includes m single shapes is
denoted as
S = {s1, s2, s3, . . . , sm} (3.38)
ASMs require that all shapes belonging to the same class have the same number
of points to represent the characteristics of the outline. On digital images, the size
of the extracted contours can vary from image to image, depending on several
factors, such as camera position, light conditions, noise, etc. The problematic
then arises that one needs to find ways to represent a shape boundary with the
same number of points.
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The process of finding the points of reference in all shape boundaries is called
landmarking. Originally, landmarks were used to denote an important point on
a geographic area, but in the case of ASMs, they are used to indicate dominant
points with similar positions in all of the boundaries of the same object class. In
relation to this particular problem, Chetverikov (2003) indicated that “if these
characteristic contour points are identified properly, a shape can be represented
in an efficient and compact way”.
Essentially, the most desirable attribute when landmarking an object is to locate
its main features with a reduced number of landmarks. This processes can be
carried out manually or automatically by detecting the highest curvature points
in each shape.
Figure 3.20: Landmarks placed on a leaf of a Sweetgum tree (Liquidambar styraci-
flua).
As an example, Figure 3.20 shows the shape of a leaf that was manually land-
marked, where a total of 10 landkmarks were extracted. Note that if a greater
number of landkmarks are used, the leaf boundary will show more details. Hence,
a trade-off between compactness and detail arises.
3.3.2 The correspondence problem
Each landmark has to be labeled in such a way that each one represents a specific
part of the shape. Moreover, when trying to compare two or more objects that
belong to the same class, all landmarks with the same label have to correspond
to the same physical region.
If the correspondence between landmarks is not well-established, the created
model will lead to inappropriate deformations and will compromise the accu-
racy of the identification process. Therefore, finding the right correspondence
between landmarks is of great importance when using ASMs.
The following picture, Figure 3.21, is a continuation of the example shown in
Figure 3.20, although this time the chosen landmarks are labeled in order to set a
reference point for each particular region of the leaf. In this particular example,
the landmark labeled with the number 1 was placed where the petiole touches
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the leaf. Then, following a counterclockwise direction, the rest of the landmarks
were placed where the curvature is very high.
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Figure 3.21: Labeling landmarks to establish correspondence.
In order to build a statistical model using a training set of shapes, the same
landmarking and labeling scheme has to be followed for all of the samples. Figure
3.22 depicts an example of a training set, which contains different shapes of the
Sweetgum leaves.
Figure 3.22: ASM training set using Sweetgum leaves.
Moreover, when using the model to perform recognition on shapes not included
in the training set, one has to make sure that these landmarks correspond to the
same object region as the ones in the model. Otherwise the model will most likely
fail to match an object of the same class.
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Figure 3.23: Example of a consistent landmarking scheme on shapes that do not
belong to the training set from which the model was created.
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Figure 3.23 shows how two leaves that do not belong to the model training set were
consistently landmarked according to the scheme that was described in the above
example (see Figure 3.21). One can see that despite the rotation, translation,
and scale aspects, each landmark was placed in their corresponding region.
3.3.3 Shape alignment
The next step in the model generation is to align all the landmarks extracted from
the training set in such a way that the distance between them is minimized. This
arrangement is required by the statistical method in order to properly perform a
distribution analysis on the landmark configurations.
Analyzing aspects of variability between the objects’ shapes requires that the
affects of geometric transformations on shapes are eliminated.
Procrustes analysis
A popular method to carry out this task is the Procrustes analysis or Procrustes
superposition (Algorithm 3.3), extensively studied by Scho¨nemann (1966) and
Gower (1975). Below is a detailed description of this algorithm when applied to
a given set of shapes (Cootes & Taylor, 2004; Cootes et al., 1995; Davies et al.,
2008; Taylor et al., 1992).
Algorithm 3.3 Procrustes Analysis(S)
Input: A sequence of shapes S = {s1, s2, s3, . . . , sm}.
1: Eliminate the translational component in allm shapes by moving the centroid
of each shape si to the origin.
2: Eliminate the scale component by normalizing each shape ‖ si ‖= 1.
3: Select a reference shape within the m shapes in the data set S; set it as the
current mean shape s¯.
4: repeat
5: Rotate each landmarked plant si towards the current mean shape s¯ so
that the sum of the squared distances between the points of si and s¯ is
minimized.
6: Re-estimate the mean shape s¯ using all the previously aligned shapes si.
Normalize the mean shape ‖ s¯ ‖= 1.
7: until there is no change in the new mean shape s¯, or the changes are so small
that they can be neglected.
Output: An aligned set of shapes S, the mean shape s¯.
Procrustes analysis starts with the elimination of the translational divergences
by subtracting from each shape its center of mass. This step is followed by a
simple normalization so that all of the shape samples have a standard size (vector
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length). Finally, an iterative set of steps is carried out that attempt to minimize
the rotational component within the sample set.
The rotational step in the above algorithm is executed by computing a rotation
matrix using the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) method. This rotation
matrix rotates the vector points around the centroid, which in this case is set
to the origin, so as to minimize the sum of the squared distances between the
corresponding landmark points in the different objects (see Figure 3.24).
Before any further description, it is important to mention the matrix singular
value decomposition or SVD. According to Kalman (1996, p. 2), this technique
“has interesting and attractive algebraic properties, and conveys important ge-
ometrical and theoretical insights about linear transformations.” For more in-
formation about this method, please refer to Appendix A.6, which is based in
part on the recollection of many authors, such as Akritas & Malaschonok (2004);
Golub & van Loan (1996); Kalman (1996); Meyer (2000); Moler (2004); Muller
et al. (2004); Stewart (1993); Strang (2005).
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Figure 3.24: Rotation step. This image shows how a shape si (blue dashed
outline) is rotated towards the mean shape s¯ (red outline). The point O represents
the centroid of both shapes.
Aligning two shapes using SVD first requires the calculation of the covariance
matrix. For example, shape si would be rotated to minimize the distance to
shape sj (it is assumed that the following vectors are centered at the origin and
normalized).
si =


xi,1 yi,1
xi,2 yi,2
...
...
xi,n yi,n

 sj =


xj,1 yj,1
xj,2 yj,2
...
...
xj,n yj,n


The covariance matrix C of the above vectors is
C = sTi sj, (3.39)
Using SVD the covariance matrix C can be factorized as (Muller et al., 2004, p.
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523)
C = UDVT (3.40)
The rotation matrix R that would rotate si towards sj is, see Muller et al. (2004,
p. 512) for a geometric interpretation.
R = VUT (3.41)
The rotated vector ri is computed with the following operation
ri = (Rs
T
i )
T (3.42)
The reader should note that this transformation can alter the landmark corre-
spondence. Precautions should be taken in order to maintain the correspondence
between the landmarks in the shape to be rotated and those in the template.
Moving forward with the example of the Sweetgum leaves, the following image
(Figure 3.25) presents a plot that shows how the training set of landmarked leaves
looks like after running the Procrustes algorithm. This image also depicts the
calculated mean shape.
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landmarks
mean shape
Figure 3.25: Example of aligned landmarks and mean shape. A set of 50 Sweet-
gum leaves was used to generate the plot presented here.
3.3.4 Shape model statistical analysis
Generating a prototype shape that is able to deform into shapes similar to the
ones included in the training set requires an statistical analysis that learns from
the variations and similarities within the given learning data. Naturally, having
this type of model provides great potential for a pattern recognition tool because
in reality, shapes vary from one situation to an other.
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The objective of the statistical analysis is to model the variations within the
selected data set (in this case landmarks). For instance, in Figure 3.25, it is
possible to identify clouds of points around the landmarks that belong to the
mean shape. To some extent, each cloud of points represents the area where the
model can be deformed. Each one of these areas contains characteristic patterns
of variation that have to be incorporated into the shape model after analyzing
the data.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (Duda et al., 2001, p. 568) is a great
statistical tool that allows the characterization of existent patterns in a given
population group, it also permits the identification of noise and enables dimen-
sionality reduction. PCA works hand in hand with SVD to find these main
characteristics or principal components so that each member in the data set can
be approximated with a model that has less parameters than in the original data
set.
In order to compute the principal components of a set S = {s1, s2, s3, . . . , sm} of
landmarked shapes, a series of steps are required. It is assumed that the set S
was previously aligned and normalized using a method, such as the one described
in Algorithm 3.3.
Algorithm 3.4 Principal Component Analysis (S)
Input: A sequence of shapes S = {s1, s2, s3, . . . , sm}.
1: The proper arrangement of a matrix is necessary, which contains the data
of each shape in the form of a row matrix. One has to make sure that the
d-dimensions (where d > 0) of each shape are correctly included.
For example, all 2-dimensional shapes si have to be put into a specific order, so
that all the data from their n landmarks are included in a row matrix with a total
of 2n elements
si = (x1, x2, . . . , xn, y1, y2, . . . , yn) (3.43)
for 3-dimensional shapes si with n landmarks the row matrix can be arranged as
follows
si = (x1, x2, . . . , xn, y1, y2, . . . , yn, z1, z2, . . . , zn) (3.44)
this new arrangement is used to create a matrix A of size m× dn, where d is the
number of dimensions, m is the number of shapes in the training set, and n is the
number of landmarks. Each of the dn columns of A represent specific attributes
of each shape.
Am,dn =
←− attributes −→

δ1,1 δ1,2 δ1,3 · · · δ1,dn
δ2,1 δ2,2 δ2,3 · · · δ2,dn
...
...
...
. . .
...
δm,1 δm,2 δm,3 · · · δm,dn


shape1
shape2
...
shapem
(3.45)
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2: The mean vector µ = {µ1, µ2, . . . , µdn} has to be calculated in order to move
the center of each attribute to the origin. Equation 3.46 shows how to calcu-
late each µj, which after their computation have to be subtracted from their
corresponding column
µj =
1
m
m∑
i=1
δij , for each {j = 1, . . . , dn} (3.46)
3: Compute the covariance matrix.
Cdn,dn =
1
m
ATA (3.47)
Remember that the covariance matrix contains the variance measures for each
variable in the data. In this case the matrix is square, which has in its principal
diagonal the variance of each variable, and in the off-diagonal, it contains the
pairwise covariance measures.
4: Compute the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the covariance matrix. The
eigen-decomposition of the covariance matrix can be carried out using several
methods, for instance, SVD (see Appendix A.6).
Cdn,dn = ΦλΦ
T (3.48)
where the matrix λ is a diagonal matrix that contains all the eigenvalues λi. Fur-
thermore, matrix Φ contains eigenvectors φi that correspond to a single eigen-
value λi. Eigenvectors describe the principal directions of variation of the data.
This means that a single eigenvector indicates just one direction component, and
its corresponding eigenvalue express the amount of variance explained by this
vector in its corresponding direction. Most of the computational packages ar-
range the eigenvalues and eigenvectors according to the variance they represent,
this means that λ1 has the largest eigenvalue, λ2 the second largest, etc. The
following matrices depict an example of this arrangement
λ Φ

λ1
λ2
. . .
λn




φ1
φ2
...
φn


where n is the total number of eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
6: It was already mentioned that each eigenvalue expresses the amount of
variance explained by its corresponding eigenvector: the larger the eigenvalue
is, the most important it is when recovering the data in the whole learning set.
Furthermore, the overall sum of eigenvalues λi denotes the total variance in the
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set. Therefore, it is possible to express the eigenvalues as a percentage fraction
of the total variance:
Total variance VT Percentages of variance vi
VT =
n∑
i=1
λi vi =
λi
VT
· 100 (3.49)
In order to perform dimensionality reduction, one just needs to select a k number
of λi and their corresponding φi until a desired percentage of variance VK is
reached, see equation 3.50. For instance, Cootes & Taylor (2004) suggest that a
98% of total variance is an acceptable value to represent the data. However, the
user should decide this according to their specific needs.
VK =
k∑
i=1
vi (3.50)
If dimensionality reduction is not desired, this step can be skipped.
Output: At this point, the statistical analysis is finished and the model is ready
to be tested. A matrix Φ contains a total of k eigenvectors that correspond to the
k largest eigenvalues, which are stored in the diagonal matrix λ. Furthermore,
these elements can explain a VK percentage of the total variance. It should be
pointed out that if the dimensionality reduction step was not executed, k is still
equal to the total number of eigenvalues and eigenvectors calculated by SVD.
Finally, each shape s in the training data set can be approximated by
s ≈ µ+Φb (3.51)
where the vector b = {b1, b2, . . . , bk} is constituted by the k parameters that will
deform the model mean shape µ. Moreover, the parameters of this vector b,
which approximate a shape s in the training data set is computed as follows
b = ΦT (s− µ) (3.52)
A parameter bi indicates how much an eigenvector φi has to be scaled/streched
to approximate one of the points of a given shape. This means that, in order
to generate different shapes, it is just necessary to scale the eigenvectors with
different bi values.
3.3.5 Shape model deformation
Being able to create different shapes by just changing scalar values in the vector b
provides great flexibility for the shape model. Nevertheless, limits to these scalar
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values have to be provided so that the newly generated shapes remain consistent
to the data in the learning set.
Cootes et. al. (2004; 1995) suggests that the deformation values bi should be
bounded by the interval [−3
√
λi, 3
√
λi]. This means that for the previously
mentioned corresponding pair (λi,φi), there is a deformation value bi bounded
within the interval [−3
√
λi, 3
√
λi].
{−3√λ1 ≤ b1 ≤ 3
√
λ1}
{−3√λ2 ≤ b1 ≤ 3
√
λ2}
...
{−3√λk ≤ bk ≤ 3
√
λk}
An interesting remark about the λi was made by Muller et al. (2004, p. 524), “in
probability theory the singular values are known as the standard deviations (σ).”
This implies that the above ranges will only allow variations within ±3σ, which
include 99.7% of the data.
For instance, when looking at the statistical model created for the sweetgum
leaves presented in this section, new leaf shapes are generated by varying the
model deformation values using equation 3.51. Figure 3.26 shows how the model
responds to these changes. Note that in order to create the shapes shown in
this figure, the deformation vector b only deforms one eigenvector at a time
and sets the other vectors to zero. For example, the following vector b =
[b1, 0, 0, 0, . . . , 0, 0, 0] only deforms the mean shape using the fist eigenvector φ1,
b = [0, b2, 0, 0, 0, . . . , 0, 0, 0] only deforms the mean shape using the second eigen-
vector φ2, etc.
bi = −3
√
λi bi = − 32
√
λi bi = 0 bi =
3
2
√
λi bi = 3
√
λi
b1, λ1, φ1
b2, λ2, φ2
b3, λ3, φ3
Figure 3.26: Sweetgum leaf model deformation. The deformation values bi scale
its corresponding eigenvector in order to change the mean shape.
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In order to best clarify the deformations presented on Figure 3.26, Table 3.1
presents the numerical values of the 3 most important eigenvalues. This way, one
can interpret the deformations of the shape model.
Eigenvalue Value Percentage of variance
λ1 0.0045597 17.6489 %
λ2 0.0032384 12.5345 %
λ3 0.0027777 10.7515 %
Table 3.1: Numerical values of the 3 most important eigenvalues of the deforma-
tion predented in Figure 3.26.
If the deformation intervals are not considered, the model would generate shapes
that are totally inconsistent with the training shapes. An example of this situation
is depicted in Figure 3.27.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.27: Sweetgum leaf model with wrong deformations: this image depicts
two shapes that were generated using deformation values outside of the deforma-
tion model intervals. These three cases were generated using the following values:
(a) b1 = 7
√
λ1. (b) b1 = 4.5
√
λ1, b2 = 4.5
√
λ2, b3 = 4.5
√
λ3. (c) b1 = −4.5
√
λ1,
b2 = −4.5
√
λ2, b3 = −4.5
√
λ3. In each case, the values that are not indicated are
set to 0.
3.3.6 Applications of ASMs
Active Shape Models have been extensively used in different areas of study, such
as medical image analysis, face recognition, 2D and 3D object tracking, character
recognition, etc. (Cootes et al., 1995; Davies et al., 2008).
Certainly, ASMs find most of its applications in the field of medical image in-
terpretation, i.e., inspection of anatomic structures, the planning of surgical in-
terventions, the examination of the progress of a disease, the examination of the
progress of a healing process. Just to mention some examples: Cootes et al.
(1994) proposed a model to analyze the human heart ventricle for the early de-
tection of potential heart problems. Smyth et al. (1997) designed a model that
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identifies the shape of human vertebrae, this with the purpose of early detection
of osteoporosis. Alien et al. (2007) also tried to detect osteoporosis by analyzing
dental radiographies. Huysmans et al. (2005) generated a model to detect scoli-
otic deformities on humans. Toth et al. (2011) presented a method to calculate
the volume of the prostate on patients using MRI images. Gregory et al. (2008)
implemented a model that predicts if patients with osteoarthritis need total hip
replacement. Bhat & Savvides (2008) developed models that “classify eye shapes
and identify whether the images belong from left or right irises”.
Face detection is one field where ASMs are also used (Cootes & Taylor, 2004;
Edwards et al., 1998; Milborrow & Nicolls, 2008). Models are created using
hundreds of sample images to recognize facial features. This information can be
used, on the one hand, to recognize a generic human face, and, on the other hand,
to recognize a particular individual by their facial features.
Another example of the use of ASMs, this time in the agricultural field, is the
positioning and tracking of animals in a farm. Onyango et al. (1995) and Tillett
et al. (1997) proposed a model that locates pigs in a farm by identifying their
back-ridges.
3.3.7 Applications of ASMs in plant science
In the area of plant science ASMs also have applications, such as produce grad-
ing, plant identification, etc. For instance: Søgaard & Heisel (2002) used different
shape models to identify and classify weed plantlets. Moeslund et al. (2005) also
employed them to identify the shape of cactus leaves. Persson & A˚strand (2008)
developed shape models to classify crops and weeds on open field conditions.
Kaewapichai et al. (2007) implemented grading models to detect the stage of ma-
turity of pineapples. Srivastava et al. (2005) developed shape models to identify
different objects, including apples, pears and tomatoes.
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CHAPTER 4
Shape analysis using 2D ASMs for
overlapping problems in plant sci-
ence
4.1 Introduction to the overlapping problem
Before describing the problem at hand, it is important to define the word overlap.
According to Farlex (2010), overlap is defined as “To lie over and partly cover
something; to have an area or range in common with; to lie or extend over and
cover part of”.
From the above definition, it is clear that if one looks at overlapping objects, it is
only possible to see a part or parts of them. One only needs to look around to find
examples of things in the environment that partially occlude the view of other
objects. A simple example using three geometric shapes is shown in Figure 4.1,
where a square overlaps a circle and a triangle.
People commonly face these types of situations in their daily activities, never-
theless, the human vision system is so efficient that it is capable of solving such
problems without us even realizing the great amount of information that has to
be processed in order to do so. Scientists estimate that almost half of the cere-
bral cortex is used to process around 108 bits/s of visual data (Koch et al., 2006;
Millner & Goodale, 1996; Patla, 1997).
Understanding how humans process visual information is an important step in
the development of a computerized vision system. Although visual perception
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Figure 4.1: Simple overlapping example.
has been extensively studied, there are still various areas that remain unexplained
(Culham et al., 2001; Diamant, 2008; Kellman & Spelke, 1983; Marchant & Sistler,
1993). For example, in psychology, there are several conflicting theories as to
how to the human brain develops the ability to perceive individual objects in the
surrounding environment. One theory is that infants in their first 2 years of life
learn to identify objects by interacting (i.e. seeing, touching) with them. Based
on memories of an object when seen in its entirety, the brain can then use this
stored information to recreate similar objects when they are partially hidden from
view. On the other hand, it has been put forward that humans are born with an
inherent general conception of the physical world as a set of objects, which are
spatially related but can move independently of each other (Diamant, 2008, pp.
484 -486).
Computers, however, have no inherent knowledge of the world around them.
Thus, when developing a computerized vision system, the programmer has to
provide a way for the computer to learn and identify individual objects and then
use this information to match similar objects when partially occluded. This is
not an easy task if one considers how complex and dynamic the world is. Lighting
conditions, angle of view, distance from the sensor, shape and texture variance,
and other factors can drastically affect the performance of such systems.
4.2 Related work
In recent years there has been a widespread interest in developing intelligent
computer vision systems that will help in the automation of tedious and labor-
intensive tasks. There are many different engineering disciplines that have con-
tributed methods for solving visual recognition problems related to their specific
field of study. These solutions, however, are not totally exclusive and the meth-
ods can be adapted to solve similar problems in other research fields. This also
holds true for resolving the overlapping problem in biosystems and agricultural
research areas.
In order to clarify the problematic, a simple example is presented below. Imagine
that a robotic machine is required to help harvest crops (ex. Maize, Apples,
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Pepper, Oranges, Tomatoes, etc). Moreover, this machine will be equipped with a
vision system as a means of tracking the goods to be harvested. While navigating
through the fields, the robot has to detect the fruit and vegetables, which may
not be fully in view, as the ones shown in Figure 4.2. This very fact generates a
series of difficulties in the processes of recognition, positioning and manipulation,
and challenge the effectiveness of the recognition system.
Tomato Watermelon Maize
Apple Orange Pepper
Figure 4.2: Examples of overlapping situations in Biosystems. It is possible to
see that some of the crops are overlapped by other crops or leaves.
Machine vision has many potential uses not only within harvesting activities
but also in biorobotics in general. Apart from crop localization, it can also be
applied to detect weeds, to sort the products and evaluate their quality, etc. When
working with living organisms and open environments, the uncertainties increase,
because the information is constantly changing, and sometimes it is partially or
completely hidden. Despite this, scientists are still working on finding methods
to achieve the desired automation.
Like many other vision systems, the one presented in this work uses color seg-
mentation as a means to separate regions of interest (RoI) - in this case the green
of the plants or specific color of produce to be harvested - in order to identify the
areas that might have some information useful for the vision recognition system.
There are many methods to perform the segmentation process, just to mention
some: histogram thresholding, feature space clustering, region based edge detec-
tion, fuzzy logic, neural network approaches, etc. Each strategy has its pros and
cons, and depending on the characteristics of the problem, one has to adopt the
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most suitable method (Busin et al., 2008; Cheng et al., 2001; Comaniciu & Meer,
2002; Huang et al., 2005; Juang & Wu, 2010).
After identifying the region(s) that might contain the object(s) that one is looking
for, the following step is to search for patterns that would lead to the proper
identification of objects. It is in this stage where techniques, such as the ones
presented in the introductory chapters, are used to recognize the shape of the
objects.
One of the pioneer studies that focused on the proper identification of horticul-
tural objects using their shape was carried out by Rath (1997). In his research,
he developed and evaluated several techniques with the purpose of identifying
shape characteristics of different type of plants.
However, like in many other research areas, the identification of objects is chal-
lenged by the fact that the objects that one wants to recognize are normally over-
lapped by other objects. This means that the identified RoIs contain information
that is incomplete, and somehow the selected pattern recognition technique has
to find the way to work around missing features and still be able to recognize the
desired object(s).
For example, Hemming (2000), in his attempt to differentiate between crops and
weeds in open field situations used geometric primitives to differentiate between
plant types. Nevertheless, the performance of his approach was compromised
when plants are overlapping each other. Also, Pe´rez et al. (2000) and Philipp
(2004) were faced with the difficulty of plant mutual overlapping in their efforts
to identify weeds in cereal and sugar beet fields.
When looking at harvesting robots, e.g., strawberry (Hayashi et al., 2010), cherry
(Tanigaki et al., 2008), flowers (Kawollek, 2006), cucumbers (Henten et al., 2003),
apples (De-An et al., 2011), etc., there is a common problematic: fruits or flowers
partially occluded. This means that there are cases when the objects are not
recognized, because there is missing visual information.
Other examples include the inspection and grading of agricultural products. Bros-
nan & Sun (2002) mention that it is possible to improve the quality of foods,
fruits, vegetables and grains by means of vision systems that grade the agricul-
tural products. Nonetheless, all the methods mentioned in his review also have
the problematic that in order to cope with the production necessities, they have
to be less sensitive to partly occluded objects.
Therefore the overlapping problem constitutes on of the basic problems of all
biorobotic systems, and currently has not been completely solved.
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4.3 Objectives
The goal of this investigation is to develop a vision system using Active Shape
Models that is capable of identifying small plants growing under overlapping
conditions.
The presented thesis is concerned with plants that are composed of a set of leaves
where a single leaf has, to a certain degree, an elliptical form. In this case, it is
possible to present the assumption that these plants can be seen as a group of
ellipses.
This technique identifies plants by first detecting individual leaves (i.e. ellipses)
for further grouping into plantlets using deformable templates that contain sta-
tistical information about their main features.
Shape models of experimental plants with 2, 3 and 4 leaves were tested sepa-
rately and then overlapped to analyze the ability of the method to overcome the
overlapping problem.
4.4 General idea on how solve the overlaping
problem
The following list of mentions the steps that this work will follow order to solve
the problematic at hand. Naturally, each procedure will be described in detail in
further sections.
Digital camera
Color threshold
Binarization
Ellipses
Specific points on ellipses
2D training set
Procrustes analysis
Model creation with PCA
Leaf detection using ellipses
for further combination into
plants. The combination is
controlled by the ASMs.
Image acquisition
Image segmentation
Shape representation
Landmarking
Generation of ASMs
Identification using ASMs
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Before going to the next section, it is important to describe its structure. There
are two main topics: Experimental setup and New and adapted algorithms for
plant detection. The first one will describe the elements and equipment to carry
out the investigation. The second one will mention all the methods (new or
adapted) used to solve the problem.
Model plant
Image acquisition
Comparison with human recognition
Experimental setup
Image segmentation - RGB plant color extraction
Ellipse detection using a clustering algorithm
Ellipse detection using arcs
Landmarking procedure
Deformable plant templates
Neighboring leaves combination
Energy heuristic to match real plants
New and adapted algorithms for plant detection
4.5 Materials and methods
4.5.1 Model plant
Figure 4.3: Model plant Nicotiana tabacum
The plant selected as a model during the experimental phase was the tobacco
plant Nicotiana tabacum. This plant was chosen because the plantlets are fast
growing, allowing a series of photos to be taken in a short period of time, with the
purpose of documenting their growth. The plantlets were grown in a greenhouse
with a temperature of 23 ± 2◦C, in a peat-based substrate, without the use of
pesticides.
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The seeds were planted in a container measuring 20 cm by 15 cm, as shown in
Figure 4.4a. The plants used to create the statistical model were planted in rows
of 3 by 3, see Figure 4.4c, creating a non-overlapping condition area. Other trays
were prepared with the seeds planted closer together, for instance in rows of 7
by 5 plants (see Figure 4.4b) or in random patterns, in order to create plants
growing in overlapping conditions.
20 cm
15
cm
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.4: Seeding the tobacco plantlets. (a) Trays used. (b) Example of a
seeding pattern used to create overlapping. (c) Example of plants grown without
overlapping.
Table 4.1 presents a description of the arrangements used to sow the seeds of
tobacco.
Number of trays Tray description
6 Model plants, only 9 plants per tray, no mutual overlapping
3 Overlapping plants, in rows of 6 by 5 plants
3 Overlapping plants, in rows of 6 by 4 plants
2 Overlapping plants, in rows of 5 by 5 plants
2 Overlapping plants, in rows of 5 by 4 plants
2 Overlapping plants, randomly spread over the sowing area
Table 4.1: Arrangement of plants within the tray area
4.5.2 Comparison with human recognition
The results of the plant detection algorithm are compared with the human ability
to identify plantlets under overlapping situations. The experiments were carried
out in June 2011 using two groups of persons: Experts and Non-experts. The
first group (experts) was composed of 10 Ph.D. students from the Biosystems
and Horticultural Engineering Section (BGT), Leibniz University of Hannover.
The second group was composed of 8 trade apprentices (non-experts) between
the ages of 15 and 16 years old. The experiments with this group were carried
out at the beginning of the class session under the supervision of the teacher.
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In order to carry out the experiments each person was given a printed version
of the overlapping plant situations that the ASM system tried to solve. Note
that the information presented to each person was in a black and white format (1
situation per sheet of paper), something very similar to the cases shown in Figure
4.6, which depicts cases of varying degrees of difficulty. Then, 3 color images of
individual plants (2 , 3 and 4 leaves) were shown to the participants so that they
were able to identify the plants, see Figure 4.5. Finally, the participants were
asked to find as many plants as they could as fast as possible, but without a
specific time limit. The comparison and results are presented at the end of this
chapter.
2 leaves 3 leaves 4 leaves
Figure 4.5: Images presented to the participants before they started solving the
identification cases.
(b) 0.1 % overlapping(a) No overlapping (c) 32 % overlapping
Figure 4.6: Example image showing the type of cases presented to the participants
in the comparison experiment.
4.5.3 Image acquisition
The image acquisition was done in a very simple manner: a stand and a commer-
cial camera (Nikon Coolpix P5000) were used to take the pictures of the plantlets,
see Figure 4.7a-b. In this way, the series of photos were always taken from the
same position, i.e. directly above the plantlet tray (see Figure 4.7c). After ger-
mination, the plantlets were photographed every day over a period of 2 weeks, in
a phytochamber with constant light conditions (7 kilolux).
The previously mentioned camera uses the RGB color space to represent colors.
This color space has 3 different channels: (R) red, (G) green and (B) blue, which
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.7: Image acquisition. (a) Stand for the camera. (b) Nikon Coolpix
camera. (c) Image showing how the pictures of the plants were taken.
combined in different proportions create new colors. Additionally, the represen-
tation used to encode a pixel is a 24-bit RGB, where each channel takes 8-bits.
The white balance was set to automatic and no flash was used.
4.5.4 Image segmentation - RGB plant color extraction
Much of the success or failure of every vision recognition system depends on the
image segmentation, and so special attention is required. The first step in the
analysis is the division of the image into parts or regions. In this particular case,
there are just two identifiable regions: plants and soil. Naturally, the part that
contains the data to be analyzed (the region of interest, RoI) is the green area
pertaining to the plants, see Figure 4.8a-b (input).
It is important to mention that the images used in this work were captured in a
chamber that has optimal and constant light conditions. Due to these conditions,
there was a high contrast between the color of the trays, soil and plants, thus
facilitating the segmentation process.
In order to separate the soil from the plants, an enhancement step and a color
filter were used. This method is an adaptation from the excess green index tech-
nique proposed by Woebbecke et al. (1995), which performs the enhancement on
the green channel of the image. Finally, a threshold filter only allows regions of
the green channel to pass through the filter for further binarization. Details of
this segmentation procedure is shown in algorithm 4.1. In addition, its effect on
two sample plants is depicted in Figure 4.8a-b(output).
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Algorithm 4.1 RGB-Green Extraction(I, wf)
Input: An image I with n pixels pi = (piR, p
i
G, p
i
B), where (1 ≤ i ≤ n), each
pixel contains the information for each color channel. A weighting factor wf
within the interval (0,1].
1: Compute the minimum and maximum green enhanced values within all pixels
min pG = min
1≤i≤n
[(piG − piR) + (piG − piB)]
max pG = max
1≤i≤n
[(piG − piR) + (piG − piB)]
µ = (max pG +min pG) · wf
thr =
µ−min pG
max pG −min pG
2: for all pixels pi = (piR, p
i
G, p
i
B), where (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
p∗G =
piG −min pG
max pG −min pG
piG =
{
1 if p∗G ≥ thr
0 if p∗G < thr
piR = p
i
B = 0
Output: Image I with a binarized green channel
During the experimental phase the value of the weighting factor wf was set to
0.5.
(a)-input




(b)-input
segmentation process
(a)-output




(b)-output
Figure 4.8: Effect of the color segmentation on two sample images containing
plantlets. (input) Original images showing single plantlets. (output) Effect of
the segmentation process.
Immediately after binarization, a border extraction step is carried out. The algo-
rithm employed to extract the outlines from the binary images was proposed by
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Suzuki & Abe (1985). This algorithm performs a topological analysis to produce
a collection of contours and store them in a hierarchical tree data structure, where
the exterior contours are at the top of the tree branches and the interior contours
(holes) are stored deeper in the branch hierarchy.
Figure 4.9: Example of the border extraction algorithm when applied to a binary
region (Suzuki & Abe, 1985).
4.5.5 Ellipse detection using a clustering algorithm
This section concentrates on modeling leaves as ellipses for further grouping into
small plantlets. Taking into consideration that many leaves have an elliptical
shape allows the use of different methods to match ellipses and to forget for a
while about the individual complexity of the leaf shape.
The detection method presented here is and adapted version of the technique
proposed by Yuen et al. (1989). This approach iteratively takes 3 random points
along the shape border and generates possible ellipses that may match the leaf’s
area (Figure 4.10a-b). This technique was also used by Mclaughlin (1998) to
detect elliptical shapes. This procedure has several advantages, a very important
one is that it can identify ellipses that are overlapping one another. Nevertheless,
it also generates a large amount of information, including faulty detections.
(a) shape, border and convex lines (b) generation of a possible ellipse
Figure 4.10: Example of how to generate possible ellipses with 3 randomly se-
lected border points. (a) Image showing the segmented shape of Figure 4.3 with
the shape border and 3 randomly selected border points . (b) Image with the
generated ellipse (red) using the 3 border points and the method proposed by
Yuen et al. (1989).
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Algorithm 4.2 list the steps that this algorithm follows in order to perform ellipse
detection on a given shape contour.
Algorithm 4.2 Ellipse detection using Mean shift clustering(s, wf)
Input: the outline of a shape s that contains k points, and a weight factor wf
1: for a (wf · k) number of times attempt to generate ellipses
a: generate 3 random points
b: store the generated ellipse in a list
end for
2: perform mean shift clustering step on the list of ellipses
3: keep the clusters with the highest densities, the ones with the most number
of elements
4: ensure that the list has valid ellipses
Output: an n number of detected ellipses
The weight factor wf used in presented approach was 1, which means that the
algorithm repeats the first loop k number of times (the same number of points that
are contained in the outline). With respect to the total number of attempts that
the method uses to create ellipses, there are two situations that might affect its
performance: if the procedure is repeated a small number of times, it is probable
that not all the ellipses are going to be detected; if the procedure is repeated too
many times, the amount of generated data would be too large to analyze.
After selecting 3 random points, the tangent lines of each selected point has to
be computed. This is done using some of its neighboring points (pixels also
belonging to the contour) within a selected window size and generating a single
straight line that best represents them, see Figure 4.11. After collecting all of the
points in the neighboring region, a tangent line can be approximated using linear
least squares.
tangent:
y
=
m
x
+
b
p
w
in
d
ow
si
ze
Figure 4.11: Approximating a tangent line to the random point p. The number
of neighbor pixels that are taken into account depends on the selected window
size.
One of the problems when approximating the tangent line to a selected point is
the number of neighboring points that are going to be taken into account. If too
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few are selected, the resulting line might not be properly aligned, thus leading to
erroneous ellipses. If too many are used, the computation of the line takes more
time and still does not ensure that the approximated line is correct. The correct
number of neighboring points also depends on the size of the shape that is to be
analyzed.
With the help of Figure 4.12, the following list of steps demonstrate how to
calculate the center of one possible ellipse using 3 random points along the border
p1, p2, p3 (Yuen et al., 1989). Note that the 3 random points are the same as the
ones shown in Figure 4.10a-b:
1. generate the tangents T1, T2, T3 to the random points p1, p2, p3 as described
above.
2. calculate the intersection points 11 and 12 (if they exist) of the tangent lines
T1-T2 and T2-T3 respectively.
3. compute the middle points mˇ1 between (p1, p2) and mˇ2 between (p2, p3).
4. generate the lines L1, L2 using the points (11, mˇ1) and (12, mˇ2) respectively.
5. the center ec of the ellipse is given by the intersection of the lines L1-L2.
p1
p2
p3
T1
T2
T3
L1
L2
11
mˇ1
12
mˇ2
ec
p
1
p2
p3
p1 p2
p3
erroneous ellipses
Figure 4.12: This image shows in detail how to compute the center of an ellipse
using 3 border points. If the chosen random points are too close together, the
computed ellipses might be erroneous. An example of this situation is depicted
on in the image to the right.
Placing the center of an ellipse with coordinates (xc, yc) at the origin (0, 0) allows
the simplification of the general ellipse equation (see the following equations:
3.17, 3.24, 3.25 and 3.26 ) . In order to calculate the rest of the parameters A, B
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and C of the simplified equation and to generate the ellipse, the following linear
system has to be solved
Ax21 + Cx1y1 +By
2
1 = 1
Ax22 + Cx2y2 +By
2
2 = 1
Ax23 + Cx3y3 +By
2
3 = 1
(4.1)
where the xi and yi values correspond to the coordinates of the 3 selected random
points. After the constant terms of the quadratic equation have been calculated,
one proceeds to compute the terms of the standard equation of an ellipse (see
procedure on page 24). A generalized Bresenham algorithm for conic sections was
used to draw the ellipses (Bresenham, 1977; Kennedy, 2009; van Aken, 1984).
Despite simplicity of the method, it generates a large amount of possible ellipses,
making it necessary to create groups of ellipses that represent one single leaf. The
following image, Figure 4.13, shows some of the possible ellipses after running the
method using the shape and border depicted in Figure 4.10a. In this image, one
can clearly see patches of several ellipses grouped around specific areas; the groups
composed of a larger number of ellipses most likely represent a single leaf.
Figure 4.13: Possible ellipses generated with the 3 random points method.
Filtering out false ellipses is necessary because faulty leaves (ellipses) can confuse
the plant detection algorithm. This is why the system has to make sure that the
selected points form a convex set where a straight line joining any two points of
the set must be completely contained within the shape, see Figure 4.10a. The
previously mentioned lines are created with the Bresenham algorithm (Angel
& Morrison, 1991). Whenever a pixel of these lines is outside of the region of
interest, then it is probable that a faulty ellipse will be created, and 3 new random
points are generated along the outline of the shape.
In addition to the amount of probable ellipses generated by this method, the
number of leaves within a region of interest is unknown and variable. Therefore,
it is necessary to integrate an approach that is able to successfully find groups of
similar ellipses without any previous knowledge of the data.
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A potential problem when clustering ellipses is that circles have equal major and
minor axes (a = b), so the rotation angle θ plays no role. The problem arises when
the algorithm tries to group circles with different rotation angles, which obviously
belong to the same group, but the method places them into different ones. In
order to solve this problem, a roundness factor was introduced ξ = (1 − b/a).
This factor allows θ to be set to a constant value if ξ is close or equal to zero.
The mean shift algorithm, developed by Comaniciu & Meer (2002), is a clustering
technique that belongs to the so-called non-parametric methods, which does not
require prior knowledge of the data. The algorithm starts by looking for clusters
in a set of ellipses and iteratively moves the center of the window towards the
local density maximum until convergence. The algorithm uses the concept of
a kernel density estimator (kde), also known as Parzen Windows (Duda et al.,
2001). This procedure is able to estimate the density of a given data set with n
elements that belong to a d-dimensional space Rd using a kde K(u), where K is
a kernel function.
The kernel used in this research is the Gaussian function with zero mean:
K(u) =
1
σ
√
2pi
e−
u2
2σ2 (4.2)
The space dimensionality of the problem at hand is five: one dimension for each
necessary parameter of the ellipse parametric function ui = {xc, yc, a, b, θ}, where
xc and yc are the coordinates of the center, a and b are the radii of the major and
minor axes, and θ is the rotation angle. In order to look for groups, the clustering
algorithm takes each one of the elements in the data set and calculates, several
times, a so-called mean shift vector . The mean shift vector gives the direction and
new position of the center of the window, which always shifts towards the spots
with the highest density. The algorithm will converge when the aforementioned
center does not change or the changes are considered negligible . Equation 4.3
sums up the procedure of how to compute the mean shift vector ms(u), where K
is the kernel function, u¯ is the current mean vector, ui is a vector in the data set
and h is the smoothing parameter (Comaniciu & Meer, 2002, p. 3).
ms(u) =
n∑
i=1
uiK
(‖ u¯−uih ‖2)
n∑
i=1
K
(‖ u¯−uih ‖2)
− u¯ (4.3)
In regard to the Gaussian kernel, the value of σ (standard deviation) indicates
how the values are spread around the current mean vector. It is assumed that
σ is the same for all five ellipse parameters. This assumption enables the use
of a control variable )s (window size), which is computed as follows: )s = ϕσ,
where ϕ is the size of the interval between the z-scores [µ ± ϕ2σ] of the normal
distribution. Depending on how confident one wants the window range to be,
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ϕ will be greater or smaller but always ϕ > 0. Note that a value of ϕ = 6 is
sufficient because it reaches 99.7 % confidence (assuming the data is normally
distributed).
After the clustering process, the list containing all the clusters and their evaluated
density (the number of elements) has to be sorted according to their density
values for a further trimming procedure. This process will eliminate the clusters
which are not above a certain density threshold, and will ensure that only ellipses
with a high certainty of being real leaves are analyzed. Since every situation is
different and the number of clusters differ every time the procedure is executed,
the threshold has to change according to these circumstances. In order to face
this problematic, the trimming threshold is set to a value of 10 % of the density
of the cluster with maximum density. The groups of ellipses with less members
than the threshold are eliminated. To a certain extent, this value might appear
too low. However, if the threshold is too high, clusters that represent small leaves
will be deleted, and that is not a desirable situation.
The last step in the detection procedure is a discrimination step, where a distinc-
tion in favor of the ellipses with the best information takes place. It is considered
that one ellipse offers more information than another when its shape covers more
area within the region of interest (RoI), and, at the same time, contains minimal
area outside the same analyzed region. In order to avoid ellipses with excessive
data outside the RoI, a threshold was set to restrict how much area of the ellipse
is allowed to be outside. Additionally, two ellipses are considered to be different
when they cover different areas, offering new information. If the surface area of
one ellipse is already taken, it will only be considered to be existent if it offers
new information above a certain threshold. In order to best clarify this situation
the following terms are introduced:
a) The ellipse overlapping area refers to the ratio between number of pixels that
the ellipse and the RoI (pixels pertaining to the image of the real plant) have in
common and the total number of pixels in the ellipse.
b) The new information area refers to the ratio between the number of pixels in
the overlapping area that are not marked as occupied and the total number of
pixels in the ellipse. These values are nothing else than the percentage of ellipse
area inside the RoI and the area of the ellipse which is not occupied by another
ellipse.
ellipse overlapping area =
number of pixels (Ellipse ∩ RoI)
number of pixels (Ellipse)
new information area =
pixels not marked as occupied (Ellipse ∩ RoI)
number of pixels (Ellipse)
(4.4)
Figure 4.14 depicts an example of two ellipses that are being analyzed to deter-
mine if they provide enough information to be considered as possible leaves.
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Figure 4.14: Example of overlapping ellipses. This image shows two ellipses A
and B, in which ellipse A is already a detected leaf and ellipse B is being analyzed
to see if it can be considered a leaf. In this case, the new information offered by
ellipse B are the pixels within the RoI (plant pixels in gray) minus those within
A ∩ B.
This procedure starts with the clusters with maximum density, thus ensuring
that the best ellipses will occupy its corresponding area at the beginning of the
process and make the other ellipses with less density compete for a part of the
surface within the region of interest.
4.5.6 Ellipse detection using arcs
The above described algorithm was able to detect the ellipses, however, an ex-
treme amount of time was needed to analyze the large amount of data that it
produces. Therefore, a second method based on the detection and combination
of arc sections was developed. The general idea behind using arcs is to combine
contour sections to approximate the ellipses that best superimpose the area of
a given shape. For example, Figure 4.15 depicts arcs labeled as arc-A, arc-B,
arc-C and arc-D. It can be seen that the information provided by several arcs
can be used to generate ellipses that coincide with the outline of the object. For
example, if arc-A and arc-B are combined, a correct approximation is produced;
if arc-B and arc-C or arc-A and arc-D are combined, a faulty ellipse is generated;
if arc-C and arc-D are combined, a good approximation is also found. Clearly,
combining the correct arcs creates the best ellipse for the provided contour.
It is important to mention that the contour of a shape is composed of a se-
quence of points, where every two neighboring points are connected, generat-
ing a path-oriented structure. For example: the set s = {p1, p2, . . . , pn}, com-
posed of n coordinate points pi = (xi, yi), form the following connected path
(p1, p2), (p2, p3), . . . , (pn−1, pn).
The developed algorithm provides a simple way to find arc sections of a given con-
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arc-A
arc-B
arc-C
arc-D
Figure 4.15: Basic arc-combination.
tour for further combination into an ellipse that best overlays the original shape.
Finding the arcs is executed by using an operator that takes into consideration
intrinsic characteristics of round shapes, including ellipses.
In the polar coordinate system, a reference axis (polar axis) and reference point
(pole) are needed in order to calculate the angle between two points. The distance
r from the pole to a point is called radial distance, and the angle θ between the
polar axis and the line segment connecting the pole and the point is called the
angular coordinate, see Appendix A.1.
If the angles of multiple points need to be compared to one another, the polar axis
and pole must remain constant. It is well-established that if the pole is placed
at the center of a circle, all points on the perimeter will be equidistant from the
pole. An ellipse however, has variable radial distance to its center, always varying
between the value of the semimajor axis (a) and the semiminor axis (b).
The previous statement is illustrated using the following example: The (r, θ)
signature of one circle and one ellipse (centered at the origin) are generated using
the approach described in section 3.1.6 (also see Appendix A.1). Furthermore, for
the sake of convenience, both objects have the same number n of coordinates in
their border path. This means that there are n radial distances r and n angular
coordinates θ for each sequence.
Sequence Radial distance Angular values
p1 = (x1, y1) r1 θ1
p2 = (x2, y2) r2 θ2
...
...
...
pn = (xn, yn) rn θn
Figure 4.16 plots the corresponding (r, θ) signatures of a circle with radius r=2,
and an ellipse with parameters a=3 and b=1. It also shows how the radial distance
to the center is constant in circles, but bounces back and forth between the values
of a and b for ellipses.
By following the previous example, it is possible to present an additional charac-
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Figure 4.16: Behavior of the (r, θ) signature using an ellipse and a circle.
teristic concerning the behavior of the radial angle. If ellipses are considered to
be to some extent one big arc, it is possible to say that all arcs have the same
behavior: Their θi values are always increasing or decreasing in the form of a
wave. In this manner, a basic arc extraction can be performed, just by looking
at the increasing or decreasing changes in the θi values of a given contour. In
other words, all the points that belong to one arc can be collected by checking
if there is a (+) positive change in the angular value from θi to θi+1. The ac-
cumulation of points stops when the change in the angular value is zero or (−)
negative. Clearly, the grouping of points can also be done by following (−) neg-
ative changes and stopping when the change becomes zero or (+) positive (an
ascending or descending value analysis)
However, in the case of circles the (r, θ) signature is a line and the analysis of the
ascending or descending values of θ is not possible. In order to carry out such
an analysis, a new variable α is incorporated into the calculations to introduce
the wave behavior for circles. This wave-operator computes an αi value using the
previously calculated (ri, θi) signature values.
αi = ri sin(θi) cos(θi) where 1 ≤ i ≤ n (4.5)
In Figure 4.17 there are two curves which illustrate the effect of applying the
above operator on the already calculated ri and θi sets. It can be seen that both
curves oscillate between different intervals [−αmin,αmax], which depend on their
respective semimajor and semiminor axes.
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Figure 4.17: Behavior of α values after applying Equation 4.5.
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The introduction of the wave operator to compute the αi values enables the arc
extraction by performing an analysis of the ascending or descending behavior of
the same αi values, which in turn have a corresponding (xi, yi) coordinate on the
contour of the shape being analyzed. Groups of points are created when the αi
values have (+) positive changes (ascending values), and different groups of points
are created when the αi values have (−) negative changes (descending values).
The sections where there are no changes in neighboring αi values (zero-change)
are not taken into account.
Figures 4.18 and 4.19 show the results of the arc extraction scheme when applied
to the circle and the ellipse of Figure 4.16. One can see that both contours were
grouped into 5 arcs. It is worth mentioning that if one starts grouping arcs at
one of the lowest points or one of the highest points of the curve, the contour will
be subdivided into 4 arcs, where arc 1 and arc 5 are joined together.
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Figure 4.18: Ellipse arc-extraction using ascending descending analysis of the αi
values. Left side image shows the αi analysis of the outline. Right side image
shows the input ellipse and detected arcs.
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Figure 4.19: Circle arc-extraction using ascending descending analysis of the αi
values. Left side image shows the αi analysis of the outline. Right side image
shows the input circle and detected arcs.
The following algorithm summarizes the arc extraction procedure:
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Algorithm 4.3 Arc-Extraction(s)
Input: a sequence of n points s = {p1, p2, . . . , pn} forming a continuous path,
each pi = (xi, yi) is a coordinate, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
1: Compute the ri, θi, αi values for each coordinate point.
2: k ← 0. Counter of arc-sequences.
3: i← 1. Start evaluating at the beginning of the sequence.
4: Evaluate the state of αi and αi+1
∆←


positive change if (αi < αi+1)
negative change if (αi > αi+1)
zero change if (αi = αi+1)
repeat the evaluation until a change in ∆ is found (i← i+ 1) or until i = n
5: Create a new arc sequence.
• Eliminate zero-chage sequences.
• Store positive or negative change sequences.
k ← k + 1
arck ← {all coordinates found before the change in ∆}
6: Go to step 4 or end if i = n.
7: After subdividing the shape contour into k arcs, execute the following:
• Sort the k arc sequences according to their length (descending order).
• Apply length threshold
arci
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}
{
keep if length ≥ threshold-length
delete if length < threshold-length
Output: arc sequences sorted according to their length.
Algorithm 4.3 first subdivides the shape outline into several arc sections, then
it sorts them according to length in order to identify which arcs provide the
greatest amount of information about the shape. Finally, the algorithm applies
a threshold that removes arc sections that are too small and can be considered
negligible. Figure 4.20 depicts the result of applying the arc detection algorithm
to a plant contour ( see Figures 4.9a-input and 4.9a-output for the original plant
shape and plant contour). After executing the arc detection on the plant outline,
a threshold was used to eliminate arcs that contained less than 20 coordinate
points (note that this threshold was only used to generate this example figure).
Furthermore, one can also see that the larger arcs provide more information about
the location of individual leaves.
The next step in the ellipse identification process is to combine neighboring arc
sections to approximate the ellipse that best represents the area where the arcs
are situated. In order to carry out the combination, the middle point of each
arc section must be found. Given that the arc points are arranged in a linear
sequence, the middle point of each arc is the point located in the middle of the
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Figure 4.20: Arc extraction on a real plant contour. This example image only
shows the arc sections composed of more than 20 pixels.
arc sequence; one should not confuse it with the mean-point. Figure 4.21 shows
three arcs from the previous image with their corresponding middle points.
middle point1
middle point2
middle point3
Figure 4.21: Middle points of arc sequences.
Having located all middle points, one can start with the combination of arc sec-
tions to find the ellipses that best superimpose the shape area. It was previously
mentioned that the arc sections are sorted according to their length; this gives
the advantage that the longest arc sections are selected first for the ellipse fitting.
The reason to do this is to use the arcs with the most information about the
outline before the small arcs that contain less information are taken into consid-
eration. However, before combining arcs, one has to make certain that they are
real neighbors.
For instance, assume that there are a total of n arc sequences after applying
the sorting and the length threshold steps. In order to discover neighboring arcs
around a selected arc, a series of steps have to be followed:
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Algorithm 4.4 Discover true neighboring arcs of arctop(n arcs)
Input: A set of n arc sequences sorted according to their length
1: From the n arc sequences, select the arc that contains the greatest number of points
arctop.
2: By using the Euclidean distance between arc middle points, calculate the m nearest
arc neighbors to the selected arctop.
3: Within these m nearest arc neighbors find the true arc neighbors of arctop. Two
arc sections are considered to be neighbors when the line segment connecting their
middle points are fully contained in the shape area (region of interest). Whenever
a couple of pixels of the line segment are outside of the region of interest, the arc
sections are not recognized as true neighbors 1.
Output: A list with all the true arc neighbors of arctop.
The following image, Figure 4.22, shows an example of how to identify the real
arc neighbors of a given arc section. In this image, it is possible to see that from
the arc section identified as arctop, lines are drawn to the other neighbor arcs.
The lines that are convex to the shape identify the real neighbors, while the lines
not convex to the shape (dashed lines) identify spurious neighbors.
arc
top
Figure 4.22: Identifiying real arc neighbors. Drawing lines on the RoI: Solid lines
identify real neighbors, whereas dashed lines identify spurious neighbors.
After finding the real arc neighbors of a given arc section, one can start trying to
combine them in order to find the ellipse that best fits the area where the arcs
are found. For example, the arc depicted in Figure 4.22 (arctop) is combined with
two other arc sections to find the ellipse that best fit that area.
Algorithm 4.5 clarifies how the combination of arcs is executed. Assume that a
given arctop was selected to be analyzed. Furthermore, its k real arc neighbor
sequences were found and stored in a list. It also computes the best ellipse by
combining a set of neighboring arcs. To certain extent, one can think of this
1The lines that connect two middle points are drawn using the Bresenham algorithm (Angel
& Morrison, 1991).
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algorithm as an arc growing approach, because with each new combination, the
method tries to use other border sections to best fit an area. Moreover, this
algorithm uses the overlapping area between the generated ellipse and the shape
to test if the combination of two set of points approximate a suitable ellipse (of
course, suitable according to the given region of interest), see equation 4.4 and
Figure 4.14.
Algorithm 4.5 Arc Combination(arctop, k neighbor sequences)
Input: an arctop sequence and its k real arc neighbors (N )
1: for each neighbor sequence N i, where i ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
• Fit an ellipse E using the data points of arctop and N i, see section
3.2.1.3 for more details on ellipse fitting.
• Draw E on top of the RoI and apply different thresholds (see equation
4.4 and Figure 4.14)
E
{
keep if overlapping area ≥ threshold-area
delete if overlapping area < threshold-area
E
{
keep if new information area ≥ threshold-information
delete if new information area < threshold-information
• if ellipse E passes all the thresholds, then arctop inherits all the points
of N i.
• if ellipse E does not pass all the thresholds, then N i is not considered
a viable arc combination and goes back to the list of all arc sections.
arctop stays the same and awaits another combination.
2: If arctop did not combine with any other arc(s), then fit an ellipse E using
only its points and test the above thresholds.
3: Stop execution and return null If ellipse E did not pass all the requirements.
4: Mark the area that the ellipse and the shape have in common.
occupied area = E ∩ RoI
Output: an ellipse E and the combined arctop.
During this research, the overlapping area threshold was set to 97 % of the total
number of pixels in the ellipse. Likewise, the new information area threshold was
set to a 20 %, this means that an ellipse has to have no less than 20% of its total
number of pixels unoccupied by another ellipse.
Up to this point, it has been explained how to generate the best overlapping
ellipse using one arc section and its neighbors. However, if one recalls, the output
of the arc extraction algorithm (Algorithm 4.3) was a list of arcs that was sorted
according to their length.
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To complete the process of computing the best ellipses that fit the original shape,
it is necessary to repeat the previously mentioned steps with all the arc sections
found by the algorithm. The following set of instructions summarize how the
iteration is executed:
Algorithm 4.6 Discover all ellipses within a RoI (n arc sequences)
Input: n arc sequences
1: Assume that there are a total of n arc sequences already sorted according to
their length. Those sequences with the greatest length are at the beginning of
the list.
2: for all arci sequences in the list, where i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
• Find the true arc neighbors N of arci (see Algorithm 4.5).
• Find the ellipse E that arci and its neighbors fit. If an ellipse was found,
store it in a list of viable ellipses (which represent viable leaves).
• Mark all the arc sections that were combined in the previous step. If an
arc was already combined, it cannot be used again.
Output: A list that contains k ellipses E
The list that contains all the computed ellipses will be used in the leaf clustering
step, which combines different ellipses to find plant shapes. Also note that the
output of this ellipse detection method are the ellipses that best superimpose the
area of interest. If one recalls the first ellipse detection method (see section 4.5.5)
it produces an output that has to be further analyzed in order to discriminate
the faulty detected ellipses, see Figure 4.13.
4.5.7 Landmarking procedure
In order to generate the deformable template, it is essential to extract information
about the general shape of the selected model plants. In the case of an ASM, it
is necessary to find points along the outline, called landmarks, that will denote
the shape of the plant. The landmarking procedure starts by running the ellipse
detection procedure to find every leaf on each model plant (see section 4.5.6) . If
the detection was successful, each plant can be considered as a set of ellipses, as
the ones shown in Figure 4.23.
The proposed landmarking procedure computes 5 points for each detected ellipse
and 1 extra point for the center of the plant, for a total of 5n landmarks, depend-
ing on the n number of leaves of each plant model. It is worth noting that the
plant center is only used as the anchor point to shift the plant to the origin, it is
not used as a landmark point in the models. Additionally, it is assumed that all
plantlets have either 2, 3 or 4 leaves. Thus, n ∈ {2, 3, 4}.
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Figure 4.23: Representing the leaves of a plantlet with ellipses.
Suppose that a plantlet with n leaves (ellipses) is to be landmarked. After running
the ellipse detection procedure, which successfully detected all n ellipses of the
given plant, one can start placing the landmark points. Algorithm 4.7 lists the
steps that are followed to place the landmark points on each ellipse.
For the purpose of visual clarification, each step of the landmarking process will
be shown on an example plantlet.
• The first landmarks to be extracted are the ellipse centers (ec) of each detected
leaf. In this case, a total of n = 2 centers.
Figure 4.24: Extracting landmarks step 1: finding the ellipse center.
• In order to compute the rest of the landmarks, an iterative search procedure is
executed to locate the plant center, which will group the leaves into an individual
plantlet:
1. The procedure starts by placing some k number of points (i.e. k = 360)
around the perimeter of every ellipse. Depending on how accurate or fast
one wants the calculations to be, the value of k can be increased or decreased
arbitrarily.
2. Then, the first tentative plant center pc is computed by calculating the
mean point of the n ellipse centers.
3. For each of the n ellipses, find the closest perimeter point cp to the cen-
ter pc. Then update the set that stores the n closest perimeter points
{cp1, . . . , cpn}.
4. Calculate the new plant center pcnew by computing the mean point of the
n closest perimeter points.
5. Compare the plant centers pcnew and pc. Stop the procedure if there are no
changes or if the difference is so small that it is considered to be negligible.
Otherwise, replace pc with pcnew and return to step 3.
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Thus far, the landmarking procedure has extracted a total of n ellipse centers
(ec), n closest perimeter points (cp) and 1 plant center (pc). This step is an
important part of the landmarking process, during which the position of each
petiole is determined, i.e. the points where each leaf attaches to the plant stem.
For instance, the plantlet that is in the process of being landmarked looks like
the image depicted in Figure 4.25. The petiole of the plant should be located
where the line segments connect points cp with the point pc.
pc
Figure 4.25: Extracting landmarks step 2.
• The procedure continues with the extraction of landmarks, but now focuses on
individual ellipses. The next step is to find, within the corresponding perimeter
points, the furthest point fp to the plant center pc.
pc
Figure 4.26: Extracting landmarks step 3.
• Finally, the last landmarks to be found are the ones that represent the breadth
of each leaf. In order to find these, the procedure generates the line that passes
through the points fp and cp of each ellipse. Every line divides each ellipse into
two parts that contain one landmark each: wa and wb. These landmark points
are the ones that maximize the orthogonal distance to the line dividing each
ellipse.
pc
Figure 4.27: Extracting landmarks step 4.
The presented procedure is an automated way of landmarking each plantlet. With
a small number of points, this method is able to represent the whole shape of the
plant. Figure 4.28 shows a landmarked version of the plants presented in Figure
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4.23. One is able to see the skeleton of each plant, the breadth of each leaf, the
petioles connecting all leaves, and the center of the plant.
Figure 4.28: Examples of fully landmarked plants.
Algorithm 4.7 Plant landmarking procedure (n ellipses)
Input: n ellipses, where n ∈ {2, 3, 4}.
1: Store the centers eci of the n ellipses
2: Using the ellipses centers iteratively compute the center of the plant pc
3: Calculate the closest points cpi from each ellipse to the plant center
4: Compute the furthest points fpi from each ellipse to the plant center
5: For each ellipse compute the points wa and wb, which represent the width of
each leaf.
Output: 5n landmark points
4.5.8 Deformable plant templates
This section will introduce the deformable models created to recognize tobacco
plants with 2, 3 and 4 leaves. It was previously mentioned that the model plants
were seeded with sufficient distance from each other, so that there was no over-
lapping between them.
The model plants were individually landmarked (see section 4.5.7) with the pur-
pose of creating a training set that allowed the generation of the ASM. Table
4.2 indicates the number of sample images that were used to create each shape
model.
Plant model Number of training images
2 leaves 70
3 leaves 70
4 leaves 70
Table 4.2: Individual plant images used to train each deformable model.
The ASMs presented here were created using the procedure introduced in section
3.3, and the landmarking for each training plant was carried out automatically.
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The only information provided for the landmarking procedure was the real num-
ber of leaves that the plant had.
Finally, after collecting all the landmarks, groups of 2 leaves, 3 leaves and 4
leaves were generated in order to statistically analyze them, and to formulate the
deformable models. Each generated ASM is composed of a set of eigenvectors Φ,
eigenvalues λ and a mean shape µ.
For the purpose of clarification, the information from each model was gathered
and plotted. Figures 4.29, 4.30, 4.31 show the deformable templates that resulted
from applying the ASM learning procedure to the extracted landmarks. One
should note that these images are aligned and normalized as described in sections
3.3.3 and 3.3.4.
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Figure 4.29: Deformable template for tobacco plants with 2 leaves. Each green
point represents an individual landmark from the training set, the blue points
and lines represent the deformable template or mean shape µ.
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Figure 4.30: Deformable template for tobacco plants with 3 leaves.
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Figure 4.31: Deformable template for tobacco plants with 4 leaves.
If one recalls from section 3.3.4 (see Algorithm 3.4), it is possible to arrange
the eigenvalues λ as a percentage fraction of the total variance that they rep-
resent. This provides the possibility of performing dimensionality reduction on
the models by just using the most important eigenvalues and their corresponding
eigenvectors.
That being said, it is interesting to plot the eigenvalues of each shape model to an-
alyze their behavior, see Figures 4.32, 4.33, 4.34. The following plots present each
one of the eigenvalues after the dimensionality reduction, shown as a percentage
fraction of the variance they represent.
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Figure 4.32: Plot of eigenvalues from the 2 leaves model.
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Figure 4.33: Plot of eigenvalues from the 3 leaves model.
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Figure 4.34: Plot of eigenvalues from the 4 leaves model.
After observing the plots, one can realize that further dimensionality reduction in
the models is possible, since almost all of the information was contained within the
first 10 eigenvalues. However, during this research for the sake of accuracy, only
a reduction to 99.9% of the total variance was carried out (i.e. all of eigenvalues
plotted in the above graphs).
4.5.9 Neighboring leaves combination
Having described the landmarking approach and the plant models that are going
to be used in the identification process, it is necessary to formalize the use of
these deformable templates in a real situation.
Imagine that the detection of the plantlets in Figure 4.35a is desired. Moreover,
assume that the ellipse detection algorithm accurately localized all leaves in the
image, as depicted in Figure 4.35b.
In reality, the collected information, after running the leaves detection algorithm,
is a list of ellipses. Visually, this list represents a set of neighboring ellipses,
such as the ones depicted in Figure 4.35c. If the plant identification is performed
using only the plot of ellipses, one will realize that the task is very cumbersome.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.35: Example of real plant detection. (a) Image showing tobacco
plantlets. (b) Image after detecting all leaves with the arc ellipse detection ap-
proach. (c) Plot of neighboring ellipses.
However, this is the only information that the ASM uses to identify each plant.
To some extent, the ASM performs the job of ellipse grouping, and always tries to
create the best model of a small-sized plant. Additionally, there might be falsely
detected ellipses (leaves). Despite this fact, the shape model has to be able to
find the correct group of ellipses that represent the actual real-life plant.
The steps of the method used to match small plants by combining neighboring
ellipses are listed in Algorithm 4.8. After presenting the general idea of the
procedure, each step is described in detail.
Algorithm 4.8 Ellipse combination procedure (L)
Input: A list L containing the data of each detected ellipse is required. Suppose
that this list has a total of l ellipses {E1,E2, . . . ,El}, where E = {xc, yc, a, b, θ}.
1: Extract an ellipse Ei from the list, where i ∈ {1, . . . , l}.
2: Find the m closest neighboring ellipses to ellipse Ei and form a set of n mem-
bers, where n = m+ 1.
3: In order to find the best plant, test all possible combination of the previously
generated set using the deformable template (ASM). See Algorithm 4.9.
4: If a plant is found store its leaves (ellipses) and remove them from L. In other
case, remove ellipse Ei from the list.
5: Go to step 1 until there are no more ellipses Ei in the list.
Output: a total of k plants found by the ASMs.
• The first steps in the algorithm are to extract an ellipse Ei from the list, and
then to find the m (i.e m = 10) closest ellipses within the l − 1 elements of the
list L. The idea of identifying the nearest ellipses is to reduce the data set that
the deformable model has to test when looking for a combination of leaves that
would produce a plant. Figure 4.36 illustrates the case of an ellipse when looking
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for the m ellipses that minimize the distance d between their centers.
d
Figure 4.36: Locating neighboring ellipses. d denotes the Euclidean distance
between two center points.
• The following steps are to use ellipse Ei and the other m neighboring ellipses
to create a set of n elements, where n = m + 1. This set will be used to gen-
erate several different combinations in search of the one combination that best
approximates a plant. For the moment, it is assumed that the best combination
is going to be selected. Please refer to section 4.5.10 to find out more about this
selection scheme.
The combinations of the n ellipses taking k distinct elements at a time without
any repetitions is equal to the binomial coefficient
nCk =
(
n
k
)
=
n!
k!(n− k)! (4.6)
where 0 ≤ k ≤ n. Also, the value of k is determined by the number of leaves
that the deformable template contains. For instance, use k = 2 when searching
for plants with 2 leaves, k = 3 when trying to match plants with 3 leaves, etc.
Each k-subset will be landmarked and tested with the ASM to check how well
its ellipses deform into a plantlet. Certainly, as is to be expected, the greater the
size of the combination set, the greater the number of k-subsets that the method
has to check, thus increasing the computational time.
After checking the viability of all k-subsets (possible plant or not a plant), the
best fit will be selected as a recognized plant in the image and its elements will
be extracted from the list L that contains all of the ellipses. Naturally, the policy
of always selecting the best k-subset can rule out the ellipse Ei. For this reason,
whenever the extracted ellipse Ei is part of a combination subset, one has to
check if it forms a possible plant. In the case that Ei is part of a possible plant,
but is not in the final selection, insert Ei back in the list L. If, after checking all
possible combinations, Ei is not part of any possible plant, one can delete it and
treat it like a faulty ellipse detection.
• The above mentioned steps of the combination procedure have to be repeated
until there are no ellipses to combine in the list L.
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In order to improve the plant identification process, a restriction was made during
the landmarking step of every k-subset. This restriction stipulates that at least
one pixel of the 3 × 3 square of the calculated plant center pc has to be within
the region of interest. If the center is not within the region of interest, the
combination subset will be treated as a none viable plant shape. The following
image shows how the plant center is placed in this square in order to compare it
to the interest region.
pc
Figure 4.37: Placing calculated plant center in a 3× 3 square
In the case that several models are being used to match plants at the same time
(i.e. the 2, 3 and 4 leaves models), each model has to be tested using all the
nearest neighbors, as described above. However, a small modification has to be
made.
Imagine that step 2 of the neighboring leaves combination is about to be executed,
where a group with n ellipses will be combined to find the best plant (ellipse Ei
and its m ellipse neighbors).
1. Combine
(
n
2
)
, all possible 2-subsets in the search of the best plant with 2
leaves.
2. Combine
(
n
3
)
, all possible 3-subsets in the search of the best plant with 3
leaves.
3. Combine
(
n
4
)
, all possible 4-subsets in the search of the best plant with 4
leaves.
4. Select the best plant ( within the plants with 2,3, or 4 leaves) and remove
the ellipses that belong to this plant from the list of ellipses L, see section
4.5.10 to learn about the plant selection scheme.
5. If no viable plant was found, eliminate Ei from the list of ellipses L.
6. If Ei is part of a viable plant, but it is not part of the final k-subset, put it
back into the list of ellipses L.
The only thing that changed from the first description is that, in this case, the
combination subsets with different k values have to be analyzed and finally com-
pete for the best deformed plant shape.
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4.5.10 Energy heuristic to match real plants
This section will clarify the heuristic approach which decides if a certain com-
bination of ellipses is a plant, and also how to decide that one combination is
better than another. Algorithm 4.9 describes the procedure to test if certain
combination of ellipses (k-subset) is a real plant.
In order to test if the shape s, extracted from a k-subset of ellipses, passes the
deformable conditions of the ASM, one has to compute the β vector (see section
3.3.5 and algorithm 3.4) using the current shape s, and the corresponding model
for 2, 3 or 4 leaves (λ,Φ,µ).
β = ΦT (s− µ) (4.7)
At this point, the deformation values βi are checked. They have to be within
their corresponding intervals [−3
√
λi, 3
√
λi]. One has to remember that each βi
explains the deformation that its corresponding φi will be subjected to. If the βi
values are out of range of the intervals, then the shape s is taken as a non-viable
plant and is discarded.
Algorithm 4.9 Match real plants with ASM (k-subset of ellipses)
Input: A k-subset of ellipses, where k ∈ {2, 3, 4}
1. Test if the center is part of the RoI. If the center is not within the RoI, this
is not a plant and another k-subset must be tested.
2. If the center is within the RoI.
a: Extract the landmarks from the set of ellipses to form the shape s.
b: Shift the landmarks, using the center of the plant pc as the origin.
c: Normalize the shape, ‖ s ‖= 1.
d: Rotate s towards the mean shape µ of the ASM, see section 3.3.3.
e: Test if the mean shape µ can be deformed into the shape s. If the shape
meets the conditions to be a plant, this set of ellipses is consider a real
plant. In other case, this combination is not consider a feasible plant.
Output: A positive or a negative answer after testing if a k-subset can be de-
formed into a real plant.
In the case that the shape s passed all the restrictions, compute its deformation
energy, which is the sum of all the deformation values:
de =
n∑
i=1
|βi| (4.8)
Store all the information corresponding to the shape s: ellipses that generate the
shape, the landmarks, and its deformation energy.
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After testing all the possible shapes with the same number of leaves (k-subsets
with the same k), the ellipse combination that is considered the best deforma-
tion above all other m plausible deformations is the one that has the minimum
deformation energy de.
best plant = min
dei
{de1, de2, . . . , dem} (4.9)
In the case when the ASMs for 2, 3 and 4 leaves are being used simultaneously,
the best plant that deforms each model has to be found. In order to decide which
plant to choose, a weighting factor is used. This factor is computed as follows:
denew =
1
k
e−de (4.10)
where k is the number of leaves that each best possible plant has. Finally, the
plant to select would be the one with the minimum denew. Clearly, this weight-
ing scheme favors the plants with more leaves; this was done in order to give
preference to the more complex shapes that require more deformation energy.
4.6 Results
4.6.1 Comparison of ellipse detection methods
During this chapter two methods to detect ellipses were presented: one procedure
uses three random points to generate ellipses (3Point method - see section 4.5.5);
the other method extracts the arcs of a contour, and then uses them to fit ellipses
(Arc method - see section 4.5.6).
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 4.38: Images used to compare the ellipse detection methods.
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A comparison between these two methods was carried out as follows: Six im-
ages containing ellipses and real plants were selected in order to input them into
the detection programs, see Figures 4.38(a to f). Then, the detected number of
ellipses and the elapsed time were collected. It is worth noting that these ex-
periments were executed using the same computer: Intel(R) Pentium(R) D CPU
2.66GHz with 1 gigabyte of RAM.
Furthermore, both of these methods have parameters that can affect their per-
formance, for example: minimum arc length, number of random 3-point trials to
test, area of each ellipse that must be included in RoI, etc. In order to compare
both methods, these parameters were fixed and did not change while performing
the comparison.
In the case of the 3Point method: The parameter that defines how many sets
of 3 random border points to analyze was set to 50 % of the total length of the
shape outline. The tangent approximation window size was set to 5 pixels, and
the area of each ellipse that must be included in RoI was set to 97 %.
In the case of the Arc method: The minimum arc length was set to 8 pixels, and
the area of each ellipse that must be included in RoI was set to 97 %.
Image Detected ellipses Execution time (s)
3Points Arcs 3Points Arcs
a 6 1 22.44 0.17
b 9 2 12.89 0.21
c 8 3 10.17 0.32
d 2 3 1.13 0.06
e 7 4 18.91 0.22
f 6 7 3.79 0.31
Table 4.3: Results of comparing the two ellipse detection methods. 3Points:
method that generates ellipses using 3 random points. Arcs: method that gener-
ates ellipses using arcs.
In the above table, it is possible to see that the method that uses arcs needs less
computational time to detect ellipses than the 3Points method. This factor was
decisive in the selection of the Arc detection method over the other technique.
Moreover, ellipse detection using arcs is much more accurate when detecting
overlapped and non-overlapped ellipses. For instance, if one looks at the image
of the single ellipse (Figure 4.38a), the 3Points method computes 6 ellipses where
there is clearly just 1, which the Arc method correctly found. The second image
(Figure 4.38b) depicts 2 ellipses that are overlapping each other, the Arc method
was able to find these 2 ellipses, whereas the 3Points method found 9 ellipses.
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The third image (Figure 4.38c) shows 3 ellipses overlapping one another: again,
the Arc detection method was able to find the correct number and position of
the ellipses, while the 3Point method detected 8 ellipses. The aforementioned
examples, whose ellipse detections are depicted in Figure 4.39, represent perfectly
elliptical shapes.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.39: Output of the Arc ellipse detection using ellipses as input. Images
a, b and c show the detected ellipses for each case.
In the case of plant leaf detection (fitting ellipses over leaves), one has to consider
that leaves do not have perfectly elliptical shapes and more than one ellipse can
fit within the leaf area.
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 4.40: Output of the Arc ellipse detection using plants as input. Images d,
e and f show individual plantlets and their corresponding leaf detection.
When comparing the two ellipse fitting techniques using single plants as input, the
Arc detection method again performed much better than the 3Point technique.
For example, the Arc detection method found 3 ellipses for the 2-leaf plantlet
shown in Figure 4.38d. If one looks at the output shown in Figure 4.40d, the
detection of two ellipses for one leaf is due to the large amount of deviation of
the plant leaf from an elliptical shape. For the 3-leaf plantlet depicted in Figure
4.38e, the Arc detection method was able to identify 4 ellipses, see Figure 4.40e.
Certainly, this plant has 3 notable leaves, however, the method also detected a
4th small leaf that is still growing. For the 4-leaf plantlet in Figure 4.38f, the Arc
detection method found 7 ellipses that best adjust to the contour of the shape,
see Figure 4.40f. If one looks carefully, one can see that this is a similar case to
the 2-leaf plant previously mentioned because the ellipse fitting technique found
more than one ellipse per leaf.
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The 3Point ellipse detection is a method that is able to match ellipses within a
given shape. However, it takes a significant amount of time because it has to
examine all possible ellipses and group them in to clusters. Furthermore, one
has to take into account that this technique produces random number of possible
ellipses and every time different results are produced. Additionally, when big
ellipses and small ellipses are in the same contour, the 3Point algorithm will
find the big ellipses first and might not even detect the small ones, because the
number of 3-point random trials is not large enough. Thus making it necessary to
calculate more 3-point random trials, which in turn produces more information
that has to be analyzed.
After considering the various pros and cons of each ellipse detection algorithm, it
was decided that the appropriate decision was to use the Arc detection method
in the experimental phase of the plant detection problem.
4.6.2 Nicotiana tabacum: leaf detection evaluation and
sensitivity analysis
This section presents the evaluation of the Arc detection method for matching
tobacco leaves (Nicotiana tabacum). Different circumstances and different pa-
rameters are presented in order to give a general idea of the behavior of this
algorithm. The two main parameters in the evaluated technique are: (1) mini-
mum arc length and (2) the area of each ellipse that must be included in RoI.
The first parameter has the purpose of eliminating the small arc sections that
might generate faulty ellipses. The second parameter controls the quality of the
ellipses generated by the combination of two arc sections. For example, if two
arc sections are combined and produce an ellipse that has more than a defined x
percentage of its pixels outside the RoI, then these arc sections produce an ellipse
that does not fit to the examined shape.
case a case b case c
Figure 4.41: Cases used to evaluate the Arc ellipse detection.
In order to perform the parameter evaluation of the detection method, one of the
parameters has to be fixed, while the other is changed and studied. First the
evaluation of the arc length will be carried out. For this case, the total number
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of pixels of each ellipse that must be contained in the RoI is set to 97 %, this
means that only a small number of pixels is allowed to be outside of the region
of interest (3 %). Figure 4.41 shows the three cases that will be used to execute
the evaluation.
The evaluations were carried out for the following arc sizes: 200, 100, 50, 25, 12
and 6 pixels. The results of the evaluations are presented in a series of images that
depict the detections, the time required to find the ellipses and the total number
of ellipses detected. Again, the experiments were executed using a computer
with the following core: Intel(R) Pentium(R) D CPU 2.66GHz with 1 gigabyte
of RAM.
Figure 4.42: Case a: analysis of a contour that contains 1309 pixels.
min. Arc length 200 100 50
Detected ellipses 0 0 3
Time (s) 0.03 0.04 0.12
min. Arc length 25 12 6
Detected ellipses 5 5 6
Time (s) 0.27 0.33 0.53
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Figure 4.43: Case b: analysis of a contour that contains 1692 pixels.
min. Arc length 200 100 50
Detected ellipses 0 4 5
Time (s) 0.04 0.16 0.22
min. Arc length 25 12 6
Detected ellipses 5 5 9
Time (s) 0.33 0.54 0.73
Figure 4.44: Case c: analysis of a contour that contains 1556 pixels.
min. Arc length 200 100 50
Detected ellipses 0 0 6
Time (s) 0.04 0.06 0.24
min. Arc length 25 12 6
Detected ellipses 8 8 6
Time (s) 0.36 0.44 0.55
In all cases of the above evaluation, the minimum arc size of 200 pixels proved
to be a very high threshold. This situation resulted with zero detected ellipses,
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because none of the above cases had at least one arc with 200 pixels or more.
When the minimum arc length was reduced to 100, 4 ellipses were detected in
case b. This means that there were several arc sections with 100 or more pixels.
With a minimum length of 50 pixels, more ellipses superimposing the leaves can
be seen. The same effect happens when the minimum length is reduced to 25, 12
and 6 pixels. Every time the arc size is reduced, the number of arcs increases,
along with the number of combinations that the algorithm has to perform in
order to find the best ellipse combinations. If small arcs are allowed to be part
of the search for ellipses, one can expect that these small arcs complement the
information of bigger arcs, thus improving the accuracy. However, if these small
arcs cannot be combined with other arcs, they might produce spurious ellipses
that will affect the leaf detection.
The evaluation of the second parameter (area of each ellipse that must be included
in RoI) was carried out using the same computer with a fixed minimum arc size
of 6 pixels. The cases that were analyzed are: 100 %, 98 %, 93 %, 88 %, 83 %
and 78 % of pixel area included in the RoI. Furthermore, the same plant cases as
in the previous parameter evaluation were used, see Figure 4.41.
Figure 4.45: Case a: analysis of a contour that contains 1309 pixels.
Area in RoI 100 % 98 % 93 %
Detected ellipses 6 6 5
Time (s) 1.39 0.69 0.43
Area in RoI 88 % 83 % 78 %
Detected ellipses 4 6 6
Time (s) 0.36 0.36 0.35
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Figure 4.46: Case b: analysis of a contour that contains 1692 pixels.
Area in RoI 100 % 98 % 93 %
Detected ellipses 3 6 6
Time (s) 1.13 0.8 0.46
Area in RoI 88 % 83 % 78 %
Detected ellipses 6 6 6
Time (s) 0.45 0.43 0.38
Figure 4.47: Case c: analysis of a contour that contains 1556 pixels.
Area in RoI 100 % 98 % 93 %
Detected ellipses 4 7 9
Time (s) 0.81 0.57 0.46
Area in RoI 88 % 83 % 78 %
Detected ellipses 9 8 5
Time (s) 0.32 0.31 0.32
From the three above evaluated cases, one can see that the algorithm has a poor
performance when 100 % area must be included in the RoI. This is due to the fact
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that the leaves are not perfectly elliptical and this value is too rigid. Additionally,
the time used to compute the result was the longest (in each case) because there
are no arc combinations and every arc is treated as a new possible ellipse. When
the parameter is changed to 98 %, a notable change can be seen in the detections:
the leaves are correctly superimposed by ellipses. In this case, by just allowing
an error of 2 %, the arc combination was successfully executed in all three cases.
Of course, one can also observe that the time of execution is the second longest
(in each case). For the rest of the parameter values (93 %, 88 %, 83 % and 78 %)
one can see that if too much area is allowed to be outside of the RoI, erroneous
ellipses are detected. This effect is caused by the incorrect combination of arcs,
because the parameter value is too flexible. It was observed that good values for
this parameter are within the range [96 %, 99 %] depending on how elliptical the
shape is that one is detecting and how rigorous one wants the parameters to be.
It is worth mentioning that the parameter values used during this research are:
(1) Minimum arc size = 6 pixels. (2) Minimum area in RoI = 97 %. The value of
6 pixels (or points) are the minimum necessary to approximate an ellipse. This
means that the smallest possible arc sections are taken into consideration for the
combinations. 97 % of area on the RoI is a value that was especially fitting for
the detection of tobacco plantlets. The estimation of this value was carried out
by running the ellipse detection algorithm on several different cases.
4.6.3 Example detections of other type of leaves
In this section, several examples of leaf detection on other types of plants are
shown. The purpose of executing leaf detection on plants other than the model
(Nicotiana tabacum), is to demonstrate that the previously mentioned method to
detect ellipses also works on other plant varieties.
Figure 4.48: Leaf identification on Galium aparine
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Figure 4.49: Leaf identification on Amaranthus retroflexus
Figure 4.50: Leaf identification on Chenopodium album
Figure 4.51: Leaf identification on Senecio vulgaris
Figure 4.52: Leaf identification on Beta vulgaris
Figure 4.53: Leaf identification using Apera spica-venti
From the above images, it is possible to see that the proposed method to iden-
tify leaves works on plants different to the model plant, the present identification
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includes the two major groups of flowering plants: monocotyledons and dicotyle-
dons. Naturally, this opens the door to many applications in the field of precision
agriculture. It is worth noting that the parameters used to compute these de-
tections are the same as the ones mentioned in the previous section, with the
exception of the color segmentation parameters that had to be adjusted due to
the different lighting conditions in which the images were taken.
4.6.4 Experimental results
This section presents the results of the ASM Nicotiana tabacum plantlet detection
using the previously described algorithm. Several case studies were analyzed,
using images sets with groups of plantlets with 0 %, 0.5 %, 1 %, 2 %, 4 %, 8 %,
16 %, and 32 % of overlapping area.
These image sets were generated using image processing software that allowed
taking different pictures of plantlets that were stored in a database and combining
them to create groups with a similar amount of overlapping area. In order to
create an image series, a set of ca. 16 plantlets was created, these same plantlets
were used in all the images that belong to a particular image set. An image set
contains 8 images, one image for each amount of overlapping.
A single image can contain several different groups of plantlets, but each of these
groups (within a single image) must contain approximately the same amount of
occlusion. Moreover, the image sets must contain the same number of groups.
During the experimental phase, images containing 2, 3, 4 and 5 groups of plantlets
were analyzed.
To create an overlapping group of plants, first the total pixel area of the non-
overlapping plantlets that will form the set is computed. For instance, if a group
of four plants is to be created where plantlet a contains 200 pixels, plantlet b 350
pixels, plantlet c 400 pixels and plantlet d 250 pixels, then the total pixel area
is the combined sum of these individual plantlets, in this case 1200 pixels. Then
the plantlets were positioned so that desired percentage of the total pixel area
is occluded. In the above described set of four plantlets with 0 % overlapping,
no plantlet touches another. With 1 % overlapping area, 12 pixels have to be
occluded. This overlapping has to be spread over all the members of the group,
i.e. each plantlet has to be overlapped by at least one other, but not necessarily
by the same amount. The same process is executed for each group of plantlets
in the image, until ca. 16 plantlets are present. The number of plantlets in each
group within a single image can vary but can contain a maximum of 8 plantlets.
Below, some example images from the case study are depicted:
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0 % overlapping example 0.5 % overlapping example
1 % overlapping example 2 % overlapping example
4 % overlapping example 8 % overlapping example
16 % overlapping example 32 % overlapping example
The amount of overlapping area increases until a maximum of 32 % is reached.
It was decided to stop the analysis at this point because the information that one
can extract about the occluded area is insufficient due to extreme overlapping
of the plant parts. It is worth noting that this method only uses the region of
interest extracted with the segmentation procedure shown in section 4.5.4. This is
much less information than the human brain can interpret from the same image.
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Figure 4.54, demonstrates the type of visual information (RoI) which is used by
the algorithm to detect the plants. Even for the human brain, such an image
with limited data can be quite confusing.
Figure 4.54: Examples of the visual information that the plant recognition algo-
rithm uses to match plantlets. These 2 regions contain tobacco plantlets with 32
% of overlapping area.
4.6.4.1 Evaluation of the identification Algorithm
After executing the detection algorithm using all of the created images, a straight-
forward evaluation of the detections was used. This evaluation system provides
a percentage of the effectiveness of the presented algorithm: It compares the
number of actual leaves with the detected ones, and how they were grouped into
plants.
1. Count all the leaves within the image of 0 % overlapping. This number will
be used to evaluate the image sets that contain these plants.
2. Run the detection program using each image within a set.
3. Evaluate each detected plant as follows:
(a) if the plant and all of its leaves was correctly detected, one point is
awarded for each leaf of the plant.
(b) if a leaf is identified but not used to create a plant, no point is awarded
for that leaf.
(c) if a leaf is not identified, no point is awarded for that leaf.
(d) if there is a faulty detection of the leaves and/or plants, then negative
points are given.
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i. If all leaves are correctly identified but assigned to the wrong plant
then one point is awarded for each correct leaf while a negative
point is awarded for each leaf that is placed with the wrong plant.
ii. If multiple detections of a single leaf are found (more than one
ellipse per real life leaf) and this leads to the use of a single leaf in
multiple plant detections, then a minus point is awarded for each
incorrect plant allocation.
iii. If multiple ellipses are found for a single leaf but only one ellipse
is used to create a correct plant identification, then no negative
points are awarded.
4. The sum of all positive and negative points is divided by the total amount
of leaves in the image, thus quantifying the effectiveness of the program.
4.6.4.2 Results using artificially generated situations
Figure 4.55 depicts the results after evaluating the actual detections of the ASM
algorithm. As one can see, with no overlapping, the method is able to detect
plants with 2, 3 and 4 leaves with almost 100 % accuracy. However, with increas-
ing overlapping, the performance of the method decreases until only ca. 21 % of
the plants are recognizable with 32 % of overlapping area. The greatest amount
of difficulty was encountered when analyzing overlapping plantlets in one large
group. This is because there is a greater number of leaf combinations that can
lead to the identification of faulty plants. When smaller groups of overlapping
plants are analyzed, the algorithm was more readily able to correctly identify the
leaves and match them to the corresponding plant.
One more aspect to mention is that much of the success or failure of this plant
detection technique depends on proper leaf identification. If the outline of a shape
did not provide enough information to perform a correct ellipse detection, there
will most likely be a poor outcome from the plant detection algorithm. Naturally,
when the plantlets start overlapping each other, the information that the shape
border supplies becomes insufficient.
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Figure 4.55: Results after evaluating the ASM recognition system. The thin gray lines represent analyses of individual image sets. The
thick black line and red dots represent the mean value. Also, the vertical red lines depict the standard deviation.
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4.6.4.3 Comparison with human recognition
Since the ultimate goal of machine vision is the creation of systems that perform
as well as the human vision or better, it was decided to test the human recognition
system and compare it to the ASM identification system presented in this thesis.
In section 4.5.2 it was mentioned that two groups of people (Experts and Non-
experts) are used to make the comparison. This sections also specifies how the
experiments are carried out.
The answers presented by each person were analyzed in the same manner as for
the ASM system (see section 4.6.4.1). The results of the experiment are shown
in Figure 4.56.
With regard to the Expert group, it can be observed that this group was able
to solve, almost with a 100 % accuracy, all cases with up to 8 % overlapping.
When the overlapping reaches 16 % of the total area, the human identification
system started failing, however, it still managed to reach a 93 % accuracy. In
the cases with 32 % overlapping. the general reaction from the participants when
they first looked at the situations was “It is not possible to identify a plantlet
here!”. Nevertheless, when they paid more attention, they were able to solve the
task with a 69 % accuracy.
The group of Non-experts had a much lower identification performance. In the
cases with 0 % overlapping this group started with almost a 94 % accuracy, and
then the ability to identify the plants started dropping until it reached ca. 34 %
accuracy for the cases with 32 % overlapping.
At the end of the experiment, the participants said that without the color in-
formation, it is very cumbersome to perform the identification. Moreover, the
participants also admitted that for the cases with heavy overlapping, they had to
guess in order to properly identify some of the plantlets.
Figure 4.56 compares the results of the ASM plant detection scheme and the
human recognition system. With this image one can see that adult humans
are very well trained to solve these situations. There is an inherent learning
ability in every human that allows them to process and use all the available
visual information to perform excellent pattern recognition. Despite this fact,
sometimes the proposed ASM algorithm has better results than the non-expert
group.
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Figure 4.56: Results after evaluating human recognition of plants under overlapping situations. The gray thin lines represent the recognition
performance of a single person. The colored thick lines represent the mean performance of the different groups of persons (Experts and Non-experts),
as well as the ASM identification algorithm. 92
4.6.4.4 Results using real situations
This section presents the results after running the Nicotiana tabacum detection
algorithm on plants growing in rectangular containers (see section 4.5.1). The
presented cases are a series of images taken over a period of two weeks after
the germination of the tobacco seeds. A total of 6 cases, with different planting
arrangements (see Table 4.4) will be described, and finally a graph containing the
results of the detection will be presented.
Case Arrangement Number of germinated plants
columns×rows
RA 5×5 32
RB 6×6 36
RC 6×4 21
RD 5×6 28
Rnd1 random 17
Rnd2 random 31
Table 4.4: Description of the trays with real plants.
Each case is presented as a series of 7 images, taken two days apart from each
other, making a total of 12 days. The first images depict small plants without
any overlapping; as these plantlets grow, they will start mutually overlapping. As
would be expected, each arrangement represents a different problematic, where
the hidden areas are different and unknown. Figure 4.57 presents 3 of the previ-
ously mentioned study cases.
0 2 4 6 8 10 12
RA
RB
Rnd2
Figure 4.57: Example of a series of images showing trays with real plants over
time (days). This images depict the growing stages of the tobacco plantlets within
a 12 day period of time. See Table 4.4 to find out more about the example cases
RA, RB and Rnd2.
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Figure 4.58 shows an example of the detection carried out on one of the sample
images.
Before detection After detection
Figure 4.58: Nicotiana tabacum detection example.
The following plot shows the result obtained after running the ASM identification
algorithm on each of the 6 cases introduced in Table 4.4.
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Figure 4.59: Plant recognition on real cases of Nicotiana tabacum.
From the above plot, one can see that in the early early stages of growth, when the
tobacco plantlets are not fully developed, the ASM algorithm has a low perfor-
mance in detecting these small plants. This is because the shapes included in the
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training sets were of older, more mature plants (see section 4.5.1). As the plants
grow, the performance of the detection algorithm starts increasing. Likewise, the
plant overlapping also starts increasing until it stars affecting the accuracy of the
detection method. It should also be noted that in order to be able to compare
the results, all the images were taken with the same resolution, something that
could lead to resolution problems at the germination stages because of the small
size of the plants.
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CHAPTER 5
Taking the ASM to the 3D space
5.1 Overlapping in the 3D space
The previous chapter presented the problem of identifying plants under overlap-
ping situations using 2D images. In actuality, these plants are objects that exist in
the 3-dimensional space. Occlusions on 2D images and/or overlapping situations
occur when perspective views of 3D objects are projected onto a 2-dimensional
space, mapping some of the information on the same position and generating in-
formation overlap. The same problem is observed when 2D objects are projected
onto a 1-dimensional space. Figure 5.1 shows how a cube is projected onto a
2-dimensional space, where the result is a square.
3D object
projection
2
D
 
i
m
a
g
e
Figure 5.1: Projecting a 3D object onto the 2D space.
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In general, the problem of overlapped or occluded information arises when one
projects N -dimensional object(s) onto spaces with (N − 1) dimensions. The
physical tangible space consists of only 3-dimensions, and no more. This means
that the 4th dimension necessary to project objects onto a 3-dimensional space is
missing, thus, overlapping and occlusions do not exist in the 3-dimensional world.
Physically, this is true for all solid objects because they cannot occupy the same
space.
Nevertheless, if one considers empty spaces encapsulated within a solid object it
is possible to start thinking about overlapping in the 3-dimensional space. First,
one needs to assume that these unoccupied spaces have some type of shape. For
example, Figure 5.2 shows an empty space in the form of a tube encapsulated
within a solid structure, in this case a cube.
Figure 5.2: Empty space encapsulated in a 3D structure. The empty space is
represented by a green tube and the encapsulating solid surrounding the empty
space is represented by a cube.
Moreover, if two or more empty spaces are encapsulated within the same solid
structure and they do not touch each other, one can conclude that they are
independent structures. However, when these empty structures start crossing
each other, one can presume that they start sharing space or, in other words,
overlapping each other. This implies that the only way to have overlapping in
the 3-dimensional space is when structures of empty space start sharing the same
space. Figure 5.3 gives a visual example of 2 empty space structures, represented
by tubes, overlapping each other in a 3-dimensional solid space represented by a
cube. The section where the 2 tubes intersect each other is the space where the
2 structures overlap.
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Figure 5.3: Example of overlapping structures in the 3-dimensional space. The
solid section is represented by a cube. The 2 empty structures are represented by
red and green tubes. Together they form a complex overlapping system.
In reality, one can recreate the above example by drilling similar holes in a solid
cube. Certainly, these situations can also be observed in nature, for example:
when an earthworm burrows into the soil, or by the growing roots of a plant.
These cavities, left by worms or roots, are created at different times and loca-
tions, however, it is very probable that at some point several cavities will share
overlapping space.
In order to create 3-dimensional structures of these overlapping spaces, the use of
tomographic imaging methods is required. Furthermore, if one wants to analyze
their shape, a methodology similar to that provided by the 2D ASMs is needed,
which in this case has been modified for the 3-dimensional space. Additionally,
depending on the size of the structure, sometimes it is better to exclude the
very large and complex overlapping forms, which can detrimentally influence and
mislead the results of any shape recognition methodology.
5.2 Related work
According to Herman (2009, p. v), tomographic imaging has been extensively
used in the last 3 decades in many different scientific fields, specially in medicine
and related areas, archeology, biology, material science, topography, etc. There
are several modalities of imaging, for instance: Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(MRI), X-ray Computed Tomography (CT), Positron Emission Tomography (PET).
All of these methods can be used to create a virtual 3-dimensional model of the
object being analyzed. However, only after advances in computer technology in
the last two decades has it been possible to process the tremendous amount of
data produced by such analyses (Defrise, 2001, p. 71).
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Statistical shape models, such as ASMs, are a popular tool for the representation
of 3D shape variations, and are widely used in the field of medicine, for example
for modeling human organs and bones. Figure 5.4 shows a 3D model of a healthy
human liver. This information can be used to build a comprehensive database
with the shape of healthy human organs in order to differentiate them from sick
ones, making it possible to detect diseases during the early stages of development.
Figure 5.4: 3D Active Shape Model of a human liver. This figure shows different
perspective views of the same mean shape, where the red dots represent the
landmarks used to build the statistical model of a healthy liver. Image from Lim
et al. (2006, p. 5).
In addition to medical applications, ASMs are also used in the field of 2D and
3D face recognition. For example, Caunce et al. (2010) used statistical models to
improve the identification of faces.
Figure 5.5: 3D Active Shape Model of a human face. The red dots represent the
landmarks used to build the model. Image taken from Caunce et al. (2010).
The theory behind 2D and 3D ASMs is the same. Nevertheless, the landmarking
procedures in the three dimensional space are more complicated, depending on
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the shape of the objects. Figure 5.5 shows a three dimensional model of a face
with its corresponding landmarks.
When using an statistical model to identify structures that have a defined shape,
such as faces, body organs, teeth, bones, etc., the locations to place landmarks are
homologous in each structure. However, when one is working with objects that do
not have an specific shape, the landmarking procedure can be quite challenging
due to the correspondence problem. Approximating shapes that have a large
amount of variability as geometric forms (i.e. lines, cubes, ellipsoids), greatly
decreases the complexity of such structures and allows the use of straightforward
landmarking methods.
3D ASMs in plant science
3D Active Shape Models have also found their way into the area of plant science.
For example, Southam et al. (2009) generated models of plant organs (Arabidopsis
thaliana) in order to understand the effects of genes in shape morphology dur-
ing different growing stages. However, the landmarking approach used in that
research was carried out completely manually.
Figure 5.6: 3D Active Shape Models of Arabidopsis leaves. The blue dots repre-
sent the landmarks used to build the model. Image taken from Southam et al.
(2009, p. 3).
Even though computed tomography and ASMs have been extensively used to
analyze different objects, there are no approaches that use active shape modeling
to investigate 3D overlapping problems.
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5.3 Objectives
The objective of this part of the research is to transfer the 2D ASM methodology
presented in previous chapters into the 3D space to find specific shape parameters
that will allow the characterization of overlapping structures.
In plant science, there are several possibilities that one could investigate to trans-
port the method, for example:
1. The analysis of inter-cellular spaces or inter-cellular chambers in different
parts of the plant, i.e., leaf, stem, root.
2. The analysis of soil cavities created by root growth.
3. The analysis of the xylem pathways, which are in charge of the water and
nutrient transportation within the plant.
4. The analysis of micro pore structures contained in soil and rocks.
In this investigation, the last case was selected because of the availability of
high resolution images made by state of the art tomographic systems, which
enable the reconstruction and analysis of such overlapping forms. These micro
pore structures are essentially cavities left by the movement of organisms, solids,
liquids and/or gases through a compact mass. This has the problem that a single
cavity can belong to more than one pore structure, thus, the pores can partially
occupy the same space. In other words the pores can overlap each other, creating
very complex 3-dimensional amorphous shapes.
General idea on how to transport the methodology
The following set of steps gives a general description of the procedure followed in
the implementation of the 3D ASMs to accomplish the identification of specific
characteristics that micro overlapping systems (micro pores) might have. More-
over, each step will be placed side by side with the corresponding 2D procedure
in order to give a more comprehensive idea of the process.
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2D
Digital camera
Color threshold
Binarization
Ellipses
Specific points on ellipses
2D training set
Procrustes analysis
Model creation with PCA
Leaf detection using ellipses
for further combination into
plants. The combination is
controlled by the ASMs.
3D
X-ray tomographic microscope
Gaussian smoothing
Grayscale thresholding
Stacking tomograms
Ellipsoids
Specific points on ellipsoids
Structure convexity
An exhaustive search approach
seeks for the best pore size
intervals that maximize the
identification.
+For each tested interval
an ASM is generated for its
corresponding sample using:
−Elements within the interval
−Procrustes analysis
−Model creation with PCA
+Each ASM is evaluated with
respect to its ability to identify
its corresponding type of
structures.
+The shape models and pore
size ranges with the best
evaluations are kept as viable
answers.
Image acquisition
Image segmentation
Shape representation
Landmarking
Generation of ASMs
Identification using ASMs
5.4 State of the art of micro pore analysis
The analysis of pore structures in soil and rocks is very important for plant sci-
ences because they influence plant nutrition, water transport and O2 uptake. In
addition, is worth mentioning that some researchers have already put forward
investigations concerning microtomography of pore structures. Just to mention
some: Pierret et al. (2002) put forward a method to perform 3D reconstruction
and quantification of macropores structures. Nakashima & Kamiya (2007) pre-
sented a technique to analyze the connectivity between pore structures. Sugiyama
et al. (2010), Gallucci et al. (2007) and Burlion et al. (2006) analyzed the impact
that pore structures have in the leaching process and mechanical properties of
some materials. Finally, Masaphy et al. (2009) studied the effect of pores in the
transport and element transfer in rocks.
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5.5 Materials and methods
5.5.1 Rock and soil samples
The samples used in this work are part of a soil science project at the Leibniz
University Hannover, and are used in this work to determine the shape char-
acteristics of overlapping pore structures using 3D ASMs. In total 3 rock and
organic-based soil samples were used in this investigation: the soil sample (ISR)
was basically composed of sand and ground limestone; one of the rock samples
was basalt (N8), while the other one was a granite mainly composed of feldspar
(DAH).
It is worth mentioning that the data used to carry out this reseach was provided
by S. Dutlz.
5.5.2 Image acquisition
Cylindrical sections with a diameter of 2.1 mm were extracted with the help of a
corer. After extracting the samples, they were mounted on a specially designed
metallic holder that facilitated their manipulation by the X-ray tomographic mi-
croscope. Figure 5.7 depicts a sample prepared for the tomographic analysis.
Figure 5.7: Sample prepared for tomographic analysis (Image by T. Rath 2010).
The data was acquired using a state of the art Synchrotron-based X-ray tomo-
graphic microscope at the TOMCAT (TOmographic Microscopy and Coherent
rAdiology experimenTs) beamline at the Swiss Light Source of the Paul Scherrer
Institute, Villigen, Switzerland (see Figure 5.8). This new type of technology has
opened the doors into to the nanoscale world (Sakdinawat & Attwood, 2010).
There are several study areas that have already performed research using this
type of synchrotron microscopes, i.e., materials science, biological sciences, envi-
ronmental science, archeology, paleontology, and, in this case, plant science.
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Paul Scherrer Institute
Figure 5.8: SLS - Swiss Light Source at the Paul Scherrer Institute, Villigen,
Switzerland. (Image from the PSIWeb (2011)).
The TOMCAT beamline has 3 principal components: the synchrotron radiation
beamline, the sample manipulator and the radiation detector. The beamline bom-
bards the rotating sample with X-rays; the radiation transmitted from the sample
is then recorded by the detector (or X-ray camera), which is finally converted into
visible light information i.e. 2D images, also known as tomograms (Stampanoni
et al., 2006), see Figure 5.9. A tomogram is defined as a “two-dimensional image
representing a slice or section through a three-dimensional object” (MedTerms,
2011).
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Figure 5.9: TOMCAT beamline. (a) Image of the beamline. (b) Schematic
representation of the image acquisition procedure. Images by T. Rath 2010.
The acquired images from the X-ray tomographic microscope are in a gray scale
format, very much like any other X-ray picture. The lighter parts represent the
more dense areas (the ones with more absorption), whereas the darker sections
represent less dense areas (the ones with less absorption); this implies that the
voids in the rock samples are the dark pixels in the tomograms (Marone et al.,
2009; Stampanoni et al., 2006).
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ISR DAH N8
Figure 5.10: Example layers acquired with the X-ray tomographic microscope
and used in the 3D reconstruction. Each image corresponds to different soil/rock
samples. Images from the data provided by S. Dultz.
By looking closely at the images in Figure 5.10, one can realize that the tomo-
grams have a circular ring, also called ring artifacts, caused by the tomograph
back-projection. “Dead pixels in a CCD chip and damaged scintillator screens
are responsible for sharp and marked vertical stripes in sinograms, which back-
project to half circles (ring artifacts) in tomographic reconstructions” (Mu¨nch
et al., 2009, p. 19). In order to eliminate this faulty information, just the circular
sections inside the ring were considered when performing the 3D reconstruction.
In the samples used in this work, a set of 1024 gray scale tomograms were pro-
duced from each sample using X-ray tomography. Figure 5.11 shows an example
of circular sections stacked on top of each other. These images have a square pixel
size of 0.7×0.7 µm2. Additionally, the tomograms were separated by a distance
of 0.7 µm. This means that if one stacks several tomograms on top of each other,
the voxel1 size would be 0.7×0.7×0.7 µm3.
The techniques used in 3D reconstruction can be subdivided into two main groups:
volume reconstruction, which is used in full object reconstruction, and surface
reconstruction, which is used in terrain exploration. Tomographic reconstruc-
tion falls into the category of volume reconstruction, where objects are generated
by stacking parallel tomograms. The information belonging to the object of in-
terest is extracted from each tomogram and then recombined to form the 3D
structure.
1“A voxel (volumetric pixel or, more correctly, Volumetric Picture Element) is a volume
element, representing a value on a regular grid in three dimensional space.” (Wikipedia, 2010d)
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ny
nz
Figure 5.11: Example of a stack of tomographic images acquired at the TOMCAT
beamline. The size of the structure in voxels is nx× ny × nz.
5.5.3 Image segmentation
5.5.3.1 Gaussian smoothing
Due to the noise introduced by the physical properties of the X-ray tomograph,
the tomograms were subjected to noise reduction using a Gaussian filter. For each
sample, several images were individually analyzed with different Gaussian kernel
sizes. After visually comparing the outputs and their corresponding histogram,
the kernel size was selected for each sample type; see Appendix A.10 for more
information on how to implement this process.
Figure 5.12 shows a close-up of a section of one of the tomographic images before
and after the process.
Before smoothing After smoothing
Figure 5.12: Close-up on the effect of Gaussian smoothing on a tomographic
image that belongs to the soil sample ISR.
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In addition to the previous example, the following images with their respective
gray scale histogram demonstrate the effect of the Gaussian filter on one of the
tomogram images from sample N8. It is worth noting that this smoothing process
is applied to each layer separately.
Before Gaussian filter After Gaussian filter
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Figure 5.13: Effects of the Gaussian filter on on a tomographic image. This Figure
also shows the respective gray scale histograms that helped with the identification
of pores and minerals.
5.5.3.2 Grayscale threshold
After the Gaussian smoothing, gray scale thresholds were used to separate the
pores from the minerals and other materials. In the above gray scale histogram
plots (Figure 5.13), one can see how several peaks appear in the histogram after
the noise reduction filter. These peaks (local maxima) and nadirs (local minima)
represent the variation in color in the gray scale image, which in turn can be
allocated to different types of minerals and the voids. This characteristic of the
gray scale histograms can then be used as a basis to establish thresholds that
separated the pores from the minerals. Due to the varying chemical composition
of each of the materials, several tomographic layers from each sample were visually
inspected and the thresholds manually adjusted to provide an optimal separation
of the voids from the surrounding materials.
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The following plots show an example of the resulting gray scale histograms, one
for each sample type:
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Figure 5.14: Histrogram plots that belong to 3 individual layers of the samples:
ISR, N8 and DAH.
In the above plots (Figure 5.14) it is possible to see that sometimes the gray
scale histogram does not provide clear information about the separation ranges,
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for example, the histogram of the DAH sample. In order to solve this situation
the splitting technique for polygon approximation introduced in section 3.1.8 was
used. This approach permitted the location of the breaking points on the curves,
which in turn allowed a better visual tuning. Figure 5.15 shows an example of
how to use the splitting technique.
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Figure 5.15: Histrogram analysis with the polygon approximation technique. (a)
Originally, points p1 and p2 (a nadir and a peak respectively) do not provide
accurate information when they are used as a gray scale range to locate the
pores. (b) After locating the breaking point using the splitting technique, the
new located point p3 permits to establish new ranges, for example [p1, p3], to
locate the pores. The breaking point has maximum perpendicular distance to
the straight line connecting p1 and p2.
Figure 5.16 depicts an example of the resulting pore information after applying
the Gaussian filter and the gray scale thresholds to one of the tomographic layers
from sample N8. This is a binary image that presents the information that this
tomogram layer contains about the pore(s) that pass through it.
Figure 5.16: Tomogram layer after Gaussian filter and gray scale threshold. The
dark areas represent parts of pore structures.
Once the Gaussian filter and gray scale threshold were defined for each sample,
all the tomographic images in each individual sample were preprocessed in order
to separate the regions of interest. Having extracted the desired data from each
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tomogram, one can proceed to stack the layers that contain this information, in
this case the voids. For example, Figure 5.17 shows a perspective view of the
resulting structure after stacking the 1024 tomograms from sample N8.
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Figure 5.17: Perspective view of all pore structures after stacking 1024 prepro-
cessed tomograms of the N8 sample.
5.5.3.3 3D Flood-fill
The 3D reconstruction of the voids was carried out with the help of a flood-fill
algorithm. The flood-fill algorithm finds groups of interconnected pixels within
an image. In its 3D version, it is capable of finding groups of interconnected
voxels. These interconnected voxels represent the region of interest where the
object (the pore structure) is contained. By definition, two interconnected voxels
are those that have touching vertices. One can easily identify the neighbors of
one voxel by placing it in the center of the (3× 3× 3) cube, see Figure 5.18.
3× 3× 3 cube Central voxel Example of neighbor voxels
Figure 5.18: Cube to detect neighboring voxels (3× 3 × 3 voxels). Additionally,
the central voxel within this cube has a total of 26 neighbors.
The 3D flood-fill iteratively searches within the 26 possible neighbor voxels (see
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Figure 5.18) every time a voxel with the desired information is found. Algo-
rithm 5.1 indicates the steps that this method follows to find connected regions.
In order to understand this procedure, one has to assume that the information
extracted from all the tomograms was previously binarized and stacked in rect-
angular cuboids with a size of nx, ny, nz.
Algorithm 5.1 3D Flood-fill
Input: A rectangular cuboid with a size of nx, ny, nz, where nv the total number
of voxels is nv = nx ∗ ny ∗ nz. Note that the information in each tomogram was
previously binarized: 1 there is information, 0 there is no information.
Execute the following steps for all nv voxels in the rectangular cuboid.
a: If a voxel with information (1) is found and it has not been located.
1: Mark the voxel as located.
2: Empty the voxel stack S and the list of voxels L.
3: Insert the voxel into the list L.
4: Using the 3 × 3 × 3 cube, look within its 26 neighbors for voxels with the
same information (1).
5: Mark these voxels as located.
6: Insert the found voxels into the stack S and into the list L.
7: Execute the following steps until the stack S is empty.
i: Extract the top voxel of the stack S.
ii: Using the 3 × 3 × 3 cube, look within its 26 neighbors for voxels with
the same information (1).
iii: Mark these voxels as located.
iv: Insert the found voxels into the stack S and into the list L. Go to step
(i).
8: The list L contains all the voxels corresponding to the current connected
region and it is ready to be stored in a file or some other data structure.
b: Select the next voxel in the rectangular cuboid and go to step (a) to find the
next connected region.
Output: A set of n connected regions.
By using the above described algorithm, several thousand pore regions were ex-
tracted from each tomogram set. In order to visualize an example of these 3D
pore structures, Figure 5.19 is presented.
Figure 5.19: Example of extracted pore regions.
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5.5.4 Shape representation
5.5.4.1 Introduction
This section presents different methods, which were applied in order to approxi-
mate the amorphous structures extracted from all the samples. The purpose for
which these approximations were made is to reduce the complexity of the overlap-
ping 3D structures by representing them using simpler geometric shapes. These
approximations were carried out using 3 geometric object types: line, rectangular
cuboid and ellipsoid.
Naturally, representing the shape of very complex forms with simpler geometrical
shapes allows an easier comparison between the structures, and facilitates the use
of simpler landmarking strategies in order to create statistical shape models.
For the purpose of creating the 3D ASMs, the aforementioned geometric objects
were tested in order to learn which was the best representation for the majority
of the structures. The decision to choose one geometric shape over the other
was made taking into account the error that it generates when it is selected to
represent an overlapping structure.
The error that one approximation produces is the overall sum of distances that
each point has to the closest point of the geometric object, in this case a line, a
rectangular cuboid or an ellipsoid.
5.5.4.2 Line representation
In order to represent a structure using a line segment, one needs to find the line
that best fits all the points (voxels) contained in the 3D form. This task can be
carried out, for instance, by using a least-squares regression or the Eigendecom-
position method (Kahn, 1989).
After finding the 3D line that best represents the shape, every point that belongs
to the analyzed pore structure is projected onto this line. Then, the error of
this line section is calculated. Figure 5.20 depicts an example of an structure
projected onto a line.
Figure 5.20: Pore structure approximated by a line.
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5.5.4.3 Cuboid representation
When representing 3D structures with a rectangular cuboid, one has to find
the minimum size of a 3D box that contains all the points within the form.
Furthermore, in order to find the error that this representation produces, one
has to calculate the distance between each point to its corresponding closest
point on the box surface. This means that each voxel has to be projected onto
each of the 6 faces of the box, and the projection with the minimum distance is
the one that has the the closest point to the box. Figure 5.21 shows an example
of an amorphous structure projected onto its containing box.
Figure 5.21: Pore structure approximated by a rectangular cuboid.
5.5.4.4 Ellipsoid representation
Just like in the previous cases, this approximation tries to represent all 3D forms
with a geometric shape. However, in this case the geometric object is an ellipsoid.
In order to carry out this task, one has to find the ellipsoid that best fits a given
structure (see section 3.2.2.3). Then, as a means to calculate the error, one has
to compute the closest point on the ellipsoid surface for each point. Figure 5.22
presents an example of other amorphous structure projected onto its ellipsoid
approximation.
Figure 5.22: Pore structure approximated by an ellipsoid.
After analyzing the results of the 3D structure representation with geometric
objects, it was decided to take the ellipsoid as the best fitting geometric shape.
This was because over 99 % of the extracted structures were best represented by
an ellipsoid, which was better than a line or a rectangular cuboid (see Table 5.1).
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Overall score of each shape (%)
Cuboid Line Ellipsoid
0 0.74 99.26
Table 5.1: Best fit approximation for each geometrical shape.
It is noteworthy that the line and cuboid approximations were better approxima-
tions when the structures were extremely small (less than 50 voxels). However,
during this investigation the minimum pore size was set to 200 voxels, merely
because it was desired to find recognition patterns within middle to large-sized
shapes. One more reason for using a large minimum pore size is due to the image
preprocessing on each tomogram, which affects larger 3D sturctures less than the
smaller ones.
Having ellipsoids as the geometrical shape that represent the 3D structures greatly
reduces the complexity of the shapes, so that it is easier to understand each
structure. Additionally, it allows the use of the ellipsoid properties to generate
a simple landmarking procedure, such as the one presented for the 2D case (see
section 3.2.2). Figure 5.23 shows two examples of two amorphous structures
approximated by ellipsoids, see sections 3.2.2.3 and 3.2.1.3 to find out more
about ellipsoid and ellipse fitting.
Figure 5.23: Examples of structures approximated by ellipsoids.
5.5.5 Landmarking
In order to create the 3D statistical model of the shape, or ASM, 15 landmarks
were used: 1 that corresponds to the convexity of the structure and 14 land-
marks that are extracted from each ellipsoid. The (x, y, z) coordinate landmarks
that correspond to each approximated ellipsoid are: the semimajor axis ±a, the
semiminor axes ±b, ±c and the 8 semilatus rectum points, see sections 3.2.1 and
3.2.2. Figure 5.24 depicts an example of a landmarked ellipsoid. Naturally, it
was possible to select a smaller number of landmarks, for example: a, b, c and
convexity. However, in this research it was decided to use 14 landmarks to best
represent the form of each ellipsoid.
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Figure 5.24: Landmarked ellipsoid showing the 14 extracted landmarks.
In addition to the landmarks that each ellipsoid will provide, the convexity of
each structure is calculated for further use as a landmark. This was done because
the convexity provides a hint about how the ellipsoid is filled. The calculation
of the convexity is carried out by first computing the convex hull2 of the given
structure (Mehlhorn et al., 1996). Then, the volume of the structure is divided
by the volume of the convex hull, giving the convexity value.
The range in which the value of the convexity falls is (0:1], where values close
to zero mean that the structure has an elongated thin shape, whereas the values
close to one mean that the structure is occupying the whole volume of its convex
hull. Figure 5.25 shows an example of the convexity of two shapes. (a) Exhibits
a convexity value close to zero because the shape does not occupy much of the
space of the convex hull. (b) on the other hand depicts a shape with a convexity
value close to 1 because the shape fills up most of the convex hull.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.25: Examplification of convexity values using an ellipse as the convex
hull. (a) Shape with low convexity. (b) Shape with high convexity.
2A convex hull: “or convex envelope for a set of points X in a real vector space V is the
minimal convex set containing X” (Farlex, 2010).
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5.5.6 Exhaustive exploration approach
During this research, an exhaustive search was performed to find the best pore
size intervals where the ASMs are able to identify the different pore samples.
Of course, the space that is going to be explored is the collection of all pores
extracted from all of the samples. The output of this search are specific pore
size intervals where the shape model of each particular sample maximizes the
identification between the structures of each sample.
5.5.7 Generation of ASMs and their evaluation
The generation of the Active Shape Models uses the methodology presented
in section 3.3. The only difference is that the training sets are 3-dimensional
(x, y, z). Furthermore, the Procrustes analysis, where the landmarks are aligned,
was greatly simplified by reducing the complexity of the forms to an ellipsoid.
After generating a shape model, its ability to deform into other similar shapes
is evaluated using the methodology shown in section 3.3.5. This means that in
order to identify one particular shape all the deformation values bi within the
deformation vector b have to be bounded within the intervals [−3
√
λi, 3
√
λi]
created with the corresponding eigenvalues.
In section 5.5.6 it was mentioned that an exhaustive exploration was used, in
which the evaluation of each ASM consists of the accumulation of all correct
and incorrect identifications. A correct match happens when the ASM correctly
identifies or rejects a particular structure. An incorrect match happens when the
ASM erroneously identifies a particular structure.
5.5.8 Procedure to find the best size intervals
This section explains the implemented procedure for evaluating the performance
of the ASMs that identify pore structures of a particular sample.
In order to avoid the problems that one might encounter with small-sized pores
and large-size pores, a global search interval was set to the following values:
[200,60000]. It is within this global interval that the search of subintervals that
maximize the identification will take place.
The above mentioned global interval excludes pores that are too large, in which
the overlapping is too complex and their inclusion might lead to unclear results
using ASMs. Furthermore, in relation to the lowest interval value, it was taken
into account that small size structures are very susceptible to noise and to the
image preprocessing steps. Also, it is possible that these small structures are
the product of noise or artifacts created by the tomographic machine. Therefore,
only structures with more than a certain amount of voxels were included in the
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search for shape patterns, in this case 200.
After establishing the global search interval, the exploration approach seeks the
best pore size intervals, see Algorithm 5.2.
Algorithm 5.2 Exhaustive search of the best pore size interval
Input: The 3 available pore samples (DAH, ISR and N8). A global search
interval, in this case: pore structures within [200,60000] voxels. This global
interval establishes the boundaries of the subintervals that will be tested.
1: Approximate all pore structures, within the global search interval, to the ellip-
soid that best fits each one of them, and extract the first 14 landmarks. This
is followed by the computation of the convex hull of each pore structure in
order to calculate its convexity, which is the final landmark. From this point
forward, each pore structure is considered to be a set of 15 landmarks.
2: For all possible subintervals subi within the global interval, which are larger
than 200 voxels in size (To be more specific there are 355228×104 subintervals
to be analyzed).
i: Select all pores within the size interval subi and make 3 groups, one for
each sample: GDAH, GISR and GN8. If the number of elements of each group
is greater than 10, continue the evaluation. Else, reject the interval.
ii: Using the above created groups, create 6 subgroups that further divide
the elements of each group as follows:
GDAH
{
AGDAH (40% of the elements)
BGDAH (60% of the elements)
GISR
{
AGISR (40% of the elements)
BGISR (60% of the elements)
GN8
{
AGN8 (40% of the elements)
BGN8 (60% of the elements)
iii: Generate 3 ASMs (ASMISR, ASMDAH, ASMN8) using the corresponding
subgroups: AGDAH, AGISR, AGN8.
iv: Evaluate each ASM using all elements within the current interval range,
see section 5.5.7. The elements that are used to create the ASM that is
being evaluated are excluded from the evaluation step.
Output: The interval in which the ASMs maximize the identification of pores.
Naturally, one range and one ASM per sample.
As mentioned in Algorithm 5.2, every time and interval is analyzed, the elements
of each pore sample are subdivided into two groups: a and b. The former is for
creating the ASM and the latter is for evaluating its performance. The sketch
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depicted in Figure 5.26 shows how the subgroups ai and bi are created for a
hypothetical pore size interval [100,1000] voxels. Additionally, one can see which
of the created subsets are used to evaluate the ASMs.
DAH set with 
100 pores
A1 = 40 elements
B1 = 60 elements
Pore size range [100, 1000]
N8 set with 
200 pores
A2 = 80 elements
B2 = 120 elements
ISR set with 
300 pores
A3 = 120 elements
B3 = 180 elements
Create a ASMDAH
using subgroup A1
Evaluate ASMDAH 
using 
A2 A3 B1 B2 B3
Create a ASMN8
using subgroup A2
Evaluate ASMN8 
using
A1 A3 B1 B2 B3
Create a ASMISR
using subgroup A3
Evaluate ASMISR 
using
A1 A2 B1 B2 B3
Figure 5.26: Graphic representation of the 3D ASM evaluation. The image de-
picts a pore size range in which the elements of all the samples are going to be
used to evaluate their respective shape model.
Clearly, Algorithm 5.2 is a brute-force approach that looks in all pore size intervals
until it finds the intervals that maximize the recognition of overlapping structures.
5.6 Results
Table 5.2 displays the total amount of pore structures extracted from each sample
using the 3D flood-fill algorithm previously introduced.
Sample Number of pore regions
DAH 123777
N8 32416
ISR 103759
Table 5.2: Total number of pore regions per sample.
The following table shows the size of the Gaussian kernel for each sample, as
well as the gray scale thresholds used to extract the pores from the images.
Additionally, this table shows the minimum and maximum size of pore regions
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in each sample extracted using the corresponding Gaussian kernel and gray scale
threshold.
Sample Kernel size(pixels)
Gray scale
threshold
Minimum pore size
(voxels)
Maximum pore size
(voxels)
DAH 21 [0− 111] 1 2968792
N8 15 [0− 110] 1 500880
ISR 21 [0− 120] 1 3245289
Table 5.3: Size of the Gaussian kernel and gray scale threshold for each sample.
The following image (Figure 5.27) depicts the pore size frequencies within the
global search interval. It also shows the frequency plot of all available structures.
It should be noted that in order to improve the visualization, the axes were set
to a logarithmic scale.
Figure 5.27: Pore size frequencies of the 3 available samples within the general
search range [200-60000] voxels.
The following plots show the results of the extensive search procedure described
in Algorithm 5.2 (Figures 5.28, 5.29, 5.30). It is possible to see all tested pore
size intervals and their corresponding evaluation. Furthermore, the white areas
in the plots indicate intervals where the sets did not have more than 10 elements,
and therefore were not evaluated.
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Figure 5.28: Exhaustive pore size interval analysis for the DAH sample.
Figure 5.29: Exhaustive pore size interval analysis for the ISR sample.
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Figure 5.30: Exhaustive pore size interval analysis for the N8 sample.
It is also possible to visualize in all 3 samples that strong identification zones
appear in certain interval areas (yellow, orange and red areas). For example,
in Figure 5.29 there is a zone with a high percentage of accurate identifications
within a relatively narrow range (depicted in red). Also, when the interval ranges
become very large (green areas in the upper right hand corner of the plots), the
evaluation of the shape models is not satisfactory because the combined complex-
ity of all possible overlapping structures becomes too varied to handle and the
ASMs cannot find shape patterns.
If the results of samples ISR and N8 are examined, one can deduce that when
the overlapping is too extreme, meaning large pore sizes, it is not possible to
create shape models that correctly identify patterns. However, this is not the
case for the sample DAH, in which large pores within small ranges can be used
for identification (red to orange area in the upper left hand corner of Figure 5.28).
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The following table shows the best interval range for each sample: its lower
boundary, its upper boundary and its identification effectiveness.
Model Pore size range
[lower boundary, upper boundary]
Identification accuracy
(%)
ASMDAH [6295,37944] 81.27
ASMISR [2851,4640] 90.50
ASMN8 [3631 4027] 77.7778
Table 5.4: Best interval ranges to perform ASM identification
From the above table (Table 5.4), it is possible to see that the best identification
performance is that of the ASM that belongs to the soil sample ISR, followed by
the two rock samples: DAH and N8. The ASM with the largest pore size range
is that of the sample DAH with a range that covers 31649 voxels in size. The
other two samples have smaller ranges: 1789 for the sample ISR and 396 for the
sample N8.
In all 3 samples it was possible to identify the overlapping structures with more
than 75 % accuracy, showing that it possible to transport the 2D-ASM technique
into the 3D space.
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CHAPTER 6
Discussion
This chapter will review several aspects of the methods that are proposed in
this work, such as their limitations, pros, cons, applications, etc. Additionally
some ideas that might be worth considering for future research are also suggested.
Finally, the conclusions of this work will be presented.
6.1 2D ASMs for detecting overlapping plants.
In the case of using 2D ASMs for the detection of overlapping plants, the entire
recognition system is composed of 3 main elements: Color segmentation, leaf
detection (ellipse detection) and ASM plant recognition. These 3 steps are a part
of a chain, where every step influences the performance of the successive step.
Color segmentation −→ Leaf detection −→ ASM plant recognition
This implies that if one starts with errors in the color segmentation, these inac-
curacies will be carried until the end of the calculations, producing poor results.
The limitations of each of these elements are discussed below.
6.1.1 Color segmentation
There are many approaches, such as those put forward by Burgos-Artizzu et al.
(2011), Ge´e et al. (2008), Tellaeche et al. (2008), Onyango & Marchant (2003),
etc., that attempt to identify different plants by only using color segmentation,
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which is just one step in the procedure proposed here. These techniques can
be executed quickly, identifying the presence of a plant (or plants), but lack the
ability to give more information about the analyzed situation, such as the plant
shape. To some extent, these approaches perform the identification in a bulky
manner, leaving most of the information unanalyzed.
In the current work, the image acquisition was carried out in a chamber with
optimal and constant light conditions. This situation facilitated the implemen-
tation of a straightforward segmentation process, in which the soil and plants
were properly differentiated. Furthermore, one has to take into account that the
segmentation used during this investigation only aims to partition the acquired
images into soil and plant sections, which were immediately binarized after its
detection. As a consequence, this led to loss of information, such as the texture
of the plant.
Making use of a segmentation technique that includes all the available informa-
tion might bring the advantage of a better subpartitioning within the already
recognized plant region. This, in turn, might have a direct impact on the per-
formance of the next step in the recognition chain, which is leaf detection. For
instance, if one is able to separate leaf regions and stem regions, one would be
able to target the leaf detection procedure only to the leaf regions. Also, knowing
where the stem regions are provides information about the places where groups
of leaves interconnect, i.e. the recognition of individual plants.
Mean shift clustering (Comaniciu & Meer, 2002) is a technique that one might
consider to perform further color segmentation within the previously identified
plant region. This method is able to find groups of colors without any previous
knowledge of the data. However, this comes with a price in terms of execution
time, due to the amount of computations required by the method.
Now, what happens if one wants to perform plant identification on an open field
situation? Certainly, the color segmentation proposed in this work, which is
adapted to fixed lighting conditions, must be modified in order to sufficiently
deal with constantly changing illumination conditions. In this situation, open
field systems, such as those proposed by Philipp (2004), Tian & Slaughter (1998),
Bosch et al. (2007), Zheng et al. (2009), etc., are required.
6.1.2 Leaf detection
The proposed leaf detection method works under the assumption that the leaves
have to a certain degree an elliptical shape. Naturally, this conjecture was made
because it is true that the model plant (tobacco), as well as many other plants
species, have leaves in the form of an ellipse. Naturally, this is not the case for
several types of plants, such as those shown in Figure 6.1.
In spite of all the non-elliptical leaves, there are many plants that have leaves
where it is still possible to make the above assumption. This approach can then
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Japanese maple Black oak Tulip tree White oak
Acer palmatum Quercus velutina Liriodendron tulipifera Quercus alba
Figure 6.1: Examples of non-elliptical leaves. Images modified from the Pennsyl-
vania Department of conservation and natural resources DCNR (2011).
be combined with other techniques which identify non-elliptical leaf shapes. Also,
it is possible to think of techniques that fit several ellipses per leaf in order to
approximate their shape.
One of the main advantages of treating leaves as ellipses is the reduction of the
complexity of the original leaf shape. This allows the use of several techniques
to attempt their detection; moreover, the use of procedures that detect this geo-
metric shape enable its recognition under overlapping situations.
In regard to the methods of ellipse detection, there are several ways in which his
task can be carried out. For instance, Yuen et al. (1989), Xu et al. (1990), Aguado
& Nixon (1995) and Mclaughlin (1998), proposed similar techniques based on the
Hough transform (Duda & Hart, 1972) and the random selection of 3 points along
the outline of the shape to generate possible ellipses. Actually, these methods
formed the basis of the ellipse detection method proposed in section 4.5.5; the only
difference being the use of mean-shift clustering which finds the best fitting ellipses
within the cloud of all the possible ones. Instead of the clustering approach,
these other techniques use a voting scheme to find the ellipses, in which small
ellipses have a very small chance to be detected because larger ellipses have more
probability that their points are selected to generate possible ellipses. Mean shift
clustering on the other hand will detect the small ellipses that are ignored by the
voting scheme.
The disadvantage of both methods - mean shift clustering as well as the voting
scheme - is that if one wants to increase the probability that the points of the
small ellipses are selected, one has to increase the number of random trials of the
method. However, this has the effect that the cloud of possible ellipses increases
in size, and more time is therefore needed to analyze it. Another drawback of
both approaches is that the selection of three random points produces a different
output every time they are executed using the same data; this, of course, is not
desirable.
In this thesis, a second approach for detecting ellipses was proposed, see section
4.5.6. This method is based on the detection of arc-sections within the outline
of a given region. The identified arc-sections are then combined in order to fit
ellipses that best superimpose the region. This detection scheme is faster and
more accurate than the one presented in section 4.5.5. Additionally, this method
does not have a random step that causes the results to vary from one execution to
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another, this means that the results will be the same if the approach is executed
several times using the same data.
Another important advantage that this method offers is the simplicity in which it
locates the arc-sections, which also reduces the computational time of the algo-
rithm. Additionally, one can easily eliminate the small arc-sections by raising the
threshold, if it is decided that they are negatively influencing the ellipse detection.
Moreover, if the analyzed region contains line sections within its outline, then,
one can use the splitting technique polygon approximation, presented in section
3.1.8, to determine which of the found arc-sections are, in fact, lines. Having cor-
rect arc-sections is essential before starting the arc combination step; one should
remember that in this step the algorithm attempts to merge neighboring arc-
sections with the intention of finding the arcs that belong to the same ellipse.
The merging step is also quite straightforward: It is essentially a process that
only tries to merge arcs that are interconnected by lines that are fully included in
the analyzed region. This has the advantage that the algorithm only attempts to
merge arcs with high probability of belonging to the same ellipse, thus speeding
up the algorithm. Before merging two arcs, there is an ellipse validation step that
quantifies the quality of the ellipse produced by the arcs that are being merged.
This step prevents the merging of arcs that do not belong to the same ellipse,
therefore, maintaining good quality detections.
There are other recognition approaches that use the detection and combination
of arcs to find ellipses. For example, Nguyen et al. (2009), Qiao & Ong (2007),
Hahn et al. (2008), Ji & Haralick (1999). All these methods, including the one
proposed in this work, can be summarized in 3 steps: Arc detection, Arc merging,
and Ellipse validation. Of course, each approach considers a different way to carry
out each step.
With regard to problems that one might encounter when using the arc detection
method, it is worth noting that the ellipse identification scheme was adjusted to
best match the shape of the tobacco leaves. However, since these leaves are not
totally elliptical, the ellipse detection algorithm can detect extra ellipses where
there should be just one. Figure 6.2 shows two examples of the extra detections
due to the divergence of the leaves from a perfect elliptical form.
Figure 6.2: Probable extra detections of ellipses.
The fact that additional ellipses might be detected, has a direct impact on the
following step of plant recognition. This can cause several problems, such as un-
necessary combinations with the faulty ellipse, faulty plant detections, etc. One
might think that unnecessary combinations using the faulty ellipses is to some
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extent a tolerable error, as long as the correct answer is ultimately found. How-
ever, in the case of a very time-sensitive plant identification system, these faulty
ellipses will affect its performance, increasing the time to carry out the task at
hand. The worst case scenario is that the faulty ellipses will lead to the detection
of erroneous plants. Certainly, faulty plant detections are an undesirable type
of error, because they are detrimental to the overall effectiveness of the plant
recognition system.
It is also recommended to take into consideration the application where the ellipse
detection method will be used, in order to properly adjust the parameters that
control the identification. Essentially, there are two main parameters: Minimum
arc size and the area of the ellipse that has to be contained within the analyzed
region (see sections 4.5.6 and 4.6.2). These two parameters can be adjusted to
allow the identification of objects that deviate substantially from an elliptical
form, or the selection of objects which are perfect ellipses. The parameters used
in this work are: Minimum arc size = 6 pixels, 97 % for the area of the ellipses
contained in the RoI and 20 % for the new information parameter. It should
be noted that the selection of these parameters was specially calibrated for the
detection of tobacco plantlets, and further fine tunning should be considered for
the detection of other type of plants.
6.1.3 ASM Plant recognition
After analyzing an image region in the search for leaves, the final step in the
plant recognition system is to cluster the detected ellipses into plants. The pro-
posed methodology for carrying out this task is to make decisions using the shape
deformation analyses of different ASMs.
There are other researchers that have already put forward systems that use ASMs
to identify plants or parts of plants, such as Søgaard & Heisel (2002), who
proposed models for the classification of weed plantlets. However, they mention
that the classification experiments were carried out without overlapping plants.
In spite of this, the identification models were able to classify with an accuracy
between 65 % to 90 %, depending on the weed species. Moeslund et al. (2005) used
ASMs to match the shape of cactus leaves before estimating their 3D position.
In this case, 86 % of the cactus leaves where identified, nevertheless, this is a
semiautomatic system where an initial guess of the position and shape of the leaf
has to be manually provided for the system to work. Persson & A˚strand (2008),
also used ASMs to classify crops and weeds. In this instance, the identification of
plants that are partially occluded is also taken into consideration. The suggested
procedure is to create deformable models with shape information taken from the
non-overlapped plants as well as overlapped plants, where the overlapped plants
are treated as a single shape. To some extent, the main idea is to include as
many overlapping situations as possible into the system, in order to enable it
to identify partly occluded plants. This, of course, can be done up to a certain
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limit, though one has to be very careful not to over-train the shape model with
overlapped shapes. If it is decided to include overlapping situations in the shape
model, one has to be aware that the number of possible overlapping situations
are infinite, that the shape model is being trained with erroneous shapes, and
that there will be a point where the identification will fail because the variance
within the training set is too large. Despite these facts, it is claimed that the
classification models were able to match plants with more than 80 % accuracy.
The approach proposed in this work uses ASMs as information holders, which
only contain information about true plant shapes. No extra information with
overlapping plant shapes was supplied to the models. The ability of detecting
partly occluded plants completely relies on the leaf detection step. In order to
find the most probable plants, different combinations of ellipses are landmarked
and tested with the ASM: the combinations that are not within the constraints
of the model are disregarded, while the combinations that are within the shape
constraints are kept for further evaluation. This evaluation consists of selecting
the combination of ellipses (leaves) that best approximates the mean shape of the
ASM, which in turn represents real plant shapes.
Combining ellipses can be computationally demanding and time consuming de-
pending on the total number of detected ellipses. Actually, the problem is that
the number of combinations grows exponentially. This is the reason why only
a few neighboring ellipses are allowed to be combined when looking for a plant
around a selected leaf. One has to take into account that every time a com-
bination of ellipses is performed, the landmarking procedure is also executed,
increasing the execution time. Table 6.1 illustrates the number of combinations
that the algorithm has to perform with different numbers of neighboring ellipses.(n
k
)
k = 2 k = 3 k = 4
n = 4 6 4 1
n = 8 28 56 70
n = 12 66 220 495
n = 16 120 560 1820
Table 6.1: Total number of leaf combinations. Where n is the number of neigh-
boring ellipses and k is the number of leaves in the model.
Naturally, if the n number is set too low, the algorithm might not have the chance
of finding the best plant around an area, however, if the n number is set too high,
the algorithm will spend too much time combining ellipses. There is, therefore,
a trade of between speed and accuracy.
Another factor that influences the algorithm is the number of perimeter points
that each ellipse is allowed to have. This directly influences the speed and accu-
racy. It influences the speed because the more perimeter points each ellipse has,
the more calculations the algorithm has to perform in order to find the best land-
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marks. It influences the accuracy because the more points the each ellipse has, the
landmarks will be more representative of the shape of the leaf, and consequently
the shape of the plant. Figure 6.3 depicts two examples of this problematic.
It is worth noting that during the experimental phase, the number of neighboring
ellipses used in every combination step was 12, and the number of perimeter
points used to represent each ellipse was 360 (one perimeter point per arcdegree).
It was observed that the first value allows the algorithm to adequately explore
the region around a detected leaf. However, the second value was extremely high,
which negatively affected the speed of the plant identification algorithm.
pant center pant center
8 perimeter points 36 perimeter points
Figure 6.3: Problems that might occur with the selected number of perimeter
points. Too few perimeter points might lead to erroneous landmarks, while too
many will unnecessarily increase the number of calculations for every combina-
tion.
One more aspect which must be analyzed is the total number of landmarks used
to represent a plant. In this case, the proposed technique uses only 5 landmarks
for each plant leaf. This has the positive effect that the computational load is
greatly reduced. One should remember that every time there is a combination
of ellipses, the ASM has to analyze the viability of the shape. If there is a small
number of landmarks, the ASM will rapidly perform its task.
Additionally, it is worth mentioning that the developed ASMs make minimum
use of the information that the RoI provides, i.e. only to test if the plant center is
within the RoI. Making certain that the plant center is within the RoI improves
the analysis of complicated situations, where several plants are present in the
image. If this simple test is not performed, the shape model might group together
a set of ellipses as a viable combination of leaves, which in actuality do not belong
to the same plant (see Figure 6.4 case 1). On the other hand, a drawback of
checking whether the plant center is within the RoI becomes apparent when the
shape of the plants, specially the ones with 2 leaves, have bent leaves that place
the calculated center outside of the RoI (see Figure 6.4 case 2).
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Case 1 Case 2
Figure 6.4: Example cases of erroneous detection of the plant and plant center.
Case 1 shows an image where the center of the plant is outside of the RoI due
to a incorrect combination of ellipses. Case 2 shows a case where the computed
center of the plant is place out of the RoI due to the shape of the plant.
Of course, using the information that the analyzed region provides brings more
advantages than disadvantages. However, in this research only one pixel is used
to help the ASM identification system. One way to improve the recognition al-
gorithm would be to connect the landmarks that form the skeleton of the plant.
This might be easily carried out by joining the landmark points using the A∗
algorithm (Russell & Norvig, 2003, pp. 97-101) to find the shortest path between
them. Certainly, the computed paths would have to fulfill certain characteris-
tics that depend on the plant shape. Another way to improve the identification
process would be to use the appearance (i.e. texture of the plant leaf) around
the landmark points in order to check that every landmark is correctly placed.
The texture information can be incorporated using Active Appearance Models
(Cootes & Taylor, 2004, AMMs), a technique which is very close related to the
ASMs.
Every time the algorithm is analyzing a certain area of the RoI, each of the
developed shape models is executed with the aim of finding a plant with the
appropriate shape around that area. If more than one ASM provides a possible
match, then the algorithm analyzes and compares their deformation energy in
order to decide which one provides is the best shape. The analysis is carried
out by a function that takes into account the deformation energy and also the
number of leaves. This function favors the plants with the most leaves because
their models need more deformation energy to match a plant. In a way, the
suggested function attempts to balance the competition between the ASMs.
It is possible to integrate further ASMs in order to recognize different types of
plants. However, this implies that the amount of calculations required to analyze
all the possibilities increase with every new ASM; if there is just one specific
target plant with an specific shape, only one ASM can be used, thus speeding up
the recognition process.
6.1.4 Possible applications
An identification system that is able to recognize shapes under overlapping situ-
ations can be applied in different areas for the automatization of tasks, especially
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those that entail repetitive and monotonous actions.
The following lists attempts to provide a general idea of the various application
in which this system can be employed:
1. Sorting and grading agricultural produce. Systems like the ones proposed
by Marchant et al. (1990) to sort potatoes, Deegan et al. (2010) to sort
cucumbers and tomatoes, and Patel et al. (1998) to sort eggs, could bene-
fit using this technique. Moreover, elliptically-shaped agricultural produce
(i.e. oranges, limes, melons, chillies, aubergines, guavas) can be easily in-
corporated to the system.
2. Selective plant breeding. In this case, automatic systems that have to iden-
tify plantlets with specific visual characteristics can be developed. Plants
without these key characteristics can then be automatically culled from the
plant stock.
3. Harvesting robots. In this situation, the robots require the ability to iden-
tify the crops under overlapping situations, which most of the time are
caused by leaves or stems. For example: the cucumber harvesting robot
developed by Henten et al. (2003), the mushroom picker developed by Reed
et al. (2001), the strawberry harvesting robot developed by Hayashi et al.
(2010), the cherry harvesting robot developed by Tanigaki et al. (2008), the
tomato picker developed by Takahashi et al. (2001), and the grape harvest-
ing robot (still in development) by Berenstein et al. (2010). Note that all
the aforementioned crops have an elliptical shape, therefore, it would be
straightforward to generate the corresponding ASMs.
4. Weed control. The aim of weed detection, automatic or not automatic,
is to enable the possibility of eliminating any plant that is not desired in
a crop field. The earlier the weeds are detected, the more effectively it
is possible to eliminate them. Many methods have being already put for-
ward, i.e., Schuster et al. (2007), Hemming (2000), A˚strandand & Baerveldt
(2002), Jeon & Tian (2009). All of these approaches require a system that
effectively identify weed plantlets for further elimination. There are three
main techniques to fight weeds after their detection: mechanical removal,
precision spraying and the creation of weed density maps that are used to
know where to spray herbicides. Additionally, there is one moreover tech-
nique (still under development by Wo¨ltjen et al. (2008)) that uses lasers to
eliminate weeds.
After mentioning some of the possible applications, there is still one interesting
point to address: Is it feasible to apply this recognition system in real life situa-
tions? In order to answer this question, one has to take into account two aspects:
speed and accuracy. It is believed that the recognition system is fast enough for
real applications. This conclusion is based on the observed performance at the
experimental phase. If more speed in required, the algorithms could be easily
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implemented to take advantage of the parallel computing that the new Graphic
Processing Units offer (Nickolls et al., 2008, GPUs). In this manner, the method
would be accelerated to result in faster detections. In regard to the accuracy
of the algorithm, it is also believed that it is accurate enough to work in actual
situations. One should also consider that in a real application, the systems have
more than one perspective view to analyze, thus, the probability of finding the
desired objects increases.
Finally, in order to complement the idea of possible applications, the following
images show the detection of cucumbers, tomatoes and serrano pepper using the
ellipsoid detection method proposed in this work.
Cucumber Tomato Serrano pepper
Figure 6.5: Example of possible applications using ellipse detection.
Please note that in order to obtain the above detections, the parameters values of
the ellipse detection algorithm were changed to best fit the shape of the object at
hand. Also, the segmentation process was achieved using different of color filters
(e.g. red for the tomatoes, etc) that were able to extract the regions that belong
to the object.
6.2 3D ASMs for overlapping problems
Active Shape Models can be used not only in the 2D but also in higher dimensional
spaces. The employed methodology, which was used to identify plantlets under
overlapping conditions, was transfered to the 3-dimensional space with the goal of
demonstrating that ASMs can also be used to identify characteristics of complex
overlapping structures. One of the main differences is that instead of extracting
data from a single plane (image), a 3-dimensional structure is reconstructed from
several stacked planes (tomograms). Again, a shape simplification took place,
allowing the use of landmarks to represent otherwise very complex and disparate
objects.
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6.2.1 Image preprocessing
In this investigation, as in the previous one, the preprocessing of the images
plays a very important role in the methodology, because it greatly influences
the final result. It was mentioned before that due to the physical properties of
the synchrotron light source, the images were subjected to a preprocessing step
using a 2D Gaussian filter to eliminate the noise. Moreover, based on visual
inspection of several gray histogram analyses, after applying the Gaussian filter,
the grey scale intervals that correspond to the minerals and voids were selected.
Nevertheless, the are some aspects that would be worth taking into account in
future research.
The way of dealing with the ring artifacts in each tomogram was quiet drastic
because part of the information contained in each tomogram was disregarded.
Certainly, keeping only the information that is within these rings eliminates their
effect in the calculations, however, a filter like the one proposed by Mu¨nch et al.
(2009) would eliminate the ring artifacts and enable the use of all the available
information area.
After the exclusion of the faulty information caused by the ring artifacts, a 2D
Gaussian filter could be used to further smooth the images. Then, following the
steps of the proposed methodology, the gray histogram analyses would take place.
An interesting remark about the suggested technique is that the Gaussian smooth-
ing is applied in the 2-dimensional space, thus, only one tomogram can be affected
by this filter at a time; the use of a 3-dimensional filter would be a better option.
This would mean that the filter would be able to affect several layers (i.e. several
tomograms) at once taking into account neighboring voxels in all directions. This
has a direct effect on the 3D reconstruction because small pore regions, which
most likely would disappear with a 2D filter, might have the chance of not being
removed if the effect of all its neighbors is accounted for. If small pore regions are
considered in the reconstruction, it can occur that these regions are connecting
sections between larger structures.
One more annotation to the proposed approach is that the threshold intervals
are based on the visual inspection of a few of the gray scale histogram analyses.
Again, this methodology only takes into account 2-dimensional data. Naturally, it
is better to consider all the tomograms in the data set to perform the localization
of the thresholds that identify the pores and other minerals. An idea worthy of
exploration is to integrate a clustering system that uses all the gray scale values
contained in all the tomograms in order to identify regions with specific color
ranges. For instance, the mean shift clustering technique, proposed by Comaniciu
& Meer (2002), is an viable option to perform the 3D color space analysis.
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6.2.2 3D ASM identification
The main objective of this part of the research was to transport the method-
ology used in 2-dimensions into the 3-dimensional space. However, in this case
the identification was carried out using complex overlapping structures. Natu-
rally, the proposed technique also uses the reduction of the original shape into a
geometrical object with the purpose of reducing the complexity of the problem
and also to standardize the shapes of all structures. In this case, the geometrical
objects that were used are ellipsoids, this has the advantage that a small number
of landmarks can be used to represent the shape.
The selection of ellipsoids as the geometrical shape model was carried out by
comparing how well different geometrical shapes (lines, cuboids and ellipsoids)
represent different overlapping structures. In this case ellipsoids were selected
because they had the smallest error when fitting the original form into a simplified
geometrical object.
Without the assumption that overlapping structures were ellipses, it would be
much more difficult to find shape patterns within the collected data. This is be-
cause the variability of the amorphous structures was too great for the successful
application of the landmarking techniques. Moreover, the fact that only 15 land-
marks were used to represent a pore made it possible to use an exhaustive search
approach that was constantly generating shape models within different pore size
intervals. This exhaustive search technique made it possible to identify a several
intervals where it is possible to use ASMs to model specific shape characteristics.
When performing the search within all the pore size intervals, it was necessary
to divide all the elements of every tested interval into groups: one to train the
model, and one to test it. The search algorithm was carried out in this manner
because there is only one tomographic data set per rock and soil sample. Of
course, the bisection would not be necessary if two or more tomographic sets per
sample were available.
With regard to the results of the detection, it is possible to see that there are
specific intervals zones that allow accurate identification of overlapping structures
(Figures 5.28, 5.29, 5.30). The best interval was found when evaluating the soil
sample ISR, with over 90 % identification effectiveness. The other two samples
(N8 and DAH) also have intervals in which the shape model was able to find
particular patterns that allow their characterization, with an effectiveness of 81.27
% and 77.77 % respectively.
Just like in the 2D study, when the amount overlapping becomes too great, there
is a detrimental effect in the ability of the algorithm to properly identify the
structures. The results also show that when the overlapping structures become to
large, they become too complex to be represented with a shape model, supporting
the decision to exclude such large forms from the global pattern search.
With this work, it was shown that the proposed ASM methodology used in the 2-
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dimensional space is transferable to the 3-dimensional space, including the shape
simplification -ellipses in 2D and ellipsoids in 3D- which greatly simplifies the
landmarking process.
The presented technique has been successfully implemented to investigate the role
of fungal mycelium in the formation of carbonate concretions in growing media
(Masaphy et al., 2009).
For future research, it is contemplated to include the preferred direction of each
pore structure into the ASMs. It is believed that if this is taken into account,
the typification of pore structures will be more accurate. In order to incorpo-
rate this feature, the eigendecomposition of each structure has to be computed,
where the eigenvector that corresponds to the greatest eigenvalue represents the
preferred orientation; see section 3.3.4 for more information about eigenvectors
and eigenvalues.
6.2.3 Possible applications
The applications of this research are broad, however, in this particular case, it
has more relevance for basic soil science studies. Finding and analyzing porous
regions in mineral and rock samples can help to understand the chemical reactions
caused by weathering and leaching that ultimately lead to the disintegration and
release of elements bound in the rock. These elements might be incorporated
back into the soils, giving added nutrients to the plant life or eroded into the
rivers and oceans, something that is important for the global element cycles.
There are two main questions that encourage the analysis of pore structures and
their geometry:
1. The first question that needs to be answered is if there are connected pores
within the mineral or rock body.
2. If so, then the geometry and size of these pore can effect the interaction
between the fluids and minerals. In the case of small pores, diffusion of
fluids is very slow, hindering element turnover. Larger pores allow a higher
flow of fluids to enter and leave the rock body, speeding up the reacting
rate and weathering of the minerals.
Understanding these processes is important for several areas of study, i.e., plant
nutrition, plant irrigation, soil leaching, where new models can be developed or
the information can be used to expand on existing theories.
In the area of plant science, there are also possible applications. For example,
one could model inter-cellular spaces or chambers with the aim of analyzing their
role in gas and fluid exchange within the plant.
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CHAPTER 7
Conclusions
The main objectives of this work were to transport the use of Active Shape
Models into the world of plant science to solve complex overlapping situations.
This was carried out with the purpose of developing methods that are able to
identify shapes under difficult and fluctuating conditions, which is normally the
case when working with plants or their produce.
This work presents two approaches that use the capabilities of ASMs to deform
shapes: one that identifies plantlets under overlapping situations (2D), and a
second method that identifies overlapping amorphous pore structures from soil
and rock samples (3D).
In the 2D space, the identification system is able to correctly recognize plantlets
under overlapping situations. It also demonstrated that approximating the shape
of leaves as ellipses positively influenced the detection of plants that are growing
in overlapping conditions: firstly the reduction of a complex shape into a basic
geometric form simplifies the form recognition process; secondly using regular ge-
ometric forms allows the automatic reconstruction of missing data, such as in the
case of overlapping leaves. Additionally, the presented model was evaluated us-
ing plants with different overlapping circumstances: from cases where there is no
overlapping (0 % overlapping area), to cases where there were severely occluded
plants (32 % overlapping area). Certainly, the performance of the algorithm de-
creases when the overlapping area between the plants increases, from almost 100
% efficiency to ca. 21 % efficiency. This, of course, is caused by the increasing
amount of missing information and by the complications caused by the number
of leaf combinations that the system has to evaluate. Regardless of the over-
lapping situations, the system is still able to recognize plants as long as enough
information about the individual leaves was still visible.
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A similar methodology was then transported into the 3D space, where the pro-
posed identification system was also able to identify complex overlapping struc-
tures. The pore spaces in three different soil and rock samples were analyzed in
order to test the feasibility of using ASMs to solve overlapping situations in the
3-dimensional space. These complex structures were first approximated into a
simpler geometric shape, in this case an ellipsoid. This was necessary because
the original shape variability was too great for the successful use of landmarking
techniques. Using ellipsoids to represent the original shape of porous structures
facilitated their recognition, even if they were of different sizes (i.e. contained a
different number of voxels). The results indicate that certain pore size intervals
exist for each sample where the system was able to find specific shape patterns
that can then be used to identify distinct pore structure groups within each sam-
ple set.
In all 3 samples it was possible to identify the overlapping structures with more
than 75 % accuracy. For sample ISR, an interval range was found were over 90
% of the pores could be accurately identified, while sample DAH contained an
interval range where the identification effectiveness was above 80 %, and sample
N8 included an interval range where the effectiveness was above 77 %.
The techniques proposed in this work show that modeling the original form with
geometrical shapes, in this case ellipses and ellipsoids, is an excellent way of reduc-
ing the complexity of identification problems. Of course, the combination of this
scheme with ASMs provide a robust pattern recognition tool that can be applied
to many areas where computer vision techniques are required. Such computer
vision systems will play a key role in the exponentially increasing amount of au-
tomatization within agriculture and food production, where the required systems
have to deal with the ever changing conditions in the natural environment.
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APPENDIX A
Mathematical background
A.1 Polar Coordinates
polar axis
(r, θ)
θ
r
counter clockwise
The polar coordinate system uses a tuple of two variables
(r, θ) to represent its coordinates. The term r in the tuple
is the distance to a reference pole (this term is called
radial coordinate or radial distance). The term θ in the
tuple is the angle between the polar axis and the line
segment connecting the pole and the point (this term
is called angular coordinate). The pole is the reference
coordinate that all other points use to measure its radial
distance. The polar axis is the reference axis. Generally,
the polar axis is taken to be the positive Cartesian x-
axis, in other words, it is the horizontal line to the right
of the pole. In order to have unique coordinate points,
the values of the radial coordinates are limited to r > 0, and the values of the
angular coordinates are within the interval [0, 2pi). By convention θ is measured
in a counter clockwise direction.
A point (x, y) in Cartesian coordinates can be represented in polar coordinates
(r, θ), and vice versa, using the following equations:
r =
√
x2 + y2 x = r cos(θ)
θ = arctan
(
y
x
)
y = r sin(θ)
A.2 Arctangent function
It is worth noting that the calculation of the angular values was carried out with a
modified atan2(y, x) function1, which ensures the interval [0, 2pi) of the angular
coordinates.
1The atan2 is a function that is available for the C++ programming language. Its doc-
umentation can be found online at (Cplusplus.com, 2010; LinuxManPages, 2010; Wikipedia,
2010a).
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Modified version of the atan2(y, x) function presented in Cplusplus.com (2010);
LinuxManPages (2010); Wikipedia (2010a):
θ =


arctan
(
y
x
)
if x > 0 and y ≥ 0
arctan
(
y
x
)
+ 2pi if x > 0 and y < 0
arctan
(
y
x
)
+ pi if x < 0
1
2pi if x = 0 and y > 0
3
2pi if x = 0 and y < 0
0 if x = 0 and y = 0
A.3 Metric schemes
There are some popular metric schemes to calculate the distance between two
points p1, p2, where each point has an x-cartesian coordiante and and y-cartesian
cordinate p = (x, y).
Chessboard distance max(|x2 − x1|, |y2 − y1|)
Manhattan distance |x2 − x1|+ |y2 − y1|
Euclidean distance
√
(x2 − x1)2 + (y2 − y1)2
A.4 Centroid of a point set
The centroid is the average position over all the points included in the set.
x¯ =
1
n
n∑
i=1
xi
A.5 Rotations in R3
“A vector u ∈ R3 can be rotated counterclockwise through an angle θ around a
coordinate axis by means of a multiplication P · u in which P is an appropriate
orthogonal matrix” (Meyer, 2000, p. 328).
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Rotation around the x-Axis Px =

 1 0 00 cos θ − sin θ
0 sin θ cos θ


Rotation around the y-Axis Py =

 cos θ 0 sin θ0 1 0
− sin θ 0 cos θ


Rotation around the z-Axis Pz =

 cos θ − sin θ 0sin θ cos θ 0
0 1 0


A.6 Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)
Stewart (1993) mentions that “the contributions of five mathematicians Eugenio
Beltrami (1835-1899), Camille Jordan (1838-1921), James Joseph Sylvester (1814-
1897), Erhard Schmidt (1876-1959), and Hermann Weyl (1885-1955) who were
responsible for establishing the existence of the singular value decomposition and
developing its theory.”
“The SVD is intimately related to the familiar theory of diagonalizing a symmetric
matrix. Recall that if A is a symmetric real n× n matrix, there is an orthogonal
matrix V and a diagonal D such that A = VDVT. Here the columns of V are
eigenvectors for A and form an orthonormal basis for Rn; diagonal entries of D
the are the eigenvalues of A. To emphasize the connection with the SVD, we will
refer to VDVT as the eigenvalue decomposition for A.” Kalman (1996, p. 2)
However, A does not need to be a square matrix; bellow there is a more general
definition of the method:
“For each A ∈ Rm×n of rank r, there are orthogonal matrices Um×m, Vn×n and
a diagonal matrix Dr×r = diag(λ1,λ2, . . . ,λr) such that
A = U (D)m×nV
T with λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λr > 0
The λi are called the nonzero singular values. The above factorization is called
a singular value decomposition of A, and the columns in U and V are called
left-hand and right-hand singular vectors for A, respectively.” (Meyer, 2000, p.
412)
“The first eigenvector of the matrix A points in the direction of maximum vari-
ation, and the corresponding eigenvalue measures the variation in this direction;
i.e., it is the variance in this direction. The subsequent eigenvectors point in the
directions of maximum variation orthogonal to the previous directions, and the
eigenvalues again measure the variations.” (Muller et al., 2004, p. 524)
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Most of the computational packages arrange the values of the eigenvalues and
aigenvectors according to the variance they represent, such that
λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λn > 0
where n is the number of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of matrix A. This arrange-
ment facilitates dimensionality reduction if necessary.
“The directions of maximum variation are then given by the columns of U and
the variances (eigenvalues λj of A) λj by the squares of the singular values, i.e.,
λj = σj . In probability theory the singular values are known as the standard
deviations.” (Muller et al., 2004, p. 524)
A.7 Complex numbers
Complex numbers describe the sum of a real number and an imaginary one
z = x+ iy
where x is the real part of the complex number and y is the imaginary part.
“Every complex number can be represented as a point in the complex plane, and
can therefore be expressed by specifying either the point’s Cartesian coordinates
(called rectangular or Cartesian form) or the point’s polar coordinates (called
polar form). The complex number z can be represented in rectangular form as”
(Wikipedia, 2010b).
A.8 Euler’s formula
The Euler formula states,
eiθ = cos θ + i sin θ,
where e is the euler’s number, i is the imaginary unit and θ is an argument in
radians.
A.9 Fourier Transform
For a continuous function f(x), the Fourier Transform is defined as
F (u) =
∫ ∞
−∞
e−i2piuxf(x)dx,
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the corresponding Inverse Fourier Transform
f(x) =
∫ ∞
−∞
ei2piuxF (u)du,
where i =
√−1, x is a real variable and u is the frequency variable. Furthermore,
if one uses the Euler’s formula (see Appendix A.8) to substitute the term ei2piux,
the trigonometric functions appear in the integrals. This is why it is said that
the input function is transformed into a series of sines and cosines.
A.10 Gaussian smoothing of images
The following equation shows a Gaussian function in 2-dimensions:
G(x, y) =
1
2piσ2
e−
x2+y2
2σ2
“where x is the distance from the origin in the horizontal axis, y is the distance
from the origin in the vertical axis, and σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian
distribution” (from Wikipedia (2010c)). Figure A.1 shows an example of a 11×11
pixel Gaussian kernel. This kernel can be convoluted with every image pixel and
its neighbors. The farther away a pixel is, the less likely it will effect the evaluated
pixel, which is at the central point of the kernel. Moreover, the size of the kernel
(controlled by σ) dictates how smooth the output image will be.
Figure A.1: Gaussian kernel example.
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SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
A, B, . . . , Z bold-face, capital letters refer to matrices
A, B, C, D, E, F constant terms of the ellipse equation
A, . . . , G, H, I, J constant terms of the ellipsoid equation
a, b, . . . , z bold-face, small letters refer to vectors
a, b, c ellipse and ellipsoid radii (semimajor and semiminor axes)
aid accurate identifications
arc structure containing the points of an arc
arctan inverse function of the trigonometric tangent function
AMM, AMMs Active Appearance Model(s)
ASM, ASMs Active Shape Model(s)
C covariance matrix
CT X-ray Computed Tomography
cp closest point to plant center
c˜ focal length
nCk combination of n ellipses using groups of size k
◦C degree Celsius
d distance or dimension counter
DAH rock sample
de deformation energy
E ellipse
e Euler’s number
ec ellipse center point
eˆ ellipse eccentricity
f˜ focus point
F (u) Fourier transform of f(t)
FD, FDs Fourier descriptor(s)
fe fitness function or evaluation fucntion
f(t) function in the time domain
fp furthest point to plant center
GA Genetic Algorithm
g generation counter
H Image height
Hd Hausdorff distance
hd one-sided Hausdorff distance
HM Hu moment
I Image
1 intersection point
i, j, k, n,m general indices and counters, i =
√−1 imaginary number
K(u) kernel function
kde kernel density estimator
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L line
#L, #l latus rectum, semilatus rectum
M moment
mad mean absolute distance
mˇ middle point
max maximum value
min minimum value
ms(u) mean shift vector
MRI Magnetic Resonance Imaging
N set containing k real arc neighbors
N8 rock sample
nv total number of voxels
P Population
p Cartesian point: 2D (x, y) and 3D (x, y, z)
p RGB pixel
pc plant center
pB pixel blue channel
pG pixel green channel
pR pixel red channel
p∗G pixel’s computed green value
PCA Principal Component Analysis
PET Positron Emission Tomography
PSI Paul Scherrer Institute
R Region
R real numbers
r radius or radial distance
RGB Reg Green Blue color space
RoI Region of Interest
S set of shapes
s¯ mean shape
s shape or set of points
sin, cos, tan trigonometric functions
SLS Swiss Light Source
sub subinterval
SVD Singular Value Decomposition
T tangent line
T transpose of a matrix
thr threshold
TOMCAT TOmographic Microscopy and Coherent rAdiology experimenTs
VK desired percentage of variance
VT total variace
v percentages of total variance
W, Image width
wa, wb breadth of the leaf landmark
wf weighting factor
wid wrong identifications
$s window size
xc, yc, zc center position coordinates
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x¯, y¯, z¯ mean values
x x-axis; coordinate along the x-axis; an algebraic variable
y y-axis; coordinate along the y-axis; an algebraic variable
z z-axis; coordinate along the z-axis; an algebraic variable
θ , ω, β angular values
α wave-operator values
σ standard deviation
µ mean value
µ vector of means
λ, eigenvalue
λ eigenvalues
φ eigenvector
Φ eigenvectors
δ element of a matrix
pi mathematical constant Pi
∆ delta changes of a variable
Λ Amplitude
ξ roundness factor
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